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Abstract
The development of the optical frequency comb technique has transformed the
field of spectroscopy, allowing the measurement of atomic transition frequen-
cies to unprecedented levels of accuracy. In this thesis a frequency comb has
been used to make absolute frequency measurements of optical transitions to
highly excited Rydberg levels in Rb. The reliable measurement of these levels
plays an important role in improving the accuracy of atomic models and the
widely used Rb atom is an excellent candidate for such studies. A laser system
has been constructed and optimised for resolving these highly excited states
in an ordinary vapour cell, using a Doppler-free technique of purely optical
detection. After several developments to the apparatus, the absolute ener-
gies of a collection of Rydberg levels have been measured to an accuracy of
3 parts in 1010, demonstrating the first sub-megahertz accuracy optical Ryd-
berg spectroscopy. A vapour cell is a convenient and straightforward solution
for finding Rydberg levels and these findings show that cell-based detection
techniques could potentially permit rapid advances in the field.
Along the way, the vapour cell sample has also highlighted many interesting
areas of exploration: For example, it has allowed long term laser stabilisation
to Rydberg levels for experiments such as the micromaser. Also, the Rydberg
atoms in the cell have been manipulated by microwaves, allowing the study of
high ` = 4 states, which has illuminated a whole range of new experiments. It
has even been found that one of the limiting factors of these cell-based schemes
may be the knowledge of the frequency of lower lying transitions, which has
ultimately led this research into a secondary area, involving the measurement
of the Rb D lines with a frequency comb. Together, these findings have exposed
a large variety of atomic physics to be investigated in the future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Spectroscopy plays an integral part in our understanding of the laws of the universe, with
a huge array of physics open to study via the measurement and implementation of atomic
resonances. The development of lasers in the 1960s (1), Doppler-free techniques in the
1970s (2; 3; 4; 5) and optical counting techniques in the 1990s (6) has transformed the
field of spectroscopy, introducing a new era of ‘precision laser spectroscopy’. Experiments
have become so sensitive that from the precise measurement of atomic resonances it is now
possible to check for deviations between experiments and well known physical theories with
extraordinary accuracy. For example, energy levels of H can now be compared with the
predictions of QED to 14 significant digits (7; 8; 9). No other branch of science offers
such a variety of truly fundamental physics to be studied, from what are often table-
top experiments. These studies include precision measurements of Lamb shifts (10; 11),
searching for time variations of the fundamental constants including α (8; 12), studying
the symmetry of matter and antimatter (13; 14), verifying the predictions of Special
Relativity, (15; 16), observing General Relativistic effects in the lab (17; 18) and many
more. The frequencies of atomic resonances have rapidly become the most accurately
measured quantities in physics.
1.1 Atomic spectroscopy
The measurement of atomic resonances began as early as 1817 when Fraunhofer made
wavelength measurements of the dark absorption bands in the Sun’s spectrum (19). By
1860 Kirchhoff and Bunsen had identified some of the same lines emitted from heated
elements in the lab and realised that each element could be recognised by a unique set
1
1.2 Beyond Doppler broadening
of spectral lines (20). This discovery made spectroscopy a new scientific field, and in
1868 Angstrom was successful in identifying and accurately measuring the wavelengths of
the first visible lines of H (21). This subsequently led to the famous Balmer equation in
1885 (22), describing the positions of these lines, which ultimately gave the foundations
of Bohr’s quantum theory in 1913 (23).
These early lab studies involved capturing emitted light from excited atoms and using
a spectrograph as a wavelength ruler. In this case, the spectral resolution was always
limited by the resolving power of the spectrograph. Even for a very good modern-day
spectrograph this is typically several hundreds of megahertz (24). Another technique
involves monitoring instead the absorption of a light source by a sample of atoms. This
was the technique of choice for microwave spectroscopy, which was developed in the 1940s
(25). With a single frequency widely tunable microwave synthesiser, one can readily study
the frequency response of a sample. In optical spectroscopy however, light sources were
broadband, incoherent and non-tunable, therefore these types of measurement were limited
to studying dark absorption lines on a spectrograph.
It was the development of lasers in the 1960s (1) that supplied, for the first time, a
tunable and monochromatic light source. This opened up the possibility of orders of mag-
nitude of improvement, in both the spectral resolution and detection sensitivity of atomic
spectroscopy. Lasers with linewidths on the 1 MHz level meant that the spectral resolution
of laser absorption spectroscopy was now limited by the transition linewidth. Therefore
for laser spectroscopy of thermal atomic vapours, it was now the Doppler broadening of
the spectral lines (caused by the motion of the atoms) which limited the resolution. The
1970s saw breakthroughs in non-linear spectroscopic techniques to eliminate this broad-
ening mechanism, and to ultimately achieve sub-Doppler resolution.
1.2 Beyond Doppler broadening
1.2.1 The Doppler width
An atomic resonance of frequency f12 between two atomic levels 1 and 2 can be described
by a homogeneously broadened Lorentzian line profile. The absorption of laser light with
frequency f follows a relation
L(f − f12) = Γ
2pi
1
(f − f12)2 + (Γ/2)2 , (1.1)
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where Γ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line, or the natural linewidth.
For an atom that is moving relative to the laser with velocity v, the laser frequency
must be replaced with (1 ± vc )f to account for the first order Doppler shift of the laser
in the atom’s frame 1. For a collection of thermal atoms, this Lorentzian line shape is
therefore integrated over all velocity classes, with a Maxwell-Boltzmann thermal velocity
distribution, giving an absorption coefficient
α(f − f12) ∝
∫ +∞
−∞
1
u
√
pi
exp(−v
2
u2
)L(f +
v
c
f − f12) dv. (1.2)
The result is a Doppler broadened line profile, where u =
√
2kBT
M , T is the thermal
temperature and M is the mass of the atoms involved. The Doppler width is defined as
∆fD = 2
√
ln2(uλ), where λ is the laser wavelength. For many atomic or molecular species
existing as a room temperature vapour ∆fD  Γ. Therefore the resonance linewidth is
broadened to an inhomogeneous Gaussian line shape, which can limit the resolution of
laser spectroscopy to hundreds of megahertz. The Doppler width is also often larger than
the hyperfine splittings, meaning that atomic detail is masked.
1.2.2 Doppler-free techniques
Collimated beam spectroscopy
Generating a collimated beam of atoms gives a highly non-isotropic atomic sample, and
by probing this beam with a laser perpendicular to the beam propagation direction, one
can largely reduce the effect of Doppler broadening. This is depicted in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Collimated beam spectroscopy. If the atoms are probed with a laser at 90◦ to
the beam direction, the Doppler width of the atoms can be made much smaller than the
equivalent thermal Doppler width.
1The higher order Doppler shift terms are not considered throughout this thesis, they are typically
more than 106× smaller than the first order shift. The second order shift is discussed in Section 9.5.5.
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If the beam has a velocity distribution along its axis with Doppler width ∆fD and a
small divergence angle of θ, the Doppler width to a perpendicular observer is ∼ θ∆fD.
With sufficient collimation, Doppler broadening can be reduced by a few orders of magni-
tude. This was the first technique of Doppler-free spectroscopy and was actually developed
by Meissner (26) well before the development of lasers. In these experiments atoms were
typically excited using electron impact and emitted light was captured perpendicular to
the beam and measured with a spectrograph.
Saturated absorption spectroscopy
Saturated absorption spectroscopy (SAS) was developed independently by Ha¨nsch and
Borde in 1970 (2; 3). The technique was the first demonstration of eliminating Doppler
broadening in laser spectroscopy of thermal atoms outside the laser cavity. The approach
is based around the velocity-selective saturation of an atomic transition, depicted in Figure
1.2.
Figure 1.2: Saturated absorption spectroscopy (SAS). Only stationary atoms are in reso-
nance with the pump and probe laser simultaneously and can contribute to the spectro-
scopic signal.
A strong pump beam and a weak probe beam derived from the same laser counter-
propagate through a thermal distribution of atoms. The laser is tuned onto resonance
with a transition and the probe absorption is monitored. When the pump beam acts on
the transition, atomic population is moved from level 1 to 2 and the transition becomes
saturated, as a result the probe absorption is reduced. If the two laser frequencies are
fpr=fpu=f , the two laser detunings in the atomic frame are
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δpr = f − v
c
f − f12 (1.3) δpu = f + v
c
f − f12. (1.4)
When f = f12, only atoms that move perpendicular to the lasers, with zero velocity
component along this axis, can achieve the δpr = δpu = 0 condition. Atoms with a finite
velocity component along this axis cannot be resonant with the pump and probe laser
simultaneously. Therefore the decreased absorption signal of the probe beam, known as the
‘Lamb dip’ (27), is free from Doppler broadening and can approach the natural linewidth
of the transition. The pump beam ‘burns’ a hole in the thermal velocity distribution of
ground state atoms at v=0.
The first SAS experiments allowed the hyperfine structure of I2 and the NaD lines to be
resolved for the first time, with resolutions of 10 MHz (3; 28). Famously SAS also allowed
the first sub-Doppler optical study of the H Balmer α line, allowing the fine structure
to be resolved and giving the first optical determination of the Lamb shift between the
2s1/2 and 2p1/2 states (29). This later gave a value for the Rydberg constant R∞ with
an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy over previous studies, at 1 part in 108
(30). Other more sensitive methods of SAS have since been developed such as polarisation
spectroscopy (31).
Two-photon spectroscopy
Two-photon spectroscopy was also proposed in 1970 (32) and was demonstrated in 1974
in Na vapour (4; 5). An atom can absorb two photons simultaneously and undergo a
two-photon excitation, of the form ∆` = 0,±2, depicted in Figure 1.3.
Two intense beams, derived from the same laser, counter-propagate through a thermal
distribution of atoms. The laser’s double-frequency is tuned onto resonance with a two-
photon transition and the atoms are monitored for fluorescence as they relax from level 2
to 1. If the laser frequency is f , and the atom absorbs one photon from each beam, the
detuning from two-photon resonance in the atomic frame is
δ2γ = (f +
v
c
f) + (f − v
c
f)− f12. (1.5)
From this one can see that δ2γ = 2f − f12 for any velocity v; Doppler shifts are equal
and opposite, meaning that when δ2γ = 0 all velocity classes become resonant with the
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Figure 1.3: Two-photon spectroscopy: The atom absorbs one photon from each beam. In
a counter-propagating arrangement, perfect cancellation of Doppler shifts from the two
lasers results in all velocity classes contributing to a Doppler-free spectroscopic signal.
two-photon transition. The fact that v does not appear in the detuning expression implies
that the signal is Doppler-free.
This technique has been very powerful in precision spectroscopy because these transi-
tions have very narrow natural linewidths. With two-photon spectroscopy it became pos-
sible to measure the 1s1/2-2s1/2 transition frequency in H, which has a natural linewidth
of just 1.3 Hz (33).
1.2.3 The advent of precision spectroscopy
Doppler-free techniques unleashed the true potential of the laser as a spectroscopic light
source in fundamental physical measurements. However, the development of these tech-
niques was also accompanied by a strong drive to develop methods for directly counting
the laser frequency, especially with regards to H spectroscopy (34). In the 1970s, experi-
ments were reaching a position where the uncertainty associated with measuring the laser
wavelength was now considerably worse than the resolutions achievable with Doppler-free
spectroscopy. After 30 years of effort, optical frequency counting is now a reality and
the recent development of optical frequency combs (derived from mode-locked lasers) has
transformed the field of spectroscopy once again (6). These extraordinary developments
are nicely demonstrated in the most recent measurement of the 1s1/2-2s1/2 transition in
H which shows an accuracy of 1.4 parts in 1014 (8).
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1.3 Measuring optical frequencies
1.3.1 Wavelength or frequency?
It was not until the development of the monochromatic laser source that spectroscopists
began to consider the direct measurement of the frequency of light. The wavelength of a
laser can be measured accurately by comparing it against a known length standard using
an interferometric method. However, wavelength measurements are always limited by the
deviation of the laser wavefronts from an ideal plane and local changes in the refractive
index (24). As a result, a lab-size wavemeter can not exceed a measurement accuracy of
a part in 1010 (6). In contrast, the direct measurement of the laser frequency against a
clock only involves counting oscillations and does not suffer from these limitations. Such
a measurement can therefore be significantly more accurate.
1.3.2 Laser heterodyne measurements
The idea of laser heterodyne measurements was first studied by Javan immediately after
the development of the laser (35). In the same way that one can hear an audible beat
Figure 1.4: A laser heterodyne measurement.
note between two acoustic oscillators of nearly equal frequency, one can also detect radio
frequency (RF) beat notes between two lasers, see Figure 1.6. If the electric fields of two
laser beams are E1(t) = E1 cos(2pif1t) and E2(t) = E2 cos(2pif2t+φ), and the two overlap
on a square-law photodetector, the detector will output a photocurrent (36)
I(t) ∝ 1
2
E21 +
1
2
E22 + E1 ·E2 cos(2pi(f1 − f2)t+ φ), (1.6)
where φ is the phase difference between the two oscillating fields. It is assumed that the
detector does not respond to fast oscillations at frequencies f1 or f2, and has sufficient
bandwidth to respond at the difference frequency. For two lasers polarised in the same
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plane, an RF beat note at f1 − f2 can then be measured. Physically, laser 1 can have a
frequency higher or lower than laser 2, therefore one must separately find the sign of the
beat note to deduce which is the case.
Heterodyne measurements play a fundamental role in optical frequency metrology be-
cause they allow ordinary RF counting techniques to be used in the optical domain. By
measuring the beat note between an unknown laser frequency and a pre-determined laser
frequency, one can translate frequency information between the two with no loss in accu-
racy. However, to complete an absolute measurement, an optical frequency measurement
is still required of the pre-determined laser.
1.3.3 Counting an absolute optical frequency
The first successful absolute optical frequency measurements of lasers were made with
frequency chains constructed at the NBS in Boulder (37) and the PTB in Braunschweig
(38). Frequency chains consist of up to 10 phase-locked oscillators of increasing frequency,
locked to one another via non-linear frequency multiplicative stages. With enough links
in the chain, the large portion of the electromagnetic spectrum can be coherently bridged
from a primary Cs standard at 9.192,631,770 GHz to a 100 THz laser frequency, allowing
optical counting relative to the SI second. After the first optical frequency measurements,
in 1983 it was globally decided to fix the speed of light at 299 792 458 ms−1, directly tying
the SI metre and the SI second.
1.4 Optical frequency combs
Frequency chains were extremely complex systems, designed to work at only one specific
optical frequency, and for this reason they were only used to make several measurements
(37; 38). It is the more recent development of femtosecond frequency combs (6) that has
truly revolutionised the area of optical frequency metrology.
1.4.1 Mode-locked lasers: Optical frequency synthesisers
In the 1990s, Kerr-lens mode-locking techniques of Ti:Sapphire lasers were achieving pulse
durations of TP ∼10 fs, equivalent to a few optical cycles (39). Figure 1.5 shows the
output of a femtosecond laser in the time domain. The repetition frequency of the pulses
frep (typically ∼100 MHz) is simply related to the round trip time of the laser cavity
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Trt = 1/frep. Importantly, due to dispersion in the laser cavity, after each round trip
there is also an incremental phase slip ∆φ between the carrier and pulse envelope.
Figure 1.5: A pulse train from a typical femtosecond pulsed mode-locked laser in the time
domain. The blue line shows the pulse envelope and the red line shows the carrier laser
frequency.
In the frequency domain, this pulse train describes a comb of narrow lines spaced
regularly by frep, see Figure 1.6. The frequency span of this comb is related to the pulse
duration by ∆f = 1/Tp. Therefore 10 fs pulses correspond to a comb spanning 100 THz
Figure 1.6: A frequency comb: The output of a mode-locked laser in the frequency domain.
The lines of the comb are equally spaced by the repetition rate frep and can span up to
100 THz around the carrier. The phase slips ∆φ mean that the comb lines are all offset
from exact integer multiples of frep, by a frequency fo.
around the carrier frequency, which can equate to millions of comb teeth. A typical mode-
locked Ti:Sapphire laser will produce a comb centred at 370 THz and spanning up to 15
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THz FWHM.
Because there are beat notes between each pair of comb lines, the light from a mode-
locked laser contains a strong frequency component at frep. This beat note is easily
measured on a photodetector, and as a result can be stabilised and counted relative to a
highly accurate microwave frequency standard using ordinary RF electronics. This makes
a comb a powerful tool for bridging the gap between different optical frequencies by a
fixed number of precisely known RF intervals. For example, the first use of a comb was
to measure the absolute frequency of a Cs D line transition relative to a chain-counted
He-Ne laser, with the comb coherently bridging the 18.4 THz gap between the two (40).
1.4.2 The absolute frequency of a comb line
The incremental phase slips ∆φ mean that the comb teeth do not lie at exact integers of
frep, instead there is some offset frequency equal to
fo = frep
∆φ
2pi
, (1.7)
where fo is typically ∼10 MHz. The absolute frequencies of the comb lines fn are therefore
described by 1
fn = nfrep ± fo. (1.8)
This equation indicates that with knowledge of frep and fo the absolute frequency of every
line of the comb can be deduced relative to 0 Hz. The comb teeth therefore define absolute
optical frequency markers across a wide range of frequencies, described by two countable
radio frequencies frep and fo. By stabilising these parameters to a microwave standard,
the relative accuracy and stability of the standard can be translated to the lines of the
comb. In essence, the comb scales-down optical frequencies (or scales-up RF frequencies)
by the large factor of n ∼ 106, in a perfectly phase-coherent manner.
1.4.3 Self-referencing
With an octave-spanning comb, an f − 2f self-referencing scheme can be used to access
fo. This technique was first described by Ha¨nsch (41) and is depicted in Figure 1.7. Comb
lines at the lower frequency section of the comb are frequency doubled to have a frequency
1The ± sign will be easier to interpret in the next section.
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Figure 1.7: f − 2f detection of the comb offset frequency: Comb lines from the lower end
of the spectrum are frequency doubled and mixed with comb lines originating from one
octave higher in frequency. The resultant RF beat note on a photodetector is equal to
±fo.
fn = 2nfrep ± 2fo, these are then mixed with lines from one octave higher in frequency
fn = 2nfrep ± fo on a photodetector. This gives a beat note frequency equal to
fbeat = 2nfrep ± 2fo − 2nfrep ∓ fo = ±fo. (1.9)
Notice that there is a physical difference between the second octave lines being higher or
lower in frequency than the frequency doubled lines, which is the origin of the ± sign.
At the time of Ha¨nsch’s proposal (41), octave-spanning combs were not available with
modelocking techniques. However, the development of photonic crystal fibres in the late
1990s supplied a solution to this problem (42). These fibres have a high third order non-
linear susceptibility which, for the intense pulses of the comb light, can cause spectral
broadening of the comb-spectrum through self-phase modulation. Coupling the light from
a comb through such a fibre results in a so called ‘supercontinuum’ of comb lines at the
far end, which can span many hundreds of terahertz, covering more than an octave. In
2000 these methods allowed the first absolute optical frequency measurement to be made
relative to the SI second, directly with a Ti:Sapphire self-referenced comb (43).
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1.4.4 Frequency combs in metrology
Impact
Self-referenced combs have dramatically simplified optical frequency measurements as a
single mode-locked laser can now take the place of an entire frequency chain of oscillators.
Also, because the mode-locked laser is a true optical synthesiser, it can provide an optical
reference at any arbitrary frequency across its working range. Recently self-referenced
combs, based on compact mode-locked Er-doped fibre lasers working at 1550 nm, have
become commercially available devices (44). With frequency doubling, these combs also
allow visible operation.
Combs have had a great impact in the field of precision laser spectroscopy, where
hertz level measurements of a laser frequency are now routine by taking a beat note
measurement against a line of a self-referenced comb. The area of direct frequency comb
spectroscopy is also a growing field (45). Most importantly, the comb is able to act as the
missing optical clockwork which will eventually be required to relate the next generation
of optical clocks to the current Cs primary standards. The most accurately measured
optical frequency to date is a UV transition of an Hg+ ion optical clock, measured as
1064 721 609 899 145.30(69) Hz, an uncertainty of 7 parts in 1016 (46).
Reliability
Since the comb technique was developed, several experiments have been carried out to
verify its reliability and accuracy in metrology. For example, Udem et al has shown that
the regularity of the comb line spacing frep is reliable to 3 parts in 10
17, even after spectral
broadening in fibre (47). Also, Holzwarth et al have demonstrated agreement of 5.1 parts
in 1016 between a self-referenced comb and a frequency chain (48). More recently, Ma et
al has shown agreement approaching parts in 1019 between neighbouring lines of different
combs, referenced to the same optical standard (49). Finally, Zimmerman et al has used
a comb to verify the accuracy of the second harmonic generation (SHG) process to 6.6
parts in 1021 (50).
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1.5 Frequency comb spectroscopy of Rb
1.5.1 The motivation of this thesis
Simple atomic systems such as H are chosen as testing grounds for fundamental physics
such as QED (34), measurement of the Rydberg constant (51) and the proton charge radius
(11). The simple two-body physics of H means that theoretical transition frequencies
can be computed analytically from well known formulae and compared with experiment.
However, heavier atoms such as Rb involve more complicated multi-body physics and
exact analytical solutions are not possible. Nevertheless, because the heavier alkalis are
easier to work with, they are often chosen to investigate new atomic physics. A good
example is the first Bose-Einstein-Condensate, which was created with 87Rb atoms (52).
Rb has an appreciable vapour pressure at room temperature and also has strong D line
optical transitions at convenient near infra-red (NIR) wavelengths for cheap, commercial,
laser diodes; this makes it widely used in quantum optics and atomic physics labs. It is
therefore important to have an accurate understanding of this atom’s properties. Appendix
A outlines some of the physical and electronic properties of Rb.
In this thesis a frequency comb is used to make absolute frequency measurements
of optical transitions to highly excited Rydberg levels in 85Rb. The initial focus is to
contribute to the area of high precision measurements of Rydberg levels by considering
the recently demonstrated techniques of purely optical detection in vapour cells (53; 54;
55; 56; 57); using the comb to demonstrate if these new schemes could improve Rydberg
spectroscopy. One of the primary aims of this study is to stabilise a laser onto a Doppler-
free Rydberg signal over long time scales, for use in the micromaser experiment in our
lab (58; 59; 60). Ultimately it is found that a limiting factor in the accuracy of this
Rydberg spectroscopy comes from the knowledge of the frequency of lower lying transitions
in Rb. This limitation leads the research into a second area, involving frequency comb
measurements of the Rb D lines, where there are still several large discrepancies between
different measurements in the literature (61; 62; 63; 64).
1.5.2 Precision spectroscopy of Rydberg states
Motivation
As will be described in Section 2.1, Rydberg states are loosely bound, highly excited
atomic states with large principal quantum number n (65). They are found ∼1000 THz
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above the ground state and close to the ionisation threshold, forming a large map of closely
spaced levels separated by RF intervals. High resolution spectroscopy of Rydberg states
is interesting because these large atoms can experience a variety of unusual interactions
that do not apply to ground state atoms. From their study, a wealth of new physics can
be understood. For example, researchers have recently observed strong Rydberg-Rydberg
interactions (66), Rydberg-plasma evolution (67) and, most interestingly, exotic Rydberg
molecules (68). Accurate measurements of unperturbed Rydberg levels will be useful for
studying these new effects, plus new techniques of high resolution laser spectroscopy of
Rydberg states will drive forward these new areas of research.
The accurate measurement of Rydberg levels in alkali atoms also plays a fundamental
role in improving complex multi-electron atomic models (69; 70). The quantum defect δ
describes how the levels of an alkali atom differ from those of H, and contains the effects
of the core electrons (65). For the case of the non-penetrating high ` states, accurate
quantum defects are especially important as they supply values for the alkali core polaris-
abilities (71), which are important quantities in chemistry. In the literature, there are no
precise experimental numbers of these polarisabilities for the Rb+ core (72). Via accurate
measurement of the fine structure splittings of the alkalis, and how they vary with n, one
can also learn more about the relativistic and non-central field effects which occur within
the atom, such as exchange interactions between the valence and core electrons (73).
On a more practical note, accurate values for the Rb ionisation threshold and de-
fects will be important for predicting the laser frequencies required for current interesting
applications with Rydberg atoms such as fast quantum-gates (74), cavity QED (75) and
ultra-sensitive electric field probing (76). Assuming the ionisation threshold is well known,
for a low ` state at n=30, defects must be accurate at the 10−6 level to predict laser fre-
quencies at the megahertz level.
Previous measurements
Rydberg level energies and fine structure in the alkali atoms were studied and measured
well before the invention of the laser using broadband light and spectrographs, see for
example Reference (77). After the invention of the laser, laser excitation followed by
microwave spectroscopy between neighbouring Rydberg levels has been a very successful
technique for measuring the quantum defects in Rb (78; 79). Microwave methods are
favourable because of the strong and narrow transitions that couple neighbouring Rydberg
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levels and, with microwaves having negligible Doppler shift, the very high resolutions
attainable of ∼10 kHz. These techniques allow measurements of Rydberg level energies
relative to the ionisation threshold. Most recently, in 2003 and 2006 this technique was
used with cold 85Rb atoms held in a Magneto-optical trap (MOT) to extract the most
accurate values of the `=0−3 quantum defects of Rb to date, with accuracies of 10−7 and
10−5 for the s, p, d and the f series respectively (80; 81).
In this thesis a different approach is taken, exploiting the accuracy and stability of
an optical frequency comb to measure Rydberg levels in an absolute sense, using laser
spectroscopy. Such measurements are relative to the ground state, as opposed to the ion-
isation threshold. Figure 1.8 displays the two different approaches. Laser spectroscopy
gives an independent check of the quantum defects, in a different regime. Plus, unlike
Figure 1.8: Microwave spectroscopy and laser spectroscopy of Rydberg atoms.
microwave techniques, these absolute measurements allow a highly accurate value for the
ionisation threshold, and therefore binding energy of the Rb 5S1/2 ground state. These
types of measurement also supply optical frequency markers in the UV range of the spec-
trum which may be useful in metrology, especially as the large number of Rydberg levels
form a continuous comb of spectral lines (82; 83).
Although there is a large body of work on precision interval and fine structure mea-
surements of the different Rb Rydberg series (79; 80; 81; 84), absolute measurements are
more difficult to carry out, and are limited to the lower `=0, 1, 2 series (82; 83; 85; 86; 87).
Many of these measurements were made in the 1970s using Doppler-free, two-photon spec-
troscopy with a frequency doubled dye laser and thermionic detection (82; 84; 85; 88; 89).
Some of the most accurate of these absolute measurements were made by Lee et al with
uncertainties of 7.5 MHz (82). However, it appears that absolute measurements of the Rb
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f series have only been made once by Johansson in 1961 (90) for n = 4-8 and absolute
measurements for ` >3 have not been considered. As new tools are now available in laser
spectroscopy, such as the optical frequency comb method, it is interesting to return to
some of these previous measurements with a hope of improving accuracy and technique.
Current state of the field
Since 2000, there have been significant advances in Doppler-free Rydberg laser spec-
troscopy of Rb using ordinary room temperature vapour cell samples with purely-optical,
non-destructive detection methods (53; 54; 55; 56; 57). These papers are mostly technical
in nature or have considered only measurement of the fine structure (53; 54; 57), with no
focus on the potential of making absolute measurements or extracting quantum defects. A
vapour cell is a convenient and straightforward solution for finding Rydberg levels, which
could potentially permit rapid advances in Rydberg spectroscopy. It is therefore important
to verify performance. These compact setups are also ideally suited for laser stabilisation
applications onto Rydberg levels, plus in the vapour cell the Rydberg atoms have shown
an insensitivity to external DC electric fields (54; 55), which can be attributed to efficient
screening of the atoms. This makes a vapour cell particularly attractive for studying high
` Rydberg states with large polarisabilities, where Stark shifts can be large sources of
systematic error.
1.5.3 Precision spectroscopy of the D lines
Motivation
In a similar manner to Rydberg spectroscopy, Rb D line spectroscopy can be divided
into two types: Absolute measurements of the NIR transitions between the hyperfine
components of the D lines 5S1/2 → 5P1/2 and 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 (∼380 THz), and relative
measurements of the hyperfine splittings of the 5P3/2 and 5P1/2 levels (∼100 MHz). Figure
1.9 displays the transitions that make up the D lines in 85Rb and 87Rb.
There are several motivations for high precision measurements of both types. Firstly,
the strong D line transitions are widely used in experiments and so it is important that
these transition frequencies be well known. Secondly, both types of measurement are
important on a fundamental level; in the same manner as Rydberg measurements, accurate
absolute frequency measurements and hyperfine splitting measurements in the D lines can
give insight into the many body physics within the Rb atom, and can be compared with
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Figure 1.9: The Rb D line components and hyperfine structure: The labelling convention
is taken from Reference (61). The blue lines make up the D2 transitions at 780 nm and
the red lines make up the D1 transitions at 795 nm.
the most advanced calculated wavefunctions (70). Specifically, precision measurements of
the hyperfine-structure (which is largest on the D lines at n = 5) can show what effect
the nucleus has on the atomic wavefunction, and can give details on the structure of the
nucleus such as its multipole moments (91). Finally, absolute measurements are of interest
in optical frequency metrology; a diode laser stabilised to a Doppler-free D line hyperfine
component makes a cheap, straight forward and transportable optical frequency standard
(61; 92).
Previous measurements
One of the first detailed studies of the Rb D lines was made from the emission of a col-
limated beam of excited Rb atoms by Beacham et al (93). However, with the advent of
lasers, the hyperfine structure of the D lines is now readily studied with high resolution
using Doppler-free SAS (61; 62; 92; 94). Absolute frequencies can be compared against
well known optical frequency standards (61; 92) or more recently against frequency combs
(45; 64). Laser spectroscopy is also the most common method for measuring the hyperfine
splittings of the excited states. This can be done by constructing two identical SAS spec-
trometers and stabilising lasers onto different D line hyperfine components to accurately
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measure the intervals directly (61; 63; 92; 95). Such relative measurements are not affected
by systematic errors associated with absolute frequency calibration.
It was Barwood et al (61) who completed the first complete catalogue of absolute
frequencies of both of the D lines in both Rb isotopes using SAS. In this work, the absolute
measurements were made with an error of ±400 kHz using a wavemeter calibrated against
an I2 stabilised HeNe standard. Two identical spectrometers were constructed which
allowed direct measurements of the hyperfine splittings to be made with ∼10 kHz error.
Since this work, many of these measurements have been repeated (62; 63; 64; 92; 94; 95).
In the case of the absolute measurements the accuracies have been improved by generally
one to two orders of magnitude. The most recent measurements of both type now present
∼10 kHz error or less, this is equivalent to a few thousandths of the 6 MHz natural
linewidth of these transitions.
Current state of the field
With such a large body of work dedicated to these transitions, it is perhaps surprising that
there is any more to learn from frequency measurements of the Rb D lines. However, a
review of the literature exposes several very large discrepancies that still remain between
different papers, in both the absolute and relative type measurements. In some cases
these differences are as large as 100σ. The problems were brought to light in a recent
2008 paper by Maric et al (64), where a frequency comb was used to carry out a set of
absolute measurements of the D1 line transitions in laser cooled Rb, with the motivation of
solving these discrepancies. All previous studies have used SAS and vapour cells, therefore
this investigation hoped to eliminate any unaccounted systematic shifts associated with
these techniques. The results were encouraging but have in many ways caused a divide
in agreement between two parties (61; 62; 63; 64), which will be discussed in Section
9.1.1. However, the MOT system used in Reference (64) was not able to study all of the
hyperfine components, plus repeated precision measurements will be important to build
up a stronger case for one particular party.
A full catalogue of both D lines and for both isotopes with ∼10 kHz absolute error
has not been carried out. Also, out of the absolute measurements made to date, it is
only References (45; 64) who have used a frequency comb as an absolute reference, and
in both cases only a few transitions in the manifold have been targeted. A modern day
‘Barwood type’ catalogue using a frequency comb would be invaluable. Additionally,
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improved measurements of the D2 line f and f
′ transitions may ultimately improve the
accuracy of three-step Rydberg spectroscopy, as will be seen in Chapter 6.
1.6 This thesis
Chapter 2: Background
This background chapter introduces some of the concepts of Rydberg atoms in more detail,
and establishes the idea of optical detection. The three-step laser scheme is also presented
with some modelling of the quantum amplification detection method.
Chapter 3: Apparatus
An apparatus chapter describes some of the general equipment that was used throughout
the project, with a large chunk of the chapter devoted to the Menlo comb system at Leeds.
Chapter 4: Rb Rydberg spectroscopy in a vapour cell with three diode lasers
This is the first of the experimental chapters and describes the construction, characterisa-
tion, optimisation and first absolute frequency measurements from a Rb Rydberg vapour
cell spectrometer using a three-step laser excitation. The nF7/2 state frequency measure-
ments from this chapter are published in Reference (96).
Chapter 5: Three-step laser stabilisation for excitation of Rb Rydberg states
In this chapter the Rydberg spectrometer is applied to a laser stabilisation application.
The three laser steps are stabilised to three independent vapour cells and their stabilities
are monitored. The results show that the stability of the Rydberg levels is <100 kHz,
demonstrating that the spectroscopy of Chapter 4 can be significantly improved with
relevant modifications. Long term laser stabilisation to the 63P3/2 level now also meets
the needs of the micromaser experiment in our lab. The work from this chapter is published
in Reference (97).
Chapter 6: Three-step comb-stabilised Rb Rydberg spectroscopy
Chapter 6 is the culmination of the three-step Rydberg spectroscopy work in this thesis.
It describes how the modifications, discussed in the previous chapter, have been achieved.
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The new laser setup and metrology scheme involves stabilising all three laser steps si-
multaneously to different lines of the frequency comb. The system gives a reduction in
random error of over 100× and an increase in absolute accuracy of 10×, compared to the
measurements in Chapter 4. This is the first demonstration of sub-megahertz accuracy
optical Rydberg spectroscopy. The error analysis concludes that knowledge of the D2 line
transitions will be one of the limiting factors to any further improvements in accuracy.
Chapter 7: Four-photon Rb spectroscopy in a vapour cell
This chapter considers the feasibility of adding a fourth microwave step to the three-step
excitation scheme. It is found that with this addition, it is possible to carry out precision
spectroscopy of nG Rydberg states. Stark-induced nH state excitations are also observed,
which gives a useful method for measuring small stray electric fields within the cell. This
setup is used to make absolute frequency measurements of the 55G, 57G and 61G states
in 85Rb for the first time.
Chapter 8: Rydberg spectroscopy in a vapour cell: Future directions
In this chapter an overview is made of some of the interesting observations that were made
throughout the Rydberg spectroscopy work, which involved only pilot measurements or
could not be understood in the scope of this thesis. Some of these observations could lead
onto several interesting future avenues of research, especially the observation of potential
Rydberg-Rydberg energy shifts. This chapter also discusses the possible improvements
that could be made to the Rydberg spectrometer to make more accurate measurements
in the future.
Chapter 9: Frequency comb spectroscopy of the Rb D lines
Finally, Chapter 9 describes two Doppler-free Rb spectrometers that have been developed
for precision absolute frequency measurements of the D lines. These new measurements
will allow future improvements of the Rydberg spectroscopy in the previous chapters. So
far, absolute frequency measurements have been made of the D1 line in both Rb isotopes
to an accuracy of ∼50 kHz, using an SAS spectrometer.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion
Future work for the Rydberg spectroscopy is summarised in Chapter 8, whilst future work
for the D line spectroscopy is summarised at the end of Chapter 9. This short chapter
is therefore simply an overview of the thesis as a whole. Interestingly, since the work
in Chapter 6 another group has made new absolute measurements of Rydberg states in
87Rb. This chapter takes the opportunity to discuss these new developments and as a
result shows a new, significantly more accurate, derivation of the isotope shift in Rb.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter begins by introducing some of the basic properties of Rydberg atoms. There
is then a brief description of possible laser excitation schemes and detection techniques
for Rydberg spectroscopy. The rest of the chapter is dedicated to the three-step scheme
used throughout this thesis. The principle of quantum amplification is introduced and
dipole matrix elements are computed for the Rydberg transitions involved. Finally, a rate
equation model is considered to describe the system.
2.1 Rydberg atoms
2.1.1 Properties
Rydberg atoms are atoms where one or more electrons have been promoted to highly
excited energy levels with principal quantum number n  1 (65). In the case of H and
the alkalis, a Rydberg atom can be created by exciting the single valence electron to such
a level. These high lying states have low binding energy and lie close to the ionisation
threshold, making Rydberg atoms particularly susceptible to ionisation. Importantly,
because the classical orbital radius scales with n2, Rydberg atoms can be very large. For
example, an n=100 Rydberg atomic state has a radius of ∼1 µm. These large sizes result
in exaggerated properties when compared to ground state atoms. Table 2.1 summarises
some of these properties and how they scale with n.
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Table 2.1: Properties of a typical Rydberg atom and how they scale with the principal
quantum number n (65). For comparison, the orders of magnitude are shown for an n=5
and n=50 state.
Property scaling n=5 n=50
Binding energy n−2 1000 THz 10 THz
Energy between adjacent states n−3 100 THz 100 GHz
Orbital radius n2 10a0 1000a0
Dipole moment n2 10ea0 1000ea0
Polarisability n7 10 Hz V−2cm2 100 MHz V−2cm2
Radiative lifetime (FWHM) n3 10 ns (10 MHz) 10 µs (10 kHz)
2.1.2 Energies
For an alkali atom, the energy of a Rydberg level (relative to the ground state) is well
described by the Rydberg formula
En = Ei − RX
[n− δ(n)]2 = Ei −
RX
n∗2
, (2.1)
where Ei is the ionisation energy, En is the excitation energy from the ground state to
a state with principal quantum number n, RX is the Rydberg constant for the atom of
interest, δ(n) is the quantum defect and n∗ = n − δ(n) is the effective quantum number.
RX is related to the universal constant R∞ via the reduced mass ratio
RX = R∞
memX
me +mX
, (2.2)
where me is the electron mass and mX is the mass of the nucleus. For the special case
when δ = 0, the Rydberg formula becomes the familiar Bohr formula describing the levels
of H.
2.1.3 The quantum defect
The atomic physics of an alkali atom is very similar to that of H because the additional
Z − 1 charge on the nucleus is screened by the inner core of Z − 1 electrons, which
reside in spherically symmetric closed shells. The single valence electron therefore sees
a central charge on the nucleus which is almost equivalent to that of a single proton.
However, as discussed next, the screening is not perfect and also the inner core electrons
have a subtle effect on the valence electron. This causes the alkali levels to be shifted
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from those of H and these effects are described by the quantum defect parameter δ(n) 1.
Traditionally the quantum defects are determined for the fine structure levels. Table 2.2
lists the approximate sizes of the quantum defects for different states in 85Rb.
Table 2.2: The approximate sizes of the quantum defects for states in 85Rb (65).
State δ(n)
nS1/2 3.13
nP1/2 2.65
nP3/2 2.64
nD3/2,5/2 1.35
nF5/2,7/2 0.016
δ(n) includes contributions from two effects: Firstly, the valence electron can pass close
to the central core and polarise it. This leads to a 1/r4 interaction between the electron
and the induced dipole. Secondly, for a portion of its orbit, the valence electron may
penetrate the core and be exposed to a greater nuclear charge and therefore a modified
potential 6∝ 1/r. For these reasons, it is electron states with the highest probability of
being found close to the core, that have the highest quantum defect; these are the states
with lowest angular momentum `. The quantum defect is therefore a strong function of `.
Eventually, at some high value of `, the electron no longer penetrates the core at all and
for these states the quantum defect arises purely from core polarisation (71).
The quantum defect can be written as a Ritz expansion (65), with defect series pa-
rameters δi of increasing order
δ(n) = δ0 + δ2tn + δ4t
2
n + ... , (2.3)
where
tn =
1
[n− δ(n)]2 =
Ei − En
RX
. (2.4)
In series form, the weak n dependence is exposed. Reference (69) describes how these
series parameters relate to the core polarisability and structure.
1The levels are also shifted due to the larger nuclear mass, see Equation 2.2, and the isotope shift.
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2.1.4 Radial wavefunctions
Schro¨dinger equations
In H the radial and angular components of the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation can
be separated due to the spherical symmetry of the potential (98). The radial Schro¨dinger
equation in H is given by
−d
2U(r)
dr2
+
[
`(`+ 1)
r2
− 2µZe
2
~2r
− 2µE
~2
]
U(r) = 0, (2.5)
where µ is the reduced mass, E is the energy, Z is the nuclear charge and ` is the angular
momentum. The substitution U(r) = R(r)r is made where R(r) is the normalised radial
wavefunction such that
∫∞
0 R
∗(r)R(r)dr=1. Equation 2.5 is analytically solvable for U(r)
and the solutions follow the form of the Laguerre polynomials.
In the alkalis, once again the radial and angular components can be separated, however
the central potential seen by the valence electron does not follow a simple 1/r relation,
and as a result, the radial Schro¨dinger equation cannot be analytically solved (98). From
Reference (99) an effective radial Schro¨dinger equation for an alkali atom can be written
as
−d
2χ(v)
dv2
+
[
4v2
n∗ 2
+
(1/2 + 2`)(3/2 + 2`)
v2
− 8− 8αd
4v6
]
χ(v) = 0, (2.6)
where the substitution r = v2 is made and χ(v) = R(r)r3/4. The substitution means that
the oscillation period (with r) of the radial wavefunction, which scales with r2, becomes
linear with v. αd is the dipole core polarisability, this final term accounts for the polarisa-
tion of the core electrons by the valence electron (100). Equation 2.6 can be numerically
solved using a Numerov algorithm (101), taking equal steps in v.
Computing wavefunctions
A MATLAB code was made to compute radial wavefunctions of Rb using the above
technique. The integration was carried out from a radius much larger than the classical
radius n2a0 to a distance close to the ionic core. As the Numerov integration approaches
the core, the wavefunction solution tends to diverge and therefore care was taken to stop
the integration before this occurred. This results in a region from r = 0 to the ionic core
radius which is not included in the numerical solution; the wavefunction is truncated.
To test the validity of the program, the wavefunction of the 5P state in H was ana-
lytically computed from Equation 2.5 and numerically computed from Equation 2.6 (with
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Figure 2.1: The 5P radial wavefunction of H solved analytically and numerically. The
numerical solution was computed using a Numerov algorithm with 200 steps, from 125a0
to 0.18a0. Ignoring the truncation for r < 0.18a0, the agreement is excellent.
αd = 0 and n
∗ = n = 5). The two normalised wavefunctions are plotted together in Figure
2.1. The numerical-analytical agreement was found to be excellent for all ranges of n and
`, with the only discrepancy occurring in the truncation.
Figure 2.2 displays the normalised probability distribution R∗(r)R(r)r2 of the 60F
state in Rb computed from the same program. This figure demonstrates some of the
properties of a Rydberg atom: It is clear that the valance electron is much more likely to
be found far from the nucleus, behaving almost like a free electron.
2.1.5 Laser excitation
Rydberg atoms have historically been excited using charge exchange, electron impact or
with broadband light sources (65). More recently, laser excitation has become the favoured
method, allowing individual Rydberg levels to be addressed. The frequency gap from the
5S to nL Rydberg states in Rb is 297 nm and can be driven with a frequency doubled
dye laser. This scheme was famously used for the first single-atom-maser cavity QED
experiment (60). The introduction of tunable diode lasers has since opened up other
excitation possibilities. Figure 2.3 displays some of the different possible Rb excitation
schemes taken from References (54; 55; 56; 57). The three-step excitation scheme shown
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Figure 2.2: The radial probability distribution for the 60F state in Rb. This is the
probability of finding the valence electron between r and r + dr.
in Figure 2.3(c) is currently used in our lab for exciting Rydberg atoms for a modern-day
micromaser experiment (58; 59).
2.1.6 Field-ionisation and thermionic detection
As will be shown in the next section, transitions spanning many n can be incredibly weak,
meaning very few photons are scattered and making optical detection difficult. Therefore
conventionally, Rydberg detection is done in an indirect manner, via field-ionisation (65;
87). Rydberg atoms in a beam can be easily ionised in a modest electric field, subsequent
detection of the removed electrons with an electron multiplier then gives excellent levels
of sensitivity. It is possible to achieve counts of 106 s−1 using such schemes, giving high
signal to noise ratios (SNR) (75). More recently, cold atoms in a MOT have been excited
to Rydberg levels and detected in this way (80; 81).
An alternative form of sensitive ionisation detection, that has proven very popular with
vapour cell samples, is thermionic detection (82; 84; 85; 86). In this case Rydberg atoms
are exited in a dense vapour, such that once excited they are instantly ionised via collisions
with ground state atoms. The ionisation products then allow a current to flow between a
set of field plates that are placed inside the cell (surrounding the Rydberg excitation zone)
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Figure 2.3: Some of the different laser excitation schemes used for Rydberg excitation in
Rb. (a) can be excited with a frequency doubled dye laser whilst (b), (c) and (d) can be
excited with diode lasers, where scheme (b) requires frequency doubling of 960 nm light.
These schemes have been used in the following references from left to right (54; 55; 56; 57)
with a small potential applied across them. The plates make up a so-called ‘space-charge
limited diode’ (88).
2.1.7 Purely optical detection
One optical method for detecting Rydberg atoms is to measure the small number of pho-
tons that are scattered with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Several laser studies have suc-
cessfully used this technique, see for example Reference (89). However, optical detection
of Rydberg atoms has become more widely publicised since a 2007 paper by Mohapatra
et al (54). In this work Rb atoms were detected via laser absorption in an ordinary room
temperature vapour cell with a two-step ladder excitation scheme, as in Figure 2.3(b). A
780 nm laser was used to excite a D2 transition and act as a weak probe in an electromag-
netically induced transparency (EIT) system. A 480 nm frequency doubled diode laser
was then used as a strong pump beam on the 5P3/2 → nLJ transition. This two-step laser
excitation allows Doppler-free EIT signals to be detected for nS and nD type Rydberg
states, and is a purely optical detection technique. In contrast to ionisation detection
methods, it is non-destructive by nature, plus the cell used is a cleaner environment than
the cell arrangement required for thermionic detection.
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This demonstration has been a breakthrough for Rydberg spectroscopy, opening up
the possibility of using compact vapour cell setups with simple photodiode detectors. Both
beam and MOT arrangements for field ionisation schemes naturally require bulky vacuum
setups, as well as an involved and delicate detection section. Plus, one generally has to
contend with stray electric and magnetic fields, as a vacuum apparatus is typically difficult
to shield. For the case of the vapour cell, the sample is small, maintenance-free and the
interaction region can be easily shielded and isolated from the environment.
Since the demonstration of EIT detection, vapour cell based Doppler-free Rb Rydberg
spectroscopy has been shown with laser absorption using other excitation and detection
schemes. In 2009 Thoumany et al used a V-scheme, where a 297 nm frequency doubled dye
laser is used to directly drive the 5S1/2 → nLJ UV transition (as in Figure 2.3(a)) whilst
the absorption of a 780 nm laser is used for detection on a strong D2 cycling transition (56).
This exploits the phenomenon of quantum amplification (QA), which will be discussed in
Section 2.10. This one-step laser excitation allows excitation to nP type Rydberg states.
Shortly after, the same lab displayed Rydberg spectroscopy in a cell with a three-step laser
excitation scheme (55), as in Figure 2.3(c). Again the 780 nm laser is used for detection,
however this three-step scheme allows excitation to nP and nF type Rydberg states 1. It
is this three-step excitation and detection scheme which is used throughout this thesis.
2.2 Three-step laser excitation
2.2.1 Energy level scheme
The four level system used in this work consists of a 780 nm transition 5S1/2, F = 3 →
5P3/2, F = 4, a 776 nm transition 5P3/2, F = 4 → 5D5/2, F = 5 and finally a 1260 nm
transition 5D5/2 → nLJ (see Figure 2.4). The ∆` = ±1 and ∆j = 0,±1 selection rules,
for electric dipole transitions, allow nP3/2 and nF5/2,7/2 Rydberg states to be excited from
the 5D5/2 state. With chosen polarisations of the laser steps, optical selection can be used
to address particular hyperfine F and mF levels, so the largest couplings can be achieved.
1Purely optical detection in a vapour cell, with a very similar three-step excitation and detection
scheme, as in 2.3(d), was originally demonstrated as early as 2002 by Brandenburger et al (53). However,
in this work only low lying n <10 states of Rb were studied.
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Figure 2.4: The three-step level scheme used to excite 85Rb Rydberg states throughout
this thesis. The hyperfine levels are also shown. The offset of the 5S1/2, F = 3 level from
the centre of mass of the ground states is taken from Reference (91).
2.2.2 Advantages of the three-step system
The three-step scheme has advantages over the one or two-step schemes:
• It uses only conventional IR diode lasers. This makes the lasers more user-friendly
and affordable
• There is no need for SHG, therefore more laser power is available, giving higher
excitation rates
• It allows excitation to the nF series of Rydberg states
• All steps can use similar optics and optical fibres
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2.2.3 Dipole matrix elements
Introduction
The dipole matrix element between two atomic states describes the strength of the tran-
sition between these states, and is related to the overlap of the two wavefunctions (98).
The radial dipole matrix element is defined as
Dik =
∫ ∞
0
Rnk,`k(r) er Rni,`i(r) r
2 dr. (2.7)
This expression depends only on the quantum numbers n and ` of the initial and final
states. The complete matrix element is Dik multiplied by an angular component Iang,
where the angular component gives the relative weightings for transitions to different fine
and hyperfine components, and their magnetic sublevels. The radial matrix element alone
gives a good indication of the transition coupling strength, which scales with |Dik|2.
Calculating radial matrix elements
It is useful to know how strongly the third step transition will couple to the third step
laser field in this experiment, therefore a MATLAB code was produced to calculate the
radial matrix elements between atomic states in Rb. The program carries out a numerical
integration of the overlap of two radial wavefunctions, which are generated using the
Numerov method (101) described in Section 2.1.4. The program has been used to compute
some of the relevant matrix elements for the three-step excitation scheme, shown in Table
2.3, and also matrix elements as a function of n∗ for 5D→ nL transitions, these are shown
in Figure 2.5.
Table 2.3: Computed radial dipole matrix elements in atomic units.
Transition |Dik| (ea0)
5S→5P 5.93
5P→5D 3.31
5D→33F 0.118
5D→63F 0.044
5D→33P 0.044
5D→63P 0.016
One can see that the matrix elements for the third step Rydberg transitions are con-
siderably smaller than for the first and second steps because of the small overlap between
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Figure 2.5: Computed dipole matrix elements against n∗ for 5D→ nL transitions to nF
and nP Rydberg states. The fitted red curves are described by Equations 2.8 and 2.9.
the 5D and nL radial wavefunctions. Figure 2.5 also shows how the elements are smaller
for the transitions to nP states, again due to a smaller overlap in this case. By carrying
out a fit of the form y = AxB to these points, the following relations can be obtained
|D5D,nF| ≈ 24.0× n∗−1.5 = 24.0× (n− 0.016)−1.5, (2.8)
|D5D,nP| ≈ 8.5× n∗−1.5 = 8.5× (n− 2.64)−1.5. (2.9)
These indicate that there is an n∗−3 scaling of the 5D→ nL transition strengths.
2.3 Quantum amplification
In the previous section it was found that the small radial part of the matrix element for
the third step transitions results in line strengths up to 104× weaker than for the first
step transition. It is for this reason that detecting Rydberg atoms via laser absorption is
difficult. QA, also known as electron shelving, is a technique used with single ions (102).
It allows the indirect detection of a weak transition to a long lived state, via the reduced
absorption of a strong transition to a short lived state (where the two transitions share a
common state). In the case of Rydberg spectroscopy, QA can allow optical detection of
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Rydberg atoms, in a non-destructive manner, by observing the absorption of a secondary
laser through the sample (55; 56).
2.3.1 Principle of QA for Rydberg detection
The lifetime of a Rydberg state τnLJ scales as n
3 and can easily be three orders of mag-
nitude greater than that of a lower n = 5 state. In this scheme, the lifetimes of the
intermediate 5P3/2 and 5D5/2 states are τ5P3/2=26.2 ns (103) and τ5D5/2= 238.5 ns (104)
respectively. In contrast, a typical n = 60 Rydberg level will have a lifetime of ∼100 µs.
When a single ground state atom is promoted to a Rydberg level, the atom is shelved for
τnLJ seconds. If a strong 5S1/2 → 5P3/2 transition is also being driven, then this Rydberg
atom ‘loses out’ on τnLJ/τ5P3/2 absorption-emission cycles on the strong transition. This
ratio of lifetimes gives the QA factor Aq; this is the factor of improvement in sensitivity
by monitoring the decrease in absorption on the strong transition, instead of the direct
absorption of weak Rydberg transitions. The weak Rydberg transitions could be from
either one of the levels that make up the strong transition, for example from the 5S1/2
level with 297 nm excitations (see Reference (56)) or from the 5P3/2 level with 480 nm
excitations.
In the three-step scheme, the intermediate 5D5/2 state modifies the QA factor (55). Be-
cause τ5P3/2 < τ5D5/2 < τnLJ there will be QA for 5D5/2 excitation also, with τ5D5/2/τ5P3/2
absorption-emission cycles hindered on the first step for each 5D5/2 atom excited. There
is therefore a reduction in contrast as one is looking for hindered absorption-emission cy-
cles from Rydberg excitation on top of the absorption-emission cycles already hindered by
5D5/2 excitation. The resultant QA factor becomes
Aq =
τnL
τ5P
/
τ5D
τ5P
=
τnL
τ5D
∼ 100. (2.10)
Therefore, whilst the third step laser is scanned over a Rydberg level, if one monitors the
transmitted intensity of the first step laser instead of the absorbed intensity of the third
step laser, one can achieve a factor of 100× amplification in detection sensitivity.
Unfortunately, in a vapour cell collisions and the limited interaction time reduces the
effective lifetime of the Rydberg level and the QA factor is reduced. However, as described
in Reference (55) under these conditions this still offers Aq ∼ 10, which is sufficient for
direct detection of Rydberg excitations using a photodiode.
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2.3.2 Modelling quantum amplification
There are several papers which consider semi-classical models describing the coherent
effects in laser-driven multi-level ladder systems, such as those in Figure 2.4 (105; 106).
However, these derivations all involve approximations which assume the populations of the
excited levels are negligible in comparison to that of the ground state, by setting all of the
diagonal elements of the density matrix ρik to zero except ρ11. These models consider the
off-diagonal elements, which describe the coherences between the levels. Unfortunately,
this does not give a full picture of the population dynamics, which is required to understand
QA. A full treatment of such a system would require numerical solutions of the on and
off diagonal elements, without the approximations. Such a solution was outside the scope
of this research, however one can understand the population dynamics alone with a four
level rate equation model. This type of description is adequate to predict what is expected
using QA detection.
2.3.3 Four level rate equation model
Making the approximation that the dominant decay channels from the 5D5/2 and nLJ
levels are to the 5P3/2 and 5S1/2 levels respectively, the rate equations for the four levels
can be written as
dN1
dt
= N2A2 +N4A4 +N2B21ρ1(f12)−N1B12ρ1(f12), (2.11)
dN2
dt
= N3B32ρ2(f23) +N1B12ρ1(f12)−N2B21ρ1(f12)−N2B23ρ2(f23)−N2A2 +N3A3,
dN3
dt
= N2B23ρ2(f23) +N4B43ρ3(f34)−N3B32ρ2(f23)−N3B34ρ3(f34)−N3A3,
dN4
dt
= N3B34ρ3(f34)−N4B43ρ3(f34)−N4A4,
where Bik is the Einstein B coefficient for the transition i → k with frequency fik, Ai =
1/τi = 2piΓi is the decay rate from level i, Ni is the population of level i per unit volume
and ρi(f) is the spectral energy density of Laser i per unit frequency at frequency f .
i, k =1, 2, 3 and 4 for the levels of the excitation 1.
The Einstein B coefficients assume excitation from broadband radiation, and therefore
the spectral energy density is assumed to be constant ρi(fik) across the linewidth of the
1This is a simplified model and does not include sublevels or the branching ratios to all other possible
levels in the decay.
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transition (98). For a monochromatic laser with linewidth γ, if γ  Γ one can re-write
the excitation term Bikρi(fik) in terms of the intensity of laser i and the detuning of laser
i from the transition frequency fik
Bikρi(fik) ≈ Bik IiLik(fi − fik)
c
. (2.12)
Lik(fi − fik) is a Lorentzian lineshape with FWHM Γk, describing the shape of the tran-
sition. Notice from Equation 1.1 that on resonance fi = fik and this expression becomes
Bikρi(fik) ≈ Bik 2Ii
picΓk
. (2.13)
The Einstein B coefficient can be related to the dipole matrix element of the transition
via the expression (24)
Bik =
2pi2
gi
| Dik |2
30h2
, (2.14)
where gi is the degeneracy of state i. Importantly the stimulated-emission and absorption
rates are related via the degeneracy gk of state k:
Bik =
gk
gi
Bki. (2.15)
Equations 2.11 were analytically solved using MAPLE, assuming both a closed and
steady state system, by setting N1 +N2 +N3 +N4 = N and
dNi
dt = 0. The solutions give
expressions for the the steady state level populations Ni, based on the three-step laser
intensities, matrix elements and the level decay rates.
The observable signal in this experiment is the first step laser absorption and how this
is affected by the presence of the second and third step lasers. The populations of the
levels can be related to the power absorbed per unit volume on each of the transitions
(24) via the expression
∆Pi =
hfik
c
∆NikBikIiLik(fi − fik), (2.16)
where ∆Nik = Ni −Nk is the population difference between levels i and k.
Two level system
For a simple two level system, the absorbed power is expected to be linear for low intensities
and become non-linear for higher intensities, as a significant atomic population is moved
from level 1 into level 2. As the transition is driven with more laser power, the excitation
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rate increases and the populations N1 and N2 approach N/2; ∆N12 therefore approaches
zero. As this happens, the excitation rate begins to approach a constant value, governed
by A2. For the on resonance case, the power absorbed is
∆P1 ≈ 2hf12B12I1N
picΓ2(1 + S)
, (2.17)
where S = 2B12A21
2I1
picΓ2
. The intensity at which S=1 is the Saturation Intensity of the
transition Isat (24). Importantly, the Lorentzian frequency response of the transition
results in power-broadening of the atomic transition when saturated. Saturation reduces
the absorption near the centre of the Lorentzian profile, however in the wings absorption
can still be strong. This effect causes a broadened line profile (98) with a FWHM of
∆fpower = Γ
(
1 +
I
Isat
)1/2
. (2.18)
Four level system
The model was tested using realistic experimental parameters for the excitation of the 63P
Rydberg state. The dipole matrix elements for the three transitions were taken from those
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Figure 2.6: The absorption per atom (N = 1) on each of the transitions, for 63P excitation.
The absorption of the third step is magnified by 100×, and is approximately 1000× smaller
than the change in first step absorption; this is QA. All the resonances are Lorentzian in
profile.
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in Table 2.3 and the decay rates were taken as 38.1×106 s−1 (103), 4.19×106 s−1 (104)
and 0.01×106 s−1 for levels two, three and four respectively. The laser powers were taken
as 6 µW, 60 µW and 6 mW for the first, second and third steps respectively, focussed to a
∼100 µm spot diameter. Figure 2.6 displays the absorbed power per atom (N = 1) on the
three-steps, as the third step laser is tuned into resonance with the Rydberg transition.
Notice how the loss of power absorbed on transition 1 is much larger than the amount of
power absorbed on transition 3, which is the effect of QA. This loss of power absorbed
on transition 1 is the Rydberg signal of interest. With these parameters a QA factor
of ∼1000 is seen, which is in reasonable agreement with the simple lifetime argument in
Section 2.3.1. Figure 2.7 shows how the Rydberg signal size scales with the first step laser
power, the data can be described well by a saturation like function
y =
Ax
1 +Bx
, (2.19)
as in Equation 2.17. Adjusting the powers of the other two laser steps shows the same
behaviour, following the same type of saturation curve.
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Figure 2.7: The change in the first step
absorption by the presence of 63P Ry-
dberg excitation, with first step laser
power. This is equivalent to the size
of the Rydberg signal. The circles are
points predicted by the model and the
red line is a fit of Equation 2.19.
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Figure 2.8: The red line is the Rydberg
signal for a stationary atom. The grey
peaks are the contributions from each 1
ms−1 velocity step, these are magnified
by 300× and an offset of 2.7 pW is added.
The blue curve is the total Doppler av-
eraged signal (the smoothed total of the
grey peaks).
The model successfully demonstrates saturation and power broadening on each of
the three transitions. There are also two important observations that should be noted:
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Firstly, only power broadening of the third step transition affects the linewidth of the
detected Rydberg signal. Secondly, the linewidth of the detected Rydberg signal without
power broadening is that of the third step natural linewidth Γ4. To understand how this
behaviour will be different in the vapour cell, the expressions for the level populations
must be integrated over a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, as in Equation 1.2.
Doppler broadening
To account for the effects of the atomic motion, a Doppler shift factor must be included
in the laser detunings of the Lorentzian factors. These factors therefore become L((1 ±
v/c)fi − fik), where the velocity signs are governed by the relative propagation directions
of the three lasers. The absorbed powers are then integrated over velocity and weighted by
a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, this was completed numerically in MATLAB.
Figure 2.8 shows the Doppler averaged Rydberg signal against the unaveraged signal from
Figure 2.6, all other parameters were left the same, and the lasers were all chosen to co-
propagate. The averaging was completed between velocities of ±200 ms−1 with 1 ms−1
steps. The Rb room temperature Doppler width is 600 MHz and therefore from Figure
2.8 it is clear that the scheme achieves sub-Doppler resolution of the Rydberg signals.
Integrating the Rydberg signal over all velocity classes has several consequences: The
signal can now be power broadened via all three-steps, this occurs because a power broad-
ened transition can select a larger range of velocities, resulting in more Doppler broadening
on the third step. This effect results in a much broader Rydberg signal linewidth, which is
very prominent in Figure 2.8. As the total laser power approaches zero, this linewidth ap-
proaches Γ41. Another significant effect of integrating is the lineshape of the signal, which
now has a strong inhomogeneous Gaussian component. The line shape can be described
by a Voigt profile, which is the convolution of a Lorentzian and Gaussian line profile (107).
The total FWHM of the Voigt profile can be approximated by
∆fV ≈ 0.5346∆fL +
√
0.2166∆fL 2 + ∆fG 2, (2.20)
where ∆fV ,∆fL and ∆fG are the Voigt, Lorentzian and Gaussian linewidths respectively,
and usually ∆fL = Γ. A brief investigation shows that the Gaussian component in the
signal is introduced by both the wavelength mismatch of the lasers and the different natural
linewidths of the three steps. Also, the signal is unchanged for all combinations of laser
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propagation directions, which is in contrast to regular two-photon spectroscopy with an
off-resonance intermediate state.
As expected, the relative populations of the levels are drastically modified by velocity
averaging, see Figure 2.9. If the first step is fixed on resonance, only a small slice of the
velocity distribution (governed by the first step FWHM) can be excited to the second level,
and therefore contribute to the Rydberg signal. For this reason, in the Doppler averaged
case, 91% of the atoms are in level 1 and non-contributing, whilst 6% are in level 2, 3%
are in level 3 and <1% are in level 4, the Rydberg level.
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Figure 2.9: The velocity profiles of the four levels for a thermal distribution of atoms. All
experimental parameters are the same as in Figure 2.6. The total area underneath the
four curves is equal to one.
2.3.4 Focussing
In conventional unsaturated two-level absorption spectroscopy, Equation 2.17 says that
the excitation rate is proportional to the product of the laser intensity and the number
density of atoms. In this case, changing the beam radius will have no effect on the power
absorbed through a cell: The associated increase of intensity and decrease of interaction
volume exactly compensate each other. However, the size of the Rydberg signal in this
three-step excitation scheme is not dependent on the absolute excitation rate of Rydberg
atoms. Instead it is a difference measurement, and is proportional to the change in first
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step absorption with and without Rydberg excitations present. The effect of Rydberg
excitations is to reduce the relative atomic population in the lower levels and therefore
reduce the absolute absorption rate on the first step. Assuming linear absorption on all
three steps, it is found that the Rydberg signal size is therefore proportional to the fraction
of atoms which are removed from the interaction volume A × L by Rydberg excitation,
where A is the laser cross-sectional area and L is the interaction length. Focussing all three
lasers gives the largest fraction of non-interacting Rydberg atoms within the interaction
volume, without affecting the absolute absorption rate on the first step. The Rydberg
signal therefore scales as
Rydberg signal size ∝ P3
A
, (2.21)
where P3 is the third step laser power.
2.3.5 Other effects
The rate equation model in Section 2.3.3 was a simplification of the excitation scheme,
assuming only one-photon transitions could occur and ignoring coherence. However, here
is a qualitative description of several other competing effects which one might expect to
see in this system.
Figure 2.10: Different effects in a three level system. (a) shows step-wise excitation, (b)
and (c) are simultaneous two-photon excitation processes, (d) shows an EIT system and
(e) is an Autler-Townes splitting process.
Two-step: Step-wise and simultaneous excitation
The QA idea described so far assumes so-called step-wise excitation (Figure 2.10(a)). This
process relies on level 2 being populated and therefore only a small range of velocities in
the cell will contribute to the Doppler-free signal. Another possibility is the simultaneous
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absorption of two photons (Figure 2.10(b)). This will excite the atom from level 1 to
level 3 via a virtual level, with level 2 never being populated. This is an off-resonance
process. When the first two lasers are counter-propagating and of (near) equal wavelength,
in this case all velocity classes of atom will contribute to a Doppler-free signal (98). This
is a competing process to the step-wise excitation because it also removes atoms from
the strong 1→2 transition. However, the coupling strength of a two-photon transition is
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the step-wise process and therefore the reduced
first step absorption from this effect plays a much smaller contribution to the signal. As
well as reduced absorption on the first step, a simultaneous two-photon excitation will also
naturally show a degree of increased absorption. Again, due to the much weaker coupling,
this is expected to be negligible. It has been shown in Reference (108) that for vanishingly
small laser intensities, the simultaneous and step-wise processes can be treated equally.
One consequence of the above discussion is that if the first step laser is tuned outside
of the Doppler width, no atoms can populate level 2 and two-photon excitation is the only
process which can populate level 3 (Figure 2.10(c)). With correct parameters, one would
expect to see a crossover in the first step absorption signal between a Doppler-free peak
from QA, to a Doppler-free dip from two-photon absorption, as the first step laser is tuned
outside the Doppler width.
Two-step: EIT
EIT is a coherent effect and involves coupling a ground state to an excited state via an
intermediate level. It has been studied in a two-step ladder system before by Banacloche
et al (109) 1. It too is a resonant two-photon process, however in an EIT scheme level 2
and level 3 are not populated. A very weak probe beam couples levels one and two, and
a strong pump beam couples levels two and three (Figure 2.10(d)). When the pump is
fixed on resonance and the probe is tuned around resonance, a very narrow sub-natural
transparency peak is observed in the probe absorption (110). This transparency is a conse-
quence of quantum interference between different pathways from level 1 to 2. In a similar
manner to the simultaneous two-photon process, in EIT all velocity classes contribute to
the signal, with the main difference being that the pump and probe laser must be tuned
inside the Doppler profile to observe the feature (the two transitions must be coupled by
the lasers). To observe the EIT feature in the thermal vapour, with a ladder excitation
1EIT in the Λ arrangement is also possible (110).
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scheme, requires using counter-propagating pump and probe lasers, otherwise the feature
is washed out by Doppler broadening (110).
Two-step: Autler-Townes splitting
Intense laser light, resonant with an atomic transition, can cause a splitting of the excited
level into two dressed states (Figure 2.10(e)), known as Autler-Townes splitting (111). This
splitting occurs about the line centre and the two levels are split by the Rabi frequency
Ω. One can observe this splitting by probing the level via a separate transition with
a separate laser. In this particular excitation scheme, the first step laser couples very
strongly with the first step transition and can achieve Rabi frequencies many times the
natural linewidth. When the first step is driven far beyond saturation, one expects the
second step laser to observe this effect, which should appear as a splitting of the QA signal
from the 2 → 3 transition. Such a splitting has been observed experimentally in the Rb
5S1/2 →5P3/2 →5D5/2 excitation scheme by Akulshin et al (112).
Three-step: Four level effects
Finally, a word on analogous effects in the three-step system. As already emphasised,
the third step transition coupling is significantly smaller than for the first and second
steps. This means that analogous simultaneous three-photon excitations are expected to
play an even smaller contribution than for the two-photon case. The dominant signal
from Rydberg excitation is expected to be from QA on the first step. However, quantum
interference and EIT have been considered theoretically in a four level system, with a
microwave frequency third step by Sandhya et al (105). Regrettably, in this paper it was
found that using an optical frequency third step (as is the case in this experiment), with
the associated large Doppler broadening, results in a washing out of any EIT feature.
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Apparatus
This chapter outlines the workings of some of the general equipment used throughout this
research, including details of the frequency comb system and its performance.
3.1 Frequency comb system
The frequency comb system is a commercially available, Menlo Systems FC1500 optical
frequency synthesiser (44). It is based on a mode-locked fibre laser, with additional units
for supplying comb light at specific wavelengths for the lab. The comb has a tunable
repetition rate of 248.4 MHz to 251.1 MHz.
3.1.1 Optical components
The comb of frequencies is initially generated with an Er-doped fibre laser, centred at 1550
nm and spanning 50 nm FWHM. The comb light is divided to a set of three individual
Figure 3.1: A schematic of the comb optical layout. EDFA: Er-doped fibre amplifier, SHG:
Second harmonic generation stage, f − 2f : Non-linear interferometer for detecting fo.
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Er-doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA), supplying outputs at 1590 nm, 1556 nm and 1257 nm.
The 1590 nm and 1556 nm outputs are subsequently frequency-doubled through non-linear
crystals. The resulting comb light is available at 1257±25 nm, 792±5 nm and 778±5 nm.
Figure 3.1 is a schematic of this optical layout.
To access the comb offset frequency, an f−2f interferometer is implemented. A portion
of the fibre laser output is sent through a special non-linear photonic crystal fibre and
EDFA which supplies the comb super-continuum, spanning from 1050-2100 nm (a single
octave). The light from this stage is sent through a non-linear interferometer. Inside the
interferometer the supercontinuum light is focussed into a non-linear, periodically-poled
crystal which frequency doubles the comb lines in the 2100 nm region. The beat note
between these frequency-doubled lines and the undoubled lines, in the 1050 nm region of
the comb, is detected with a photodiode, see Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The non-linear interferometer for detection of the comb offset frequency fo.
EDFA: Er-doped fibre amplifier, PPLN: Periodically-poled LiNbO3 crystal, PBS: Polaris-
ing beam splitter, INF: Interference filter, PD: Photodiode.
3.1.2 Electronic components
Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the main electronic components of the comb system.
Repetition rate measurement and stabilisation
The fourth harmonic of the comb repetition rate at∼1000 MHz is detected in the fibre laser
head with a photodiode. This is mixed with a stable, fixed 980 MHz dielectric resonator
oscillator (DRO), and the difference frequency at ∼20 MHz is locked to a tunable direct
digital synthesiser (DDS). When locked, the comb repetition rate is therefore given by
frep = 245 000 000 +
f ′rep
4
Hz, (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the comb core electronics. All filters and amplifiers have been
omitted for clarity. RF: Radio frequency input, LO: Local oscillator input, IF: Intermediate
frequency output, DRO: Dielectric resonator oscillator, DDS: Direct digital synthesiser,
PI: Proportional-integral controller.
where f ′rep is the ‘down-converted’ repetition rate, and is equal to the frequency of the DDS
used for locking. The repetition rate is phase-stabilised using a digital phase detector and
proportional-integral (PI) lockbox which feeds back to the fibre laser piezo, adjusting the
cavity length. f ′rep is monitored with a frequency counter. By using the fourth harmonic
of the repetition rate, higher phase sensitivity is achieved.
Offset frequency measurement and stabilisation: Self-referencing
The signal from the f − 2f interferometer is phase-locked to a fixed 20 MHz synthesiser.
This stabilisation is carried out with a digital phase detector and PI lockbox which feeds
back to the pump power of the fibre laser. fo is also monitored with a frequency counter.
3.1.3 CW laser measurement and offset-locking
Beat detection units
The comb system has three fibre-coupled beat detection units (BDU) for measuring beat
notes between continuous wave (CW) lasers and the comb light, see Figure 3.4. Two
of these are optimised to make measurements in the 780-795 nm region and the third is
optimised at the 1257 nm region. The units detect beat notes using photodiodes which
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operate up to 200 MHz and are optimised at the respective wavelengths. Fibre coupling to
the units with single-mode fibre (SMF) ensures perfect mode matching of the two lasers on
the photodiode, which gives the largest beat note SNR. The units also contain waveplates
and polarising beam splitters (PBS) to clean the polarisations of the two laser inputs and
to project them onto the same plane. In this way the two laser intensities can also be
balanced on the photodiode.
Figure 3.4: The fibre-coupled beat detection units (BDU). Waveplates translate the laser
polarisations so they are both linear and in the same plane. The grating spatially disperses
the comb light which allows the comb lines, that are not in the vicinity of the CW laser
frequency, to be blocked from the photodiode; this reduces shot noise. SMF: Single-mode
fibre, PBS: Polarising beam splitter, PD: Photodiode.
Absolute frequency measurements
If fbeat is the beat note with line n of the comb, the absolute frequency of the CW laser
fcw is given by
fcw = nfrep ± fo ± fbeat, (3.2)
where positive and negative beat notes correspond with the CW laser being higher or
lower in frequency than the nth comb line respectively. There are standard procedures for
deducing the signs of fo and fbeat which are outlined in Reference (44). For the comb light
used in the 780 nm and 776 nm BDUs, there is an important difference; the frequency
doubling of the comb light means that the CW laser has an absolute frequency of
fcw = nfrep ± 2fo ± fbeat. (3.3)
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A wavemeter was used throughout this research for deducing the nearest comb line n
to the CW laser when making an absolute frequency measurement. A simple MATLAB
comb calculator was made for computing CW laser frequencies using Equations 3.3 and
3.2.
Offset-lock electronics
The BDU photodiode bandwidth means that beat notes between the CW laser and the
two nearest comb lines are observed; one positive and the other negative. Therefore this
output is initially sent through a 100 MHz low-pass filter (100 MHz being less than frep/2),
leaving only the beat note with the single closest line. The comb system is designed to
offset-lock the laser beat note fbeat at either 20 MHz or 30 MHz. Therefore, the output
from the low-pass filter is amplified and band-pass filtered at either 21.6±3.7 MHz or
30.0±5.0 MHz, to remove noise and spurious frequency components around the vicinity of
fbeat. All this signal conditioning is completed within a BFD100 unit on the comb rack.
Finally, the beat note fbeat is phase stabilised to a tunable DDS, forming a phase-locked-
loop (PLL) laser offset-lock (113). This stabilisation is carried out with a digital phase
detector and PI lockbox which feeds back to the CW laser, usually via the diode injection
current. The beat note fbeat is monitored using a frequency counter. It is important that
the SNR of the beat note is large enough that the background noise does not bias the
counting of the beat. For a 30 dB SNR, systematic counting errors become smaller than
1 mHz.
Figure 3.5: The electronics for offset-locking a CW laser to the comb. RF: Radio frequency
input, LO: Local oscillator input, IF: Intermediate frequency output, DDS: Direct digital
synthesiser, PI: Proportional integral controller. The amplifiers and filters are housed in
a BFD100 unit.
The comb system has identical electronics for offset-locking and counting up to four
CW lasers, with four BFD100 boxes; two centred at 20 MHz and two centred at 30 MHz.
Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of the electronics involved for a single offset-lock.
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3.1.4 Frequency referencing
All of the counters and synthesisers in the comb electronics are referenced to an SRS FS725
Rb frequency standard with a 10 MHz output. The output is scaled and distributed to
the relevant pieces of electronics in the system. This ensures that the relative stability of
the comb, and the relative accuracy of all counter readings, is limited by the stability and
accuracy of the Rb reference. The stability of the reference can be seen in Figure 3.6. The
comb itself has an intrinsic stability of 5× 10−13 over 1 s (44).
3.1.5 Frequency counters
The frequency counter unit is based on the FXM method described in Reference (114), and
allows up to six channels to be counted simultaneously without dead time. The counters
have a default gate time of 1 s and a resolution of 1 mHz, corresponding to eleven digits
when counting a 20 MHz signal.
3.1.6 Disciplining with GPS
Like many off-the-shelf atomic references, the SRS FS725 has excellent short term sta-
bility. However on longer time scales it has an ageing rate of up to 5 × 10−10 per year,
which corresponds to 192 kHz when scaled by the comb to optical frequencies at 780
nm. It is therefore important to regularly calibrate the reference against a more accurate
frequency standard to reduce this error. A common method that is used is to steer an
atomic reference using the one pulse per second (1PPS) signal from the global positioning
system (GPS), which itself is steered via primary Cs time standards, and therefore gives
traceability to the SI second (115; 116). In contrast to the Rb reference, the GPS 1PPS
has excellent long-term stability but poor short term stability, see Figure 3.6. Therefore
a long time constant is often chosen for this steering.
During this research a GPS aerial was mounted on the roof of the lab, see Figure
3.7, and a Trimble Resolution-T timing receiver was installed to extract the 1PPS signal.
A default time constant of two and a quarter hours was used to steer the Rb reference,
which had aged for approximately two years. On attaching the timing receiver for the
first time, the reference calibration was slowly adjusted by approximately 4.59 mHz on
the 10 MHz output. This implies the comb lines at 780 nm were in error by ∼170 kHz
before installing the GPS receiver. Based on previous studies with GPS referencing (115),
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Figure 3.6: Stability of the GPS 1PPS and the SRS FS725 frequency standard with and
without GPS referencing. Taken courtesy of Stanford Research Systems (117).
Figure 3.7: The GPS aerial which was installed on the roof of the lab.
one can expect the GPS disciplined comb system to have an absolute accuracy of at least
5×10−12, equivalent to ∼1 kHz when scaling to the laser frequencies involved in this work.
In comparison, the intrinsic accuracy of the comb’s RF-optical conversion process is 10−14
(44).
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3.1.7 Performance
Offset beat note
The offset beat note used for self-referencing is monitored from the filtered output of the
f − 2f interferometer. Typically a beat note SNR of 30 dB with 100 kHz resolution
bandwidth (RBW) is sufficient for locking, see Figure 3.8. The linewidth of the offset beat
note was measured as 593 kHz using a 2 kHz RBW.
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Figure 3.8: The stabilised fo beat note from the f−2f interferometer, used for stabilisation
of the comb offset frequency. The second harmonic can also be seen. This scan was taken
with an RBW of 200 kHz.
Stability results
Unlike the offset frequency, the repetition rate is scaled up by ∼106, so absolute fluctua-
tions of frep must be very well controlled for good stability at optical frequencies. This
is why a 10 MHz source with excellent short term stability is required for referencing.
Figure 3.9 is an Allan deviation plot (118) showing the stability of the comb offset fre-
quency and repetition rate when locked; both parameters follow a 1/τ character, implying
phase-locked operation. Notice that the stability is higher for the repetition rate than for
the offset frequency by a factor of 103. This is because the repetition rate is inherently
more stable as it depends only on the cavity length and air pressure fluctuations, whilst
the offset frequency depends directly on the pump laser power which is more noisy (119).
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Figure 3.9: The Allan deviation (118) of the repetition rate and offset frequency when
phase-locked.
The counter readings for frep in this system are only a way of detecting phase slips in the
phase-lock; they are not capable of resolving the true stability of the repetition rate.
3.2 Diode lasers
Table 3.1 displays the lasers that were used throughout this research with their specifica-
tions. All lasers are external cavity diode lasers (ECDL). The Sacher Lion laser operates in
the Littman configuration, whilst all the other lasers operate in the Littrow configuration.
The speed of the fast feedback is an important property when comb-locking the lasers, all
the lasers were able to be reliably comb-locked except the Toptica DL100 SB and New
Focus Vortex laser. When in use, each laser was always followed by a shutter and a 30 dB
Faraday optical isolator.
3.3 High-Finesse WS7 wavemeter
The wavemeter used throughout this research is a High-Finesse WS7 model, which is based
on multiple Fizeau interferometers, and can measure CW laser wavelengths from 350-2250
nm (120). The wavemeter has an absolute accuracy of 60 MHz in the 780 nm region and
40 MHz in the 1260 nm region, which allows the nearest comb line number n to be easily
deduced for any of the CW lasers in the lab.
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Table 3.1: Laser specifications.
λ Model Max tuning range Power Linewidth Fast
grating feedback
780 nm Toptica Piezo 50 mW <1 MHz 5 MHz
DL100 LB 21 GHz FET
776 nm Toptica Piezo 20 mW <1 MHz 7 kHz
DL100 SB 10 GHz driver
776 nm Sacher Course-piezo 150 mW <1 MHz 120 kHz
Lynx 764-797 nm driver
1260 nm Sacher Motor-piezo 15 mW 300 kHz 2 MHz
Lion 1159-1269.8 nm Bias-Tee
795 nm Toptica Piezo 120 mW <1 MHz 5 MHz
DL100 LB 15 GHz FET
780 nm New Focus Piezo 70 mW 300 kHz 1 MHZ
Vortex 6000 75 GHz driver
In Section 4.6 the wavemeter is used to make high precision spectroscopy measurements
across a 1253-1268 nm range. During this work the wavemeter’s stability was monitored
over a two and a half hour period by recording the wavelength of a comb-locked 1268 nm
ECDL. Figure 3.10 displays the Allan deviation plot of this data (118). The wavemeter is
stable to within 2 MHz over all time periods up to one and a half hours; a similar result
was found for this wavemeter at 780 nm in Reference (87).
3.4 Photodiodes
The photodiodes used for all spectroscopy applications throughout this work were designed
and constructed by Bruno Sanguinetti (121). Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the sensitivity
and frequency response respectively. The diodes operate across the wavelength range
776-795 nm.
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Figure 3.10: The long-term stability of the WS7 wavemeter when measuring a comb-locked
1268 nm diode laser.
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Figure 3.11: The light intensity response
of the home made photodiodes. The gra-
dient is 4.1 V/µW. The diodes saturate
at around 12 V output voltage.
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Figure 3.12: The frequency response of
the home made photodiodes.
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Chapter 4
Rb Rydberg spectroscopy in a
vapour cell with three diode lasers
This chapter describes the initial construction, characterisation and optimisation of an
experiment for detecting Rydberg atoms in a vapour cell using the three-step laser excita-
tion scheme introduced in Chapter 2. After optimisation, the setup was used to measure
a set of absolute frequencies of Rb nF7/2 Rydberg states using the frequency comb as an
absolute frequency reference. These add to the very few existing absolute measurements of
these high ` states in Rb (90). The construction and operation of the apparatus described
in this chapter, along with the frequency measurements presented, were carried out in
conjunction with my colleague, Hawri Majeed. All the plots and analysis were carried out
by myself. A proportion of the work from this chapter has been published in New Journal
of Physics (96).
4.1 Experimental setup
The optical setup used for Rydberg spectroscopy in this chapter is shown in Figure 4.1,
and is based around that from Reference (55). Figure 4.1 also displays the electronics
used throughout this chapter, which allows Rydberg detection using either amplitude
modulation or frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy. It also allows either slow stepped
scans or faster ramped scans over the Rydberg levels. Rydberg signals are monitored using
either a NI LabVIEW interface or a normal oscilloscope. These two techniques will be
discussed throughout this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: The optical and electronic setup used throughout this chapter for detecting
Rydberg states in a heated Rb vapour cell. Light from the first and third step lasers is
sent to the wavemeter via SMF fibre. In the case of the first step, a 90:10 fibre beam
splitter sends 90% to a comb BDU. ND: Variable neutral-density filter, GL: Glan-laser
polariser, PD: Photodiode, FP: Fabry Pe´rot resonator, BDU: Beat detection unit, FET:
Field-effect-transistor input, DAC: Digital to analogue card.
The vapour cell is made from Pyrex and contains natural Rb with no buffer gas, it is 75
mm in length and 25mm in diameter. The cell can be heated to a maximum temperature
of 63 ◦C using a Thorlabs cell heater, this increases the atomic density by 56× compared
to room temperature (see Appendix A.3). Two lenses with equal focal lengths of 250 mm
are used to focus the light such that the focal points of all three lasers lie approximately
at the centre of the cell. Each of the lasers has a 1/e2 beam radius of ∼1 mm before
the lenses, giving a beam waist diameter of ∼100 µm inside the cell after focussing. This
focussing results in a ∼100× increase in Rydberg signal size, based on Equation 2.21.
The linearly polarised light from each of the lasers is circularly polarised using λ/4
zero-order waveplates in the case of the 780 nm and 776 nm lasers, and a λ/4 Fresnel-
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rhomb retarder in the case of the 1260 nm laser. The 1260 nm laser and 780 nm laser
are combined using a glass wedge to maintain the maximum third step laser power, which
is required for Rydberg excitation. The beam geometries and orthogonal polarisations of
the 780 nm and 776 nm lasers allow them to be separated with polarisers, so that the
780 nm absorption signal can be monitored independently with a photodiode. The laser
powers are all controlled using variable neutral-density (ND) filters, and when required
fine control is achieved using a λ/2 zero-order waveplate and PBS cube.
4.2 First step spectroscopy
4.2.1 Polarisation spectroscopy of the 5P3/2 state
Polarisation spectroscopy allows the stabilisation of a laser to the top of a Doppler-free
spectral feature without the need for modulation of the laser frequency (31). In all previous
work in the lab the first step laser has been stabilised to the 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2, F = 4
transition by a separate polarisation spectroscopy setup, which was developed by Gary
Wilkes, Bruno Sanguinetti and Hawri Majeed (121; 122). Figure 4.2 shows signals from
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Figure 4.2: The 85Rb polarisation spectroscopy signal used as a reference when locking
to the comb. The first step 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2, F = 4 transition is indicated. The
frequency axis is calibrated via the known hyperfine splittings of the 5P3/2 manifold. The
black and red lines are the single and subtracted polarisation signals respectively.
this setup. The polarisation spectroscopy lock was not used for laser stabilisation in the
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work of this chapter, however the signal served as a useful frequency reference, and is used
for locking in the work of Chapter 5.
4.2.2 Comb-locking
In this experiment the first step laser Doppler selects those atoms which take part in the
subsequent excitations, therefore it is important that the first step frequency is well known
and well stabilised. For this study of Rydberg states it was chosen to offset-lock the first
step laser to a line of the frequency comb. The feedback for this lock is supplied via the
field-effect-transistor (FET) input on the first step laser head.
By monitoring the beat note of the first step laser against a comb line it was found
that locking with the polarisation lock, although supplying excellent laser stability (∼10
kHz, 10 s), could not give an absolute frequency reproducibility of better than 2 MHz.
Locking this laser directly to a comb line not only means the lock is highly repeatable but
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Figure 4.3: The Allan deviation (118) of the first step laser whilst locked to a line of the
frequency comb.
also gives a very high level of stability. Figure 4.3 displays the Allan deviation (118) of
the comb-lock, the plot was computed from three hours of counter data. On average, the
laser deviates by less than 30 Hz over several hours, with excellent short term stability of
<60 Hz over a few seconds.
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The laser was locked at f1=384 229 242.8 MHz, which is the literature value of the first
step transition frequency from Reference (61). To compute the required comb repetition
rate (to give a comb line exactly 20 MHz from the transition frequency), firstly a value
of n was deduced for the closest comb line by rounding the quantity f1/250 MHz to the
nearest integer: n=1536 917. Then the comb equation was solved for frep
frep =
f1 − 2fo − fbeat
n
= 249.999 956 276 103 MHz, (4.1)
where fo and fbeat are both 20 MHz and all beat signs are positive. Before locking, the laser
is manually tuned to within ±5 MHz of the transition using the wavemeter or polarisation
signal as a reference.
4.2.3 First step absorption in the heated cell
The first step saturation intensity is much lower than the other two steps and, with
focussing, this laser easily saturates the atoms, meaning the absorption on this step can
be small. For ordinary absorption spectroscopy, one would prefer to use a larger beam
radius on this step so as to excite more atoms, however as the third step transition needs
the largest third step intensity possible, focussing is crucial. To increase the ground state
atomic density and therefore the first step absorption, the vapour cell was heated. It was
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Figure 4.4: First step absorption across
the 5S1/2, F = 3→ 5P3/2 Doppler width
for 10, 30 and 70 µW laser powers, with a
63 ◦C cell. Complete absorption appears
below about 30 µW.
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Figure 4.5: Absorbed first step power
against incident first step power for the
Doppler broadened 5S1/2, F = 3 →
5P3/2 transitions, with a 63
◦C and room
temperature cell.
found that heating the cell could cause a very large attenuation of the first step laser.
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Figure 4.4 shows the absorption of a 63 ◦C vapour cell across the Doppler profile for
different first step laser powers. Below about 30 µW one observes complete absorption of
the laser. Figure 4.5 compares the maximum absorption against the first step laser power
for the room temperature and 63 ◦C cell. The fitted lines are saturation type curves, see
Equation 2.19. Throughout the rest of this chapter, unless otherwise stated, the cell was
kept at 63 ◦C.
4.3 Second step spectroscopy
4.3.1 5D5/2 detection methods
In this experiment the second step transition is observed using QA by monitoring the
effect excitations have on the first step absorption. However, an alternative method of
detection is to monitor the 420 nm fluorescence from the 5D5/2 → 6P3/2 → 5S1/2 cascade
with a PMT (112; 123). Figure 4.6 shows the energy levels involved and the two detection
techniques. It is also possible to excite to the 5D5/2 state with a single 778 nm laser, via
off-resonance simultaneous two-photon excitation (123).
Figure 4.6: 5D5/2 detection methods: QA and fluorescence detection with a photomulti-
plier.
The method of QA detection has two advantages in this experiment:
• It only requires an ordinary photodiode for detection, which is cheap and compact
• The photodiode monitors absorption through the cell, so it can be positioned far
from the cell if required and will always see the total signal (equivalent to 4pi solid
angle of fluorescence)
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Even so, it was found that with sufficiently high laser power, the 420 nm fluorescence was
easily visible with the naked eye. Figure 4.7 shows a photograph of the room temperature
vapour cell with the first and second step lasers locked to the relevant transitions.
Figure 4.7: The 420 nm fluorescence observed from a room temperature cell, with the first
and second step lasers locked to the relevant transitions. The light is emitted from the
final decay of the 5D5/2 → 6P3/2 → 5S1/2 cascade.
4.3.2 Quantum amplification
Figure 4.8 shows a typical second step 5P3/2, F = 4 → 5D5/2, F = 5 signal detected using
QA from the setup in Figure 4.1 (after optimisation of laser powers and alignment).
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Figure 4.8: A typical 5D5/2 transition signal detected using QA. The FWHM is 14 MHz.
The frequency axis was calibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon.
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4.3.3 Effect of first step laser power
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are plots of the 5D5/2 transition signal size and FWHM against the
first step laser power. One can see power broadening of the signal, although this is also
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Figure 4.9: 5D5/2 peak amplitude
against first step laser power.
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Figure 4.10: 5D5/2 peak FWHM against
first step laser power.
accompanied by an exponential fall off for low first step laser powers of <60 µW. This is
due to the complete absorption inside the cell, there is also no power broadening below this
threshold. This laser must therefore have a power which is high enough that any reduction
in absorption can reach the photodiode, and not to be instantly reabsorbed in the cell.
For this purpose, a power of 70 µW was chosen. Unfortunately, at these powers the atoms
at the front of the cell are exposed to laser intensities far higher than those at the back.
Importantly, the observed 5D5/2 signal is a summed contribution from all atoms along the
beam path of the 780 nm laser, where it intersects the 776 nm laser. For this reason, the
alignment of the two lasers becomes a crucial factor; it allows the second step to interact
with atoms which observe different intensities of the first step laser. Ultimately it was
found that rather than keep the lasers overlapped and reduce the first step power (1
µW) until saturation effects were not evident (this would result in a negligible amount of
first step laser power leaving the cell), it was more beneficial to run at a higher first step
laser power (∼10 µW) and to carefully align the second step laser until saturation effects
were minimised in the signal. Figure 4.8 shows the optimised case.
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4.3.4 Autler-Townes splitting
For high first step laser powers of several hundred microwatts, Autler-Townes splitting
of the 5D5/2 signal was observed (111). Figure 4.11 shows the second step signal with
increasing first step laser powers and Figure 4.12 shows how this splitting scales with the
power.
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Figure 4.11: Autler-Townes splitting of
the second step peak.
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Figure 4.12: Splitting frequency vs. first
step laser power.
For Autler-Townes splitting, one expects the splitting frequency to equal the Rabi
frequency Ω12 on the first step transition (110). This is proportional to
√
P1, where P1 is
the first step laser power. Figure 4.12 shows a square-root fit which confirms this. However,
notice the 20 µW offset from zero, which may be a consequence of the total absorption
of the cell below this power. The data shows the true first step average intensity felt by
the atoms contributing to the signal; a basic analysis shows that I1 is ∼400× lower than
expected based on the waist diameter. This is a result of the deliberate misalignment
mentioned in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.5 Effect of first and second step alignment
As mentioned above, the second step 5D5/2 signal was very sensitive to the relative align-
ments of the first and second step lasers. This is to be expected due to the small beam
waists of the lasers within the cell. It was found that for different alignments one could
see asymmetric signals, split peaks, broad single peaks and narrow single peaks. The
narrow single peak, as shown in Figure 4.8, can be explained as the case where efficient
optical pumping is occurring and the second step is not interacting with any atoms that
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are exposed to a high first step intensity; therefore splitting and power broadening are
minimised. This narrow single peak corresponds to the 5P3/2, F = 4 → 5D5/2, F = 5
transition. The other variety of signals can be explained by the second step interacting
with atoms which are exposed to a high first step intensity.
4.3.6 Effect of second step laser power
The second step 5D5/2 signal was also sensitive to the second step laser power. Most
importantly, the signal FWHM and peak size increased with increasing second step power,
see Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The first step laser power was held constant at 70 µW for these
plots. The signal size is fitted with a saturation curve (Equation 2.19) and the FWHM is
fitted with a power broadening curve (Equation 2.18). Based on these findings, a power
of 10 µW was ultimately chosen for the second step as a compromise between SNR and
frequency resolution.
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Figure 4.13: 5D5/2 signal peak ampli-
tude against second step laser power.
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Figure 4.14: 5D5/2 signal peak FWHM
against second step laser power.
4.3.7 Effect of cell temperature
Because of the strong link between the first step absorption and cell temperature, the
effect of temperature was difficult to analyse quantitatively. Instead, the effect on the
5D5/2 signal was studied by changing the cell temperature, adjusting the first step power
and observing the maximum SNR achievable. In all cases, higher temperatures were able
to give higher SNRs with equal spectral resolution. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show how the
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second step 5D5/2 signal changes with cell temperature with fixed first and second step
laser powers of 65 µW and 10 µW respectively.
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Figure 4.15: 5D5/2 signal peak ampli-
tude with cell temperature.
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Figure 4.16: 5D5/2 signal peak FWHM
with cell temperature.
In Figure 4.15 there is an increase in signal size with increased temperature. At room
temperature the signal is approximately 3× smaller compared to at 50 ◦C, and the spectral
resolution becomes worse at lower temperatures. The increased signal size can be explained
by the increase in number density. The rapid fall off of the signal at high temperatures
can be explained by the exponential decrease of transmission through the cell. This is also
the reason for the reduction in linewidth with increased temperature in Figure 4.16. One
can easily move the peak in Figure 4.15 to higher temperatures by increasing the first step
power.
Interestingly, Figure 4.15 suggests that heating the cell is not beneficial, especially
considering the increase in number density is 56×. However, one has to remember that
these two plots are taken with a fixed first step laser power and the signal seen at room
temperature is saturated and broadened at this point. To get a narrow 5D5/2 signal at
room temperature requires reducing the first step laser power, resulting in a lower SNR.
Therefore the temperature has the effect of giving a larger first step absorption signal,
although higher first step powers are required to see this absorption from the other side
of the cell. In conclusion, heating the cell allows higher SNRs on the 5D5/2 signal without
reducing spectral resolution.
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4.3.8 Hyperfine spectroscopy of the 5D5/2 state
In the same manner as Reference (55), this experiment uses optical pumping and dipole
selection rules to give a well defined excitation pathway to the Rydberg levels. Figure
4.17 displays the optical selection scheme of the two-step system. λ/4 waveplates are used
to produce the correct polarisations of the two laser steps. Optical pumping on the first
Figure 4.17: The magnetic sublevels mF of the two-step scheme, using circularly po-
larised light on both steps. By transferring the ground state population to the 5S1/2, F =
3,mF = 3 sublevel (via optical pumping) there is only one allowed, well-defined path to
the 5D5/2, F = 5,mF = 5 level.
step, and state selection of the second step, was verified in this setup by removing the λ/4
waveplates and inserting λ/2 waveplates to make the two beams linearly and orthogonally
polarised. For the σ+σ+ case, a single peak is seen for the 5D5/2 signal corresponding
to excitation to the F =5 hyperfine level. In the pipi case other features corresponding
to the other hyperfine states of the 5D5/2 manifold are observed, see Figure 4.18. The
laser powers used for these traces were 70 µW and 10 µW for the first and seconds steps
respectively.
4.3.9 Second step stabilisation
Co-propagating setup
In all previous work in the lab, the second step laser has been stabilised using a separate
vapour cell setup (75; 121; 122). This again uses QA to detect the 5D5/2 level but with
co-propagating first and second step lasers, and with a room temperature cell (see Figure
4.19). The 5D5/2 signal achievable from this setup is comparable in size to that from the
new counter-propagating setup, however the linewidth is larger at 18 MHz. This setup
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Figure 4.18: The 5D5/2 signal with and without optical selection, overlaid on the same
axes. The σ+σ+ case is scaled by ×0.5.
was first developed by Gary Wilkes, Bruno Sanguinetti and Hawri Majeed (121; 122).
Throughout this chapter the second step laser was stabilised using this scheme.
Figure 4.19: The separate second step stabilisation scheme. PD: Photodiode, ND: Neutral-
density filter, GL: Glan-laser polariser, PBS: Polarising beam splitter.
FM spectroscopy: Locking
A frequency dither of 10 MHz amplitude is applied to the second step laser via the piezo
and injection current and an error signal is derived using a lock-in amplifier (LIA), for top of
peak stabilisation. The LIA and proportional-integral-differential (PID) servo electronics
are contained in a universal Laselock unit. The second step laser can then be stabilised to
the top of the peak in Figure 4.8. The frequency comb was used to check the repeatability
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and stability of this lock. It was found that a 1 MHz absolute accuracy was achievable
day-to-day, and a stability of better than 1 MHz over several hours.
4.3.10 Effect of first step frequency detuning
In the early parts of this research, it was observed that detuning the first step laser causes
the 5D5/2 signals, from the co- and counter-propagating setups, to separate in frequency
(in a scan of the second step). This can be explained from a simple velocity-selection
argument. When the first step is detuned from resonance by δ12=f1−f12, it selects atoms
with a finite velocity
v = −δ12
f1
c (4.2)
along the cell axis, based on the frame of reference shown in Figure 4.19. The old and new
setups, having co- and counter-propagating second step geometries respectively, therefore
see equal and opposite Doppler shifts of the second step laser:
co ∆f2 Dopp = −f2
f1
δ12,
counter ∆f2 Dopp = +
f2
f1
δ12.
(4.3)
These shifts are equal to the first step detuning scaled by the wavelength ratio 780/776=1.01
1. As an example, Figure 4.20 shows the 5D5/2 signals from the old and new setups on
the same second step laser scan. The first step was comb-locked at the literature value
of the first step transition (61). It is interesting that the two peaks do not overlap, sug-
gesting that there is still a finite Doppler shift, and therefore a finite first step detuning.
To investigate this further, the splitting was measured for a range of first step detunings.
This was completed by comb-locking the first step laser at different absolute frequencies
by tuning the comb repetition rate. The results from this study are shown in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21 shows a gradient of 2.02(5), in excellent agreement with the 780/776 ratio.
The line also suggests that perfect overlap of the two peaks occurs for a first step fre-
quency of 384 229 240.0(4) MHz, which should correspond to the exact first step resonance
frequency. It is interesting that there is a 3 MHz offset between this number and the ac-
cepted literature value (61). This method could ultimately be used as a powerful method
of precision spectroscopy of the first step transition, especially if the linewidths of the two
1A positive Doppler shift means a lower lab-frame second step frequency will be resonant and vice
versa
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Figure 4.20: Signals from the co- and counter-propagating two-step setups simultaneously
recorded during a second step frequency scan. The first step laser was comb-locked at the
literature value for the first step transition. There is a clear splitting between the two
peaks.
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Figure 4.21: Splitting of the co- and counter-propagating signals for different first step
frequencies. The dashed line indicates the point of perfect overlap for the two peaks.
5D5/2 signals could be reduced below the natural linewidth of the first step transition. In
this preliminary measurement, the linewidths were substantially different and there may
have been other sources of systematic shift which were not addressed. Nevertheless, this
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splitting was a very useful reference to inform whether the first step laser was locked on
resonance.
4.4 Third step spectroscopy
In the three-step scheme, by choosing specific polarisations for the three laser steps, optical
selection of particular Rydberg states can be achieved via optical pumping on the first step
transition and dipole selection rules (55). The nF7/2, F = 6, mF = 6 level can be selected
with the three lasers set to σ+σ+σ+ and the nP3/2, F = 4, mF = 4 level can be selected
with the three lasers set to σ+σ+σ−. Figure 4.22 displays these two schemes. Note that
for the nF7/2 and nF5/2 levels, only the hyperfine states with highest F are shown for
clarity.
Figure 4.22: nP3/2 and nF7/2 Rydberg excitation schemes in
85Rb. With σ+σ+σ+ and
σ+σ+σ− polarisations nF7/2, F = 6, mF = 6 and nP3/2, F = 4, mF = 4 Rydberg levels
can be uniquely targeted respectively.
The expected frequency positions of Rydberg states were calculated within 100 MHz
using previous values for the quantum defects and ionisation energies from the literature
(65), along with Equation 2.1. The third step laser that was used is tunable via a precision
stepper motor across a range of 1160-1269 nm and allows access to nP3/2 and nF7/2 states
starting from n=36 and n=33 respectively, all the way to the ionisation threshold at 1252
nm.
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4.4.1 Scans with a chopper
To improve the detection sensitivity of third step transitions, Rydberg levels were initially
detected by intermittently chopping the third step laser with a chopper wheel at 1 kHz
and monitoring the first step absorption using a LIA. A NI LabVIEW program was used
to scan the third step laser across the transition of interest using a voltage ramp to the
laser grating piezo. Data acquisition was simultaneously made from the LIA and from a
High-Finesse WS7 wavemeter. The full schematic is shown in Figure 4.1.
Initial scans showed that it was possible to detect nF7/2 states with a much larger SNR
compared to nP3/2 states. As expected, nP3/2 states could not be found in the σ+σ+σ+
arrangement and nF7/2 states could be found in either arrangement, although the σ+σ+σ+
case gave the largest signal. This is evidence of successful optical selection. Figures 4.23
and 4.24 show scans using the chopper technique over the 60F7/2 and 63P3/2 Rydberg
levels. In both cases, the third step laser was not actively stabilised during the scans, the
LIA time constant was set to 300 ms and the scans were carried out in 150 s.
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Figure 4.23: A third step laser scan over
the 60F7/2 level using the chopper tech-
nique. The LIA observes a decrease in
the first step absorption.
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Figure 4.24: A third step laser scan over
the 63P3/2 level using the chopper tech-
nique. The LIA observes a decrease in
the first step absorption.
Using the maximum available third step power of ∼3 mW and the chosen first and
second step powers from Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the Rydberg signals’ FWHMs were ∼20
MHz. This is similar to those found in References (55; 57), who use the same detection
scheme.
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4.4.2 Real-time scans
With some further optimisation, it was possible to observe the lower nF7/2 state signals
in real-time on an oscilloscope, without a LIA. Figure 4.25 shows a real-time scan of the
third step laser over the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 33F7/2 transition taken from an oscilloscope. It
is very satisfying to observe Doppler-free transitions to Rydberg levels in almost the same
manner as a simple SAS experiment of the Rb D lines. Conventionally the lab requires a
vacuum setup, atomic beam and field ionisation apparatus to produce and detect Rydberg
atoms.
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Figure 4.25: A real-time scan over the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 33F7/2 transition from an oscillo-
scope; the scan was completed in 10 ms. The red line is a Lorentzian fit with FWHM of
21 MHz; the frequency axis was calibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon.
To capture the scan in Figure 4.25 the second step frequency dither was deactivated and
this laser was simply tuned into resonance. With the second step laser locked, amplitude
noise is added to the photodiode signal as the laser dithers across the top of the 5D5/2
signal peak (see Figure 4.8). Because the baseline of the Rydberg signal is the top of the
5D5/2 signal peak, the Rydberg signal is always observed on top of this noise. In the case
of the slow scans with the chopper, this noise is effectively filtered by the LIA, however for
fast real-time scans this noise can limit the detection sensitivity. Deactivating the second
step dither also removes a source of broadening. As will be seen later in this section, the
origin of the ∼20 MHz width appears to be predominantly from power broadening; the
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transit-time limited linewidth will be ∼1 MHz.
4.4.3 Effect of cell temperature and first and second step laser powers
Using the real-time scans it was possible to study the behaviour of the 33F7/2 signal with
respect to experimental parameters. Figures 4.26, 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 show how the peak
amplitude and FWHM scale with the first and second step laser powers. The second and
first step laser powers were held constant for these plots at 10 µW and 65 µW respectively,
as well as the third step laser power at 3.5 mW. The red fitted curves are the same as those
used with previous data. Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show how the peak amplitude and FWHM
scale with the cell temperature, in this case the first, second and third laser powers were
all held constant at 65 µW, 10 µW and 3.5 mW respectively.
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Figure 4.26: The 33F7/2 peak amplitude
with first step laser power.
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Figure 4.27: The 33F7/2 FWHM with
first step laser power.
The signal behaviour is very similar to the way in which the 5D5/2 signal behaves with
the same parameters, and can also be explained via similar arguments. One expects the
Rydberg signal amplitude to be completely dependent on the population of the intermedi-
ate levels and therefore the amplitude of the 5D5/2 signal. The FWHM results in Figures
4.27 and 4.29 are interesting as they show that the Rydberg transition, although not di-
rectly coupled to the first and second step lasers, is still power broadened by them. This
was theoretically predicted in Section 2.3.3 and occurs because the range of velocities
reaching the Rydberg level is dependent on any power broadening on the lower transi-
tions. Figure 4.27 exposes the origin of the ∼20 MHz Rydberg signal FWHM observed so
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Figure 4.28: The 33F7/2 peak amplitude
with second step laser power.
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Figure 4.29: The 33F7/2 FWHM with
second step laser power.
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Figure 4.30: The 33F7/2 peak amplitude
with cell temperature.
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Figure 4.31: The 33F7/2 FWHM with
cell temperature.
far. Unfortunately at lower first step powers, the signal sizes became too small to detect
efficiently with the setup used.
4.4.4 Effect of third step laser power
Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show how the 33F7/2 Rydberg signal amplitude and FWHM scale
respectively with the third step laser power. This data was also collected using real-
time scans. The first and second step laser powers were held constant for these plots at
70 µW and 10 µW respectively. The red fitted curves are the same as those used with
previous data. Interestingly, it is evident that the 5D5/2 →33F7/2 transition can actually
be saturated at the large intensities used. However, this saturation has only a small effect
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Figure 4.32: The 33F7/2 peak amplitude
with third step laser power.
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Figure 4.33: The 33F7/2 FWHM with
third step laser power.
on the FWHM, in comparison to the first and second step laser powers.
4.4.5 Effect of focussing
A short study of the three-step excitation scheme was carried out, without use of the
lenses. For the two-step spectroscopy, the 5D5/2 hyperfine structure was much more clearly
resolved without focussing, which corresponds to less power broadening for equivalently
sized signals. Figures 4.34 and 4.35 are examples and show spectroscopy of the 5D5/2 state
without focussing in 85Rb and 87Rb respectively. pipi laser polarisations were used to excite
all allowed hyperfine states. The beam powers were 150 µW and 350 µW for the first and
second steps respectively. The FWHMs of the peaks are approximately 4, 4 and 2 MHz
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Figure 4.34: 85Rb 5D5/2 two-step spec-
troscopy without focussing.
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Figure 4.35: 87Rb 5D5/2 two-step spec-
troscopy without focussing.
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for the F=5, 4, 3 and F=4, 3, 2 transitions respectively. Such signals allow high precision
measurements of the 5D5/2 hyperfine structure, similar to those in Reference (123).
As expected, focussing has a very positive effect on the detection sensitivity of Rydberg
states. Without focussing, and even with much larger laser powers, the 33F7/2 Rydberg
signal was at least ∼10× smaller in size and only just visible above the noise.
4.5 Rydberg fine and hyperfine structure
4.5.1 Introduction
The single peak in the 5D5/2 spectroscopy of Figure 4.18 indicates that excitation to the
Rydberg levels occurs through a single, well known 5D5/2 hyperfine state. However, the
Rydberg levels themselves have underlying fine and hyperfine structure also (65). Table
4.1 displays the fine structure splittings for the Rydberg levels accessible with this system.
The fine structure splitting scales with n∗ −3 and these numbers can be calculated from
References (80; 81). The hyperfine interaction is much smaller and also scales with n∗ −3,
becoming larger for lower ` and j (98). Experimentally, the hyperfine structure has only
been resolved up to n=59 for the nS1/2 Rydberg series (79) and a splitting of 400 kHz
has been observed for the 27P1/2 state (80). Because of the use of optical selection in this
experiment, and the fact that the interaction is expected to be even smaller for j > 1/2
states, throughout this thesis the hyperfine structure of Rydberg states is not considered.
Table 4.1: The fine structure splitting for a range of 85Rb Rydberg levels.
States Fine structure splitting
33F7/2-33F5/2 4.34 MHz
60F7/2-60F5/2 680 kHz
100F7/2-100F5/2 157 kHz
36P3/2-36P1/2 18.6 GHz
60P3/2-60P1/2 4.02 GHz
100P3/2-100P1/2 869 MHz
For the whole range of n, the nP1/2-nP3/2 fine structure splitting is much larger than
the linewidth of the observed Rydberg signals. Even so, selection rules state that the
nP1/2 levels cannot be excited with the current excitation scheme; although this would be
possible by exciting through the 5D3/2 intermediate level instead. For the nF states there
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are two differences: Firstly, the selection rules do allow excitation to both the nF5/2 and
nF7/2 levels. Secondly, the fine structure splitting is smaller than the observed Rydberg
signal linewidth. Therefore the fine structure cannot be ignored. Fortunately, if the
optical selection is perfect in the three-step scheme, and all of the atoms in the 5D5/2 level
reside in the F = 5, mF =5 magnetic sublevel, excitation is only possible to the nF7/2,
F = 6, mF = 6 sublevel, as described in Section 4.22. However, there is the likelihood of
redistribution of the sublevels from precession of the atoms in the Earth’s magnetic field.
There may also be impurities in the third step polarisation. Both of these factors could
result in some atoms being excited to the nF5/2 state, which will ultimately give some
contribution to the observed Rydberg signal.
4.5.2 Relative transition strengths
To see how much of a contribution the nF5/2 state will make to the Rydberg signal,
the relative strengths of the 5D5/2 → nF7/2/nF5/2 transitions were considered. These
can be found by successively reducing the dipole matrix element for an atomic transition
between the two hyperfine sublevels |n,L, J, F,mF 〉 and |n′, L′, J ′, F ′,m′F 〉. This involves
separating the angular orientation and the quantum numbers J , F and mF from the dipole
matrix element, and moving them into two Wigner 6j symbols and one Wigner 3j symbol
using the Wigner-Eckart theorem (124). The relative line strengths are then given by the
product of the symbols squared
(2J ′ + 1)(2L+ 1)
{
L L′ 1
J ′ J S
}2
× (2F ′ + 1)(2J + 1)
{
J J ′ 1
F ′ F I
}2
× (2F + 1)
(
F ′ 1 F
m′F q −mF
)2
,
(4.4)
where I=5/2 for 85Rb and q=−1, 0 and 1 for σ+, pi and σ− transitions respectively. The
first 6j term of Equation 4.4 shows the relative strengths of the different fine structure
components. The second 6j term shows the relative strengths of the different hyperfine
components within each fine structure component. The final 3j term shows the relative
strengths of the possible transitions between different mF magnetic sublevels.
Figure 4.36 displays these weighting terms for the 5D5/2 → nF7/2/nF5/2 transitions,
for the different fine and hyperfine transitions involved 1. From these numbers one can
1These terms can also be found from tables such as those in Reference (125).
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Figure 4.36: The relative weightings of each of the 5D5/2 → nF7/2/nF5/2 components,
calculated with the relevant Wigner 6j symbols. The left and right images display the
weightings in the fine and hyperfine basis respectively, these are equivalent to the first
term and the first and second terms of Equation 4.4 respectively.
conclude that even if the magnetic sublevels of the 5D5/2, F=5 state were completely
redistributed, the 5D5/2 → nF5/2 component would contribute only 1/21∼ 5% at most
to the signal. This is confirmed in the fact that the 33F7/2 signal observed is highly
symmetric, with no obvious shoulder from a 33F5/2 contribution.
4.6 Absolute frequency measurements of nF7/2 states
After developing the experiment to the point where the nF7/2 signals were of optimum
SNR, the setup was used to make a set of absolute frequency measurements of a range of
nF7/2 states.
4.6.1 Slow scans with FM detection
To carry out the absolute measurements, FM spectroscopy was used by adding a frequency
dither to the third step laser. This was chosen over using amplitude modulation with the
chopper wheel. The FM method had several advantages in this case:
• It allowed a faster modulation frequency, limited by the 6 kHz limit of the third step
injection current, rather than 1 kHz in the case of the chopper wheel
• There was less chance of the photodiode picking up spurious signals at the chopping
frequency, from scattered light for example
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• Moving parts were eliminated from the laser table which reduced vibrations and air
currents
A frequency dither was added to the third step laser via the injection current, with
a modulation amplitude of 15 MHz and frequency of 6 kHz. The laser was scanned and
data acquisition was carried out from the LIA in the same way as the previous scans with
a chopper wheel. Figure 4.37 shows a typical scan across a Rydberg transition using this
technique, with the fitted line profile from Equation 4.5, given on the next page.
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Figure 4.37: A slow frequency scan over the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 33F7/2 transition using FM
detection. The wavemeter readings have been converted to frequency detuning from line
centre. The red line is a Wahlquist first derivative function (126).
4.6.2 Laser frequency metrology
The free-running third step laser stability was measured as better than 1 MHz over 1 s
using the comb, which is sufficient to carry out slow scans across the Rydberg transitions.
Typically, scans were 150 s long and a LIA time constant of 1 s was used. The accuracy
to which the third step transitions could be measured relied on the properties of the High-
Finesse WS7 wavemeter. The stability of the wavemeter at the 1260 nm region stays
below 2 MHz for times of ∼1000 s, see Section 3.3 for details. Therefore throughout this
experiment, the wavemeter was calibrated every 30 minutes to the comb-locked first step
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laser at 780.243 73 nm. This supplied a direct absolute frequency link with the comb. The
same technique was used in Reference (87).
As well as studying the stability of the wavemeter, the absolute calibration accuracy
was investigated. This was done by calibrating the wavemeter with the comb-locked first
step laser, then immediately measuring a comb-locked 1260 nm laser with the wavemeter,
which was locked at an arbitrary known frequency f3. Such measurements were repeated
across several days and for the range of wavelengths 1253-1268 nm. Figure 4.38 shows a
histogram of a large set of frequency offset measurements f3 − c/λwm, where λwm is the
wavemeter reading. From the spread of these readings, it is found that the wavemeter
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Figure 4.38: High-Finesse WS7 wavemeter frequency offset measurements around the
1260 nm region, after calibration at 780 nm. Offset=f3− c/λwm. The red line is a normal
distribution curve.
can maintain a day-to-day accuracy of 14.1±6.2 MHz across this range of wavelengths,
when continuously calibrated. This consistent 14.1 MHz offset frequency was subsequently
accounted for in all future measurements. The study demonstrates that the wavemeter is
able to operate beyond its specified accuracy of ±40 MHz (120).
4.6.3 Absolute frequency measurements
The third step transition absolute frequencies were collected for n = 33-50 in intervals of
one, and from n = 50-100 in larger intervals of five. Fitting to the transition data was
done using a Wahlquist first derivative function (126). This line shape gives the familiar
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Lorentzian derivative signal of FM spectroscopy, but also includes the effect of modulation
broadening, for when significant modulation depths are used. The function is given by
f(Hδ) =
Hδ
|Hδ|
(
2
Hω
)2 √2γ − u
2
√
u− 2(u− γ) , (4.5)
where γ = 1 + β2 + α2, u = γ +
√
γ2 − 4α2, α = Hδ/Hω and β = (12H1/2/Hω). H1/2, Hω
and Hδ are the FWHM, modulation amplitude and frequency detuning respectively.
Ten traces were taken for each state in order to understand the repeatability of the
measurements. It was found that on average, the standard deviation of each set of ten
scans was 2 MHz, limited by the short-term drift of the wavemeter during the time taken
to collect each set. The mean transition frequencies are summarised in the second column
of Table 4.2. The third column of this table displays the total 5S1/2 → nF7/2 frequency,
measured from the centre of mass of the 5S1/2 ground states. These values are calculated
by adding a constant value of 770 571 549.6 MHz to the third step transition frequencies
in column two; this added frequency is computed from literature values (91; 123).
4.6.4 Error analysis
The summarised error estimates are displayed in Table 4.3. The wavemeter calibration is
a source of random error and all other uncertainties are systematic in nature. The errors
add in quadrature to give a total error of 8.0 MHz.
Laser power and temperature
Rydberg atom interactions, for example the dipole-dipole interaction, scale strongly with
inter-atomic spacing. It was therefore important to eliminate any pressure dependent
shifts. The estimated inter-atomic Rydberg atom spacing is ∼10 µm, which is where one
expects to see observable shifts of a few megahertz for the 100F7/2 state (127).
As well as causing a broadening, increased power of any of the three lasers could also
cause systematic shifts of the Rydberg signals. It is expected that both the Rydberg atom
density and optical selection efficiency will have some dependence on laser power, both of
which could result in a peak pulling. There will also be a contribution from the light shift
(123).
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Table 4.2: The third step transition frequencies 5D5/2, F = 5→ nF7/2 and total 5S1/2 →
nF7/2 transition frequencies En for n=33-100. The total frequencies are measured from
the centre of mass of the two 5S1/2 hyperfine ground states. The total accumulated error
on all frequencies is 8.0 MHz.
n 5D5/2 → nF7/2 En: 5S1/2 → nF7/2
(MHz) (MHz)
33 236 429 214 1007 000 764
34 236 604 549 1007 176 099
35 236 765 078 1007 336 627
36 236 912 402 1007 483 952
37 237 047 954 1007 619 503
38 237 172 932 1007 744 481
39 237 288 417 1007 859 967
40 237 395 343 1007 966 892
41 237 494 542 1008 066 092
42 237 586 734 1008 158 283
43 237 672 570 1008 244 119
44 237 752 610 1008 324 159
45 237 827 379 1008 398 929
46 237 897 325 1008 468 875
47 237 962 850 1008 534 399
48 238 024 325 1008 595 874
49 238 082 056 1008 653 605
50 238 136 367 1008 707 917
55 238 364 972 1008 936 522
60 238 538 826 1009 110 376
65 238 674 124 1009 245 673
70 238 781 461 1009 353 011
75 238 868 053 1009 439 602
80 238 938 927 1009 510 477
85 238 997 658 1009 569 208
90 239 046 866 1009 618 416
95 239 088 516 1009 660 066
100 239 124 074 1009 695 624
To target systematic shifts from pressure and laser power, measurements were taken
of the 33F7/2 and 100F7/2 transitions with a range of cell temperatures from 20-65
◦C and
a range of first, second and third step laser powers respectively. In all cases repeatable
trends in the transition frequencies were undetectable within the wavemeter accuracy.
Therefore, potential offsets from both temperature and power dependent shifts were not
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added as corrections but instead the spread of measurements were used to estimate the
maximum possible error in each individual case.
Magnetic fields
Using a fluxgate magnetometer, the magnitude of stray magnetic fields was measured
along the axis of the vapour cell to be <20 µT. A Rydberg level experiences a linear and
a diamagnetic (quadratic) energy shift in a magnetic field. If n4B  1, where B is given
in units of 2.35×105 T, the quadratic term may be ignored and magnetic effects are of the
same size as they are for a low lying excited state with the same `; in this case the Zeeman
shift has no n dependence (65). In this experiment for the n=100 state n4B∼ 10−2. The
magnetic shift can therefore be written as the familiar linear Zeeman shift in the hyperfine
basis (98). For the most magnetically sensitive nF7/2, F=6, mF=6 levels this is
∆fZeem = µBgFmFBz = 0.06 MHz/µT, (4.6)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, gF is the Lande´ g factor (see Appendix A.4), mF is the
magnetic sublevel and Bz is the magnetic field strength. This gives a Zeeman shift of
<1.1 MHz for the fields around the cell. However, one actually expects Zeeman shifts of
the transitions to be equal to the difference in Zeeman shifts between subsequent levels
of the excitation scheme, in this case 14 kHz/µT for each of the three steps. Therefore, a
maximum Zeeman shift of 840 kHz is estimated for the Rydberg signals.
To check for this shift, measurements of the 33F7/2 state were made with both σ+σ+σ+
and σ−σ−σ− polarised light on the three steps respectively. Equal and opposite Zeeman
shifts are expected for these two cases. No frequency difference was measured within the
short term drifts of the wavemeter and therefore it is assumed the contribution to the total
uncertainty from this effect is negligible. As an additional test of the optical arrangement,
and the magnetic field sensitivity, a magnetic field of 100 µT was applied along the axis
of the cell with a permanent magnet. In this case shifts of the Rydberg signals of up to 5
MHz were observable.
Electric fields
In References (54; 55) no DC-Stark shifts were observed when detecting Rydberg atoms
in a vapour cell for externally applied electric fields of up to 100 Vcm−1. This makes a cell
an excellent spectroscopic sample, by eliminating a potential systematic shift. To check
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for similar behaviour in this setup, some simple field plates were placed around the vapour
cell, separated by 6.6 cm. Potential differences of up to 200 V were applied across the
vapour cell and frequency measurements of both the 33F7/2 and 100F7/2 transitions were
measured to check for shifts. In each case there was no measurable deviation. This area
is investigated further in Section 6.6.
Although such measurements show that the Rydberg atoms within the cell are shielded
from external fields, it does not rule out the possibility of a small stray electric field origi-
nating from within the cell. This possibility is considered in Chapter 7, and a convenient
method is demonstrated for measuring the size of such stray fields, which gives an upper
bound on potential frequency shifts 1.
Data acquisition
Possible errors from hysteresis and time delays in the data acquisition process were elim-
inated by scanning the third step laser across the same transition in opposing directions.
No significant difference was found between these two measurements.
Table 4.3: Estimated errors. All errors are 1σ. The total error is the sum in quadrature
of the different sources.
Source Error
Wavemeter calibration 6.2 MHz
First step frequency 750 kHz
Second step frequency 1.0 MHz
Temperature shifts 2.7 MHz
Power dependent shifts 4.0 MHz
Total 8.0MHz
4.6.5 Analysis
The frequency measurements from this experiment were analysed using three different
Rydberg-Ritz fitting methods. The first two methods follow the same theme as that in
Reference (128), whilst the third method is a consistency check of the data with previous
work from microwave spectroscopy (81). These methods are outlined in the following
sections. To aid in the analysis, five values of En for n = 4 − 8 were added to the data
1For the measurements in this chapter, the expected shifts are shown to be much smaller than those
from other sources of error.
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Table 4.4: The fit parameters from the Method 1, 2 and 3 fitting routines. The Method 1
fit gives the series parameters δ0, δ2 and δ4. The Method 2 and 3 fits, and Reference (81),
give the equivalent series parameters δ0, a and b. Uncertainties are statistically derived
from the fitting. The errors on the Ei values include possible systematic contributions
outlined in Table 4.3. The parameters from Reference (81) are shown for comparison with
the Method 3 results.
Ei (MHz) δ0 δ2,a δ4,b
Method 1 1010 024 719(8) 0.016 473(14) -0.0783(7) 0.028(7)
Method 2 1010 024 719(8) 0.016 473(14) -0.0784(7) 0.032(7)
Method 3 1010 024 717(8) 0.016 40(8) 0.00(9) -
Han et al (81) - 0.016 5437(7) -0.086(7) -
set from Johansson et al (90). Weighted fitting was important to take account of the
larger 300 MHz uncertainties on these older measurements. Throughout the analysis, the
Rydberg constant for 85Rb was taken as RRb=10 973 660.672 249×c from Reference (87).
Method 1
In Method 1, the energy levels En were fitted using a least squares fitting procedure to
the formula
En = Ei − RRb
[n− δ0 − δ2tn − δ4t2n − ...]2
, (4.7)
from Equation 2.1. A MATLAB code was written to iteratively balance both sides of
Equation 4.7 to find the optimum parameters for Ei, δ0, δ2, δ4,... The results from this fit
are displayed in Table 4.4 and the residuals are shown in Figure 4.39.
Method 2
To remove the recursive nature of Equation 2.3, it is common to make the approximation
tn ≈ 1
(n− δ0)2 , (4.8)
which when substituted into Equation 4.7 gives a Rydberg-Ritz expression that can be
evaluated with greater simplicity (128):
En = Ei − RRb
[n− δ0 − a(n−δ0)2 − b(n−δ0)4 − ...]2
. (4.9)
The Method 2 fit involved a direct least squares fit of Equation 4.9 to the energy levels
En. The results from this fit are displayed in Table 4.4 where the a and b parameters are
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placed underneath the equivalent δ2 and δ4 parameters from the Method 1 fit. It can be
seen that the values of Ei and the series parameters extracted from the first two fitting
methods agree to well within the uncertainties. This shows that the approximation has
no effect at this level of accuracy and for this range of n. The value of Ei from this work
also lies within 2σ of the previous value from our lab (87).
An analysis of the residuals shown in Figure 4.39, from the Method 1 fit, shows that
the points are scattered around a mean of zero with a standard deviation of 4.4 MHz. The
states were measured across several days and therefore this spread is expected to come
mainly from the long term accuracy of the wavemeter.
The Rydberg-Ritz formula in Equation 4.9 has the significant advantage that it allows
any energy level En to be calculated with knowledge only of the principal quantum number
n. In this manner Equation 4.9 can be used with the relevant parameters in Table 4.4 to
predict the absolute energies of other Rb nF7/2 states outside the range of this experiment.
Method 3
As a consistency check of the data, the Ritz series parameters extracted from the absolute
measurements were compared with those from the most recent relative interval measure-
ments from microwave spectroscopy (81). For this fit an abridged version of Equation 4.9
was used
En = Ei − RRb
[n− δ0 − a(n−δ0)2 ]2
. (4.10)
This is the equivalent function which was used for fitting in Reference (81), which is an
accurate approximation for n ≥20. For this reason this fit was restricted to the n ≥33
levels. The parameters from this fitting method are shown in Table 4.4 alongside the values
from Reference (81). The a parameter is placed underneath the equivalent δ2 parameter
from the Method 1 fit.
It can be seen that the δ0 and a parameters from this fit agree at the 2σ level with
those from the previous work (81). The larger errors on the series parameters, as compared
to the Method 1 and 2 fits, arise because of the absence of lower n states. This makes
extracting higher order series parameters less accurate: In Equation 4.9, for lower n states
the parameters δ0 and a make a bigger contribution than for higher n states, where En
becomes dominated by Ei. As displayed in Table 4.4, the addition of the lower n states
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from Reference (90) greatly aided in the reliable extraction of the higher order parameters
in the Method 1 and 2 fitting routines.
4.6.6 Discussion
In Figure 4.39 the spread of the residuals for the five previous measurements (90) is 185
MHz, compared to the spread of these new measurements of 4.4 MHz; a 42× improvement
in absolute accuracy. Access to lower n states, or higher accuracy measurements for this
range of states, would be needed to give a lower uncertainty on the defect parameters.
Table 4.3 shows that the limiting accuracy of these results comes from the wavemeter
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Figure 4.39: The residuals from the Method 1 fitting routine. The error bars on the
older n=4-8 measurements are 300 MHz (90) and the error bars on these new n=33-100
measurements are 8.0 MHz. The inset figure shows a close up of the residuals from the
new measurements, which have a spread of 4.4 MHz.
transfer of calibration. The ∼2 MHz shorter term drifts of the wavemeter also mean that
sources of systematic shift cannot be studied reliably, as trends are often not detectable.
Any significant improvement will require removing the wavemeter from the metrology
process and instead using the comb directly to count the laser frequency. In this case,
the limiting accuracy of frequency measurement will be the Rb 10 MHz reference used
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to reference the comb electronics, with a fractional frequency accuracy of 5×10−12. At
this level the second step lock repeatability may become the limiting factor, as well as the
knowledge of the first step transition frequency.
4.7 Conclusion
This chapter has described the optimisation and characterisation of an apparatus for
detecting Rydberg states of 85Rb atoms contained in a heated vapour cell. The apparatus
has been used to measure absolute frequencies of nF7/2 Rydberg states to an accuracy of
8.0 MHz. This is a factor 42× improvement over previous measurements of the nF series
in Rb (90), and gives measurements for a range of nF7/2 states between n = 33-100 for the
first time. The Rydberg-Ritz series parameters that have been extracted from this work
allow the absolute energies of nF7/2 states with higher or lower principal quantum number
n to be predicted with a comparable accuracy. As will be shown in Chapter 6, this is
important for future experiments with improved accuracy. These new measurements have
also shown consistency with the results from recent microwave spectroscopy experiments
(80; 81). This work has demonstrated that methods of Rydberg spectroscopy, involving
purely optical detection and a vapour cell sample, can be used very effectively to carry
out precision measurements in a simple way, with extraordinary robustness to DC-Stark
shifts from external fields. Not only is the setup simple to construct and maintain, it is
easier to use than beam experiments, and Rydberg signals can be monitored in real-time
on an oscilloscope.
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Chapter 5
Three-step laser stabilisation for
excitation of Rb Rydberg states
Actively stabilising the third step laser to a weak Rydberg level transition using a refer-
ence cell has been a long term goal for the micromaser experiment in our lab. The first
and second step laser locks have been constructed and optimised by Gary Wilkes, Bruno
Sanguinetti and Hawri Majeed (121; 122), although a reliable third step lock has not been
achievable. Using the new detection scheme introduced in Chapter 4, it has now become
possible for such a stabilisation to be made to the upper level of the micromaser transition,
the 63P3/2 state. This chapter will display the modifications that were required to get
from the scheme demonstrated in Chapter 4 to a reliable third step lock. The frequency
comb gives a unique opportunity to study the stability of each of the laser steps, when
locked to their respective cells, and how the instability of the lower steps translates to the
Rydberg signal. The results in this chapter were collected by myself. The first and second
step stabilisation schemes were originally constructed by previous lab members. The work
in this chapter has been published in Applied Physics B (97).
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Laser stabilisation to Rydberg levels
Long term laser stabilisation to atomic transitions is important for making precision mea-
surements in spectroscopy (61; 92). For the case of optical transitions to Rydberg levels,
laser stabilisation is required for many quantum optics experiments that require Rydberg
atoms. For example, modern Rydberg atom cavity QED proposals such as the micro-
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maser experiment in our lab (58; 59). In both cases long term frequency stability is of
importance. For the micromaser experiment, it is important that the Rydberg excita-
tion rate stays constant, which relies on the third step laser being well stabilised at the
5D5/2 →63P3/2 transition frequency. This becomes especially important when optimis-
ing detector designs, where a constant excitation rate is crucial for fair comparison (75).
Unfortunately, the weak transitions to Rydberg levels mean that spectroscopic signals are
difficult to obtain, so stabilising a laser at these frequencies is not trivial.
In our lab the first and second step locks can be stabilised using the polarisation spec-
troscopy and QA techniques, introduced in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.9. However, obtaining
an error signal for stabilisation of the third step laser to a Rydberg level has been diffi-
cult. Previously a software lock has been achieved by Martin Jones with a field ionisation
setup (75). In this scheme, a computer program sends feedback to the third step laser
grating, which tunes the laser in steps to maximise the number of Rydberg counts; this
keeps the laser on the top of the Rydberg line profile. However, such a scheme has limited
bandwidth and does not supply a tight laser lock.
In Chapter 4, and in the work of References (54; 56), it has been well demonstrated
that the optical detection of Rydberg states in compact thermal vapour cell arrangements
can not only offer greatly reduced sensitivity to stray electric fields, but can also supply
analogue spectroscopic Rydberg signals from an ordinary photodiode. In Section 4.6.1,
the dispersion like signals which were extracted when scanning the third step laser over
a Rydberg level are ideal for laser stabilisation applications. The signals occur on a zero
background, with a steep zero crossing, and can have an excellent SNR.
5.1.2 Previous work
Recently lasers have been stabilised to optically detected Rydberg signals in Rb vapour
cells, using some of the different excitation schemes introduced in Section 2.1.5. In Refer-
ence (55) FM spectroscopy with the one-step 297 nm scheme is used; a 400 Hz modulation
frequency is used to obtain an error signal. In contrast, Reference (129) uses the two-
step 780 nm-480 nm ladder EIT scheme and a novel high speed 10 MHz FM technique
is developed to obtain an error signal. Other solutions for stabilising lasers for Rydberg
excitation involve locking the Rydberg laser to a tunable optical transfer cavity, which
itself is stabilised to a Rb D2 reference line at a different wavelength (130).
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5.2 Experimental modifications
5.2.1 Higher modulation frequencies
The slow scans carried out in Section 4.6.1 involved a reasonably slow third step FM of 6
kHz. A long 1 s time constant on the LIA was required to obtain a good SNR. Although
attempts were made, it was not possible to use these signals directly for laser stabilisation
due to this slow response time. By reducing the time constant significantly, the SNR
became too low to observe the error signal for the majority of Rydberg states. To be
able to use the Rydberg derivative signals for laser stabilisation ideally requires a shorter
time constant on the LIA, to achieve a larger servo bandwidth on the feedback response.
However, to maintain a good SNR requires lower levels of noise on the raw signal at the
chosen modulation frequency. This can be achieved with a higher modulation frequency.
Techniques for achieving this were studied with the existing optical setup. The injection
current modulation limit of the third step laser driver is 6 kHz and therefore the higher
speed FET input on the laser head itself was chosen instead.
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Figure 5.1: Error signal for stabilising the third step laser to the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 50F7/2
transition. The scan was carried out in 15 ms with a LIA time constant of 100 µs. The
frequency axis has been calibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon.
Modulation frequencies of ∼100 kHz were used (the upper limit of the LIA). Although
the homemade photodiodes are specified to have a 12 kHz bandwidth, in this case the
increased SNR achievable when working at 100 kHz outweighed the slightly lower response
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(notice how the frequency response drops off slower than 1/f in Figure 3.12). Figures 5.1
and 5.2 show real-time piezo scans of the third step laser over the 50F7/2 and 63P3/2
levels. The traces were taken from an oscilloscope, using this improved detection scheme;
all other experimental parameters were set as of Section 4.6. The modulation amplitude
was 15 MHz and modulation frequency was 90 kHz. It is clear that error signals with a
good SNR are achievable, which are ideally suited for laser stabilisation, with an accessible
servo bandwidth of 10 kHz.
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Figure 5.2: Error signal for stabilising the third step laser to the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 63P3/2
transition. The scan was carried out in 15ms with a LIA time constant of 100 µs. The
frequency axis has been calibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon.
5.2.2 A modified optical setup
At this stage, several improvements were made to the optical setup, see Figure 5.3. The
Rydberg detection in the cell requires a large amount of third step laser power. For
example in Section 4.4.1, all of the available laser power was required to detect the 63P3/2
state with a reasonable SNR. If this scheme were to be used for stabilising the third step
laser for the micromaser experiment, some method would be required for accessing this
third step laser power after traversing the cell. To achieve this a set of dielectric mirrors
with polished back faces were installed. These mirrors reflect 780 nm light but transmit
1260 nm light, meaning that the third step light can be both introduced and removed
from the setup with very little loss. The very weak coupling of the third step transition
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also ensures that the laser suffers very little attenuation in the cell. A further advantage
is that combining the first and third step beams using a mirror rather than a glass wedge
leads to a higher polarisation purity for the first and third step lasers. Therefore this new
setup achieves a higher separation efficiency for the first step laser to the photodiode.
Figure 5.3: The improved optical layout. PBS: Polarising beam splitter, ND: Variable
neutral-density filter, PD: Photodiode. The dashed black lines represent mirrors that
reflect at 776/780 nm but transmit at 1260 nm.
Another change that was made involved moving to dielectric PBS cubes for separating
the first and second step lasers. Unlike the Glan-laser polarisers in the previous setup,
these cubes are transparent to 1260 nm light. In this new scheme, the properties of the
dielectric mirrors and PBS cubes, along with a repositioning of the photodiode, means
that 1260 nm light is no longer picked up by the photodiode and detection sensitivity is
improved. Finally, to aid alignment the λ/4 Fresenel rhomb was repositioned behind the
two third step steering mirrors. The overlap of the third step laser inside the cell can
now be optimised without affecting the delicate alignment through the rhomb. The set of
improvements results in an available third step power inside the cell of 4 mW compared
to 3.5 mW in the previous setup.
5.3 A comb calculator
To study the stability of the three-step system, it was intriguing to lock all three lasers to
their respective cells and simultaneously monitor their frequencies. Using the wavemeter
for this purpose could swamp the true stability of the lasers; a more desirable method
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is to count the beat notes of all three lasers against the comb simultaneously. This not
only gives data on the performance of the individual locks, but also displays how the lock
stabilities are linked on the various steps.
In order to achieve this goal, a comb repetition rate needs to be chosen such that each
laser has a beat note of 20±2 MHz or 30±5 MHz with a nearby comb line; these correspond
to the centre frequencies of the BFD100 units of the comb (see Section 3.1.3). To find a
sensible repetition rate for this requires solving three simultaneous comb equations
f1 = n1frep ± 2fo ± fbeat1, (5.1)
f2 = n2frep ± 2fo ± fbeat2, (5.2)
f3 = n3frep ± fo ± fbeat3, (5.3)
where f1,2,3 are the first, second and third step laser frequencies, fo is the comb offset
frequency, frep is the comb repetition rate and fbeat1,2,3 are the first, second and third step
beat notes with comb lines n1,2,3. Assuming that fo=20 MHz, that fbeat1,2,3 are all chosen
as either 20 or 30 MHz and that all signs are positive, there are four unknowns: n1,2,3 and
frep; this means the equations do not have a unique solution. These unknowns also have
constraints: n1,2,3 must be integers and all the parameters must comply with the comb’s
repetition rate range of 248.391 MHz< frep < 251.102 MHz (44). To find a sensible set of
parameters, a MATLAB code was written to numerically solve the set of Equations 5.1,
5.2 and 5.3. The program scans the repetition rate in 1 Hz steps until a position is found
where fbeat1,2,3 all lie within ±1 MHz of either 20 or 30 MHz (the centre frequencies of
the BFD100 comb units). The program allows a relevant repetition rate to be calculated
quickly for any arbitrary Rydberg level.
As an example, for the case of the 63P3/2 level, a set of relevant parameters is:
Inputs:
f1 = 384229242.8 MHz, f2 = 386341041.9 MHz, f3 = 238550142 MHz,
fo = +20 MHz.
Outputs:
frep = 250.327038 MHz, n1 = 1534909, n2 = 1543345, n3 = 952954,
fbeat1 = −20.77 MHz, fbeat2 = +19.47 MHz, fbeat3 = −30 MHz.
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The values of f1,2 are computed from References (61; 123) and f3 comes from previous
Rydberg measurements (121). Notice that in order to carry out this search, one needs
prior knowledge of the absolute frequency f3 for the Rydberg level being studied, to within
a few megahertz. Before the measurements made in Chapter 4, such knowledge was not
available for the nF series of states in Rb.
5.4 Laser stabilisation and measurement
5.4.1 Feedback loops
To study the three-step stabilisation scheme, all three laser steps were stabilised to indi-
vidual Rb reference cells. The first step laser was stabilised using the polarisation spec-
troscopy scheme introduced in Section 4.2; this is modulation-free. Active feedback for
this laser lock was supplied via the laser cavity piezo and the diode injection current.
The second step laser was stabilised using the separate co-propagating setup described in
Section 4.3.9; FM was added to the laser via the diode injection current. Feedback for
this lock was also supplied via the laser cavity piezo and the diode injection current. The
third step was stabilised to a Rydberg signal such as those shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2.
Active feedback for this lock was supplied via the laser cavity piezo only.
For all three stabilisation schemes, the error signals were sent through PID controllers
and then to the laser drivers for feedback, via universal Laselock units (see Figure 5.4).
The gradients of the Rydberg error signals were typically 4-10 mV/MHz at zero crossing.
In each case the LIA gain was adjusted to achieve stable loop operation. Ideally, the FM on
the second and third step lasers would be applied externally, for example with Acousto-
optic modulators (AOM). This would leave the laser linewidths intact for experiments,
where large modulations may be troublesome. A simpler, and perhaps more effective
option, would be to modulate the atoms themselves using solenoids wrapped around the
vapour cells. In this way modulation-free Zeeman locks could be achieved (131).
5.4.2 Frequency counting with the comb
A proportion of the light from each of the lasers was sent to individual comb BDUs, where
the laser light was mixed with light from the frequency comb, see Figure 5.4. The 780 nm
comb light was split using a 50:50 fibre beam splitter to supply comb light to two 780 nm
BDUs, for the first and second step measurement. The first and second step beat notes
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Figure 5.4: A schematic of the experimental arrangement for three-step stabilisation. The
780 nm and 776 nm lasers are locked to separate Rb reference cells with active feedback
to the laser piezo and injection current. The 1260 nm laser is frequency modulated via
the injection current and lock-in detection of the first step absorption is carried out to
derive an error signal for frequency stabilisation. The 1260 nm laser is locked using active
feedback to the laser piezo. Single-mode optical fibres transport laser light from all three
lasers to the three frequency comb BDUs.
were at 20 MHz and the third step beat note was at 30 MHz. The band-pass filter in the
BFD100 comb unit was bypassed in the case of the second and third step lasers because the
dithered laser linewidths were not fully contained within the band-pass range; this could
lead to biased counting. These two beat notes were instead sent only through the 100 MHz
low-pass filter stages of the BFD100 units. In the case of the second step, an additional
RF amplifier was used to amplify the beat note for counting. All three frequency counter
channels were synchronized to take readings simultaneously every second.
5.5 Performance
With this setup it was possible to stabilise to the Rydberg states 36P3/2, 70P3/2, 33F7/2
and 90F7/2. In principle all states between these will also be accessible. However, for
higher n, the lower SNR of the signals prevented a reliable third step lock. The only
limiting factor was the available third step laser power. The stability of the system was
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analysed using the beat note counter readings. Figure 5.5 shows data recorded over a
period of 5000 s for all three lasers when locked to excite the 50F7/2 Rydberg level.
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Figure 5.5: The three counter readings recorded for a period of 5000 s with all lasers
locked to excite 50F7/2 Rydberg atoms. Counter readings were recorded simultaneously,
once every second.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the computed Allan deviations (118) for all three laser steps,
when the third step laser was locked on to the 50F7/2 and 63P3/2 Rydberg levels respec-
tively. 1 The data sets were 5000 s and 4000 s respectively. The stabilities are summarised
in Table 5.1.
It can be seen in Figure 5.6 that the stability of the third step laser is better than 80
kHz for all time scales up to 103 s, and is better than 30 kHz over 1 s. In Figure 5.7 the
stability of the third step laser remains better than 150 kHz for all time scales up to 1000
1These levels were not chosen for any particular reason, other than the 63P3/2 level being the upper
level of the micromaser transition (58; 59; 60).
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Figure 5.6: Computed Allan deviations (118) of the three-step laser locks, measured si-
multaneously using the comb, with the third step locked on to the 50F7/2 level.
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Figure 5.7: Computed Allan deviations (118) of the three-step laser locks, measured si-
multaneously using the comb, with the third step locked on to the 63P3/2 level.
s, and is better than 60k Hz over 1 s. The two sets of data were taken on different days and
with slightly different first step lock settings which explains the differences in the first and
second step Allan deviation plots in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. These results demonstrate that
the Rydberg atoms are very well isolated from the environment, especially considering the
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vapour cell used for third step locking was unshielded from magnetic and electric fields.
Table 5.1: The third step laser stability for different averaging times and different states.
State 1 s 10 s 100 s 1000 s
50F7/2 24 kHz 39 kHz 59 kHz 16 kHz
63P3/2 56 kHz 93 kHz 122 kHz 120 kHz
5.6 Discussion
In this setup the stability of the second step was generally lower than the first step, across
all time scales. This can be associated with different feedback responses for the two locks.
However, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 also show that the stability of the third step laser is not
compromised by this poorer second step lock: The second laser appears to play only
a small part in the third laser’s stability. Most importantly, the stability of the third
step laser is always considerably lower than the first step laser. This is a result of the
mismatch of wavelengths and therefore Doppler shifts between the steps. In Section 6.6,
a more powerful technique will be implemented for studying these properties.
As one would expect, the frequency fluctuations were correlated between each of the
laser steps. For example, Figure 5.8 compares the counter readings for the first and third
beat notes for the 50F7/2 lock data. The residuals of the fit show the technical noise of
the locks, whilst the fit itself gives correlation information. The gradient of -0.42 appears
to be an advantage of this particular excitation scheme. One would expect a gradient
with magnitude greater than one for the two-step EIT scheme where λ2 < λ1 (129). From
measuring these correlations, one can understand how the excitation scheme responds to
laser detuning, which is important for making precision spectroscopy measurements.
The results from this study suggest that the absolute frequencies of Rydberg levels
could be measured to an accuracy of <100 kHz using this locking technique. This far
surpasses the accuracy of the work in Chapter 4, and would give an accuracy comparable
to relative microwave spectroscopy measurements (80; 81). Unfortunately, in this study
it was not possible to to be confident of the absolute accuracy of the second and third
step counter readings due to observed counting errors. By removing the band-pass filters,
less noise is removed from these two modulated beat note signals and offsets of up to 2
MHz were observed between the counter readings and spectrum analyzer traces. Even so,
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Figure 5.8: Correlations between the first and third step beat note frequencies for the
50F7/2 lock data. fbeat1 and fbeat3 had negative and positive signs respectively for this
data. The red line is a linear line of best fit.
by looking at correlation results such as those in Figure 5.8, it was possible to check that
the counters were accurately measuring changes in frequency, and therefore stability. The
relationship between beat SNRs and counting errors in comb beat detection measurements
is investigated in Reference (132).
5.7 Conclusion
The work in this chapter has completed the three-step locking procedure for the micro-
maser experiment in our lab, providing a reliable lock to the 63P3/2 state. It has also
demonstrated some of the behaviour of the three-step scheme, especially the fact that
frequency fluctuations of the first step laser are not directly transferred to the third step
signal. The key result from this chapter is that the Rydberg levels inside the cell can be
stable to less than ∼100 kHz over thousands of seconds. This confirms that the Rydberg
spectroscopy measurements made in Chapter 4 could be greatly improved upon with the
correct improvements in laser frequency metrology, so that the wavemeter does not swamp
the true stability of the levels.
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Three-step comb-stabilised Rb
Rydberg spectroscopy
In the previous chapter it was found that the stability of the Rydberg signals inside the
cell could be almost two orders of magnitude greater than the stability of the waveme-
ter. This chapter will describe the construction and optimisation of a new three-step fully
comb-stabilised technique for making Rydberg measurements with the maximum potential
of accuracy, exploiting the stability and accuracy of the comb rather than the waveme-
ter. This has involved constructing a scannable comb offset-lock. A new set of absolute
frequency measurements of the nP3/2 and nF7/2 Rydberg series are made. With this
new scheme, accuracies of ∼100 kHz are achievable as well as excellent agreement with
microwave measurements (80; 81). These are the most accurate optical measurements of
Rydberg levels previously made. Because of this, a new value for the ionisation energy can
be extracted with an order of magnitude improvement in accuracy over previous values
(82; 83). In the final sections of this chapter, the excitation scheme is investigated in more
detail using this new technique. All the work presented in this chapter was carried out by
myself.
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6.1 Improved Rydberg spectroscopy
In Section 5.3, a method was introduced for computing the comb repetition rate required to
count multiple laser steps simultaneously using a single comb. This method can equally be
used to simultaneously stabilise multiple lasers to a comb. This opens up the opportunity
to not only stabilise the first step laser to the comb as in Chapter 4, but also the second
step laser. The need for vapour cell locks on these two steps (with their associated lock
errors) would therefore be eliminated as both of these transition frequencies are well known
from the literature (61; 123). Comb stabilising the second step laser also removes the
requirement for FM, which added noise and linewidth to the Rydberg signals previously.
6.1.1 Locking or scanning?
For detecting and measuring the positions of the Rydberg levels themselves, there are two
obvious techniques:
• Carry out a slow frequency scan of the third step laser across the Rydberg signal, as
carried out in Section 4.6, but using the comb as a counter rather than the wavemeter
• Lock the third step laser to the Rydberg transition of interest and count its frequency,
as investigated in Chapter 5
The locking method is in many ways more straight forward and preferable, especially
from a statistical and data analysis point of view. It only requires averaging a single
frequency, which can be carried out over a chosen averaging time. However, it also has
several disadvantages:
• Counting errors of the modulated third step, as mentioned in Section 5.6
• By only locking to the signal, asymmetries in the peak cannot be easily identified.
With a laser lock, the lock frequency will be pulled by the asymmetry causing a
systematic error, even though this may not be obvious. Firstly one needs to carry
out a true linear frequency scan over the locking signal to check for asymmetries,
only then can the lock point be trusted
• A reliable lock requires a high SNR on the error signal. This limits the Rydberg
states which can be targeted. A frequency scan however, can target states with much
lower SNR by using a lower time constant and a slower sweep
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• When locking on to a transition centre to make a precision measurement, there is a
class of new systematic errors that must be considered. Some of these are: Set point
uncertainty and stability, phase delays in the feedback loop and residual amplitude
modulation (RAM) from the FM and its effect on the error signal shape (133)
6.1.2 Locking solutions
Some of the above limitations could be solved by using an external modulation technique,
which would leave an unmodulated laser linewidth. Alternatively, by modifying the BDU
setups one could attempt to achieve a higher SNR for the third step beat note, which would
remove counting errors (132). However, ultimately a linear frequency scan will always be
required to check for asymmetries. This is especially important in this experiment because
of the possible pathways to the Rydberg state through the different nearby 5D5/2 hyperfine
states, and their effect on the lineshape.
6.1.3 Linear frequency scanning
Based on the discussion above, a decision was made to use a linear scanning technique
for the third step laser. Although in Section 4.6 the third step laser scans were linear,
the laser was not actively stabilised during this sweep, and therefore each point of the
scan had a potential 1 MHz uncertainty associated with the laser’s 1 s stability. With this
new technique, the aim was to achieve 1 MHz levels of accuracy, and therefore the laser
needed to be actively stabilised. It was therefore chosen to also stabilise this laser to the
comb, and to develop a scannable comb-lock.
6.2 Three-step comb-locking and scanning
6.2.1 Three-step comb-locking
Using three comb-stabilised laser locks for the three steps means that all the cell locks
previously used are eliminated; all lasers will benefit not only from the stability of the
comb, but also from the absolute accuracy. In Chapter 4, measurements had to be made
of the stability of the second step reference cell lock, the stability of the free running
third step and also potential lock errors on the second step frequency. In contrast, with
the frequency comb all the required reference frequencies are dialled in and synthesised
on-demand, with relative accuracies approaching 10−12 (115).
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In order to achieve three comb-locks, the second step laser was replaced by a Sacher
Lynx ECDL. The previously used Toptica DL100 ECDL did not have sufficient feedback
bandwidth for a reliable comb-lock. All three steps were comb-locked using feedback to
the laser injection current. The first and third step lasers were stabilised using feedback
via the FET on the laser head and the second step laser was stabilised using the FM input
on the laser driver.
6.2.2 A comb-stabilised scannable offset-lock
In previous precision spectroscopy experiments, comb-stabilised CW laser scans have been
carried out by scanning the comb repetition rate (64). This allows very large scan ranges,
limited by the tuning range of the CW laser. However, this was not an option for scanning
the third step in this experiment, as the first and second step frequencies must remain
fixed. One option is to use an AOM to scan the frequency of the third step laser (whilst
comb-locked), however as will be discussed in Section 9.3, this method can have limitations.
For this reason a more elegant solution was developed: A scannable offset-lock.
Figure 6.1: The comb-stabilised scannable offset-lock scheme allows the third step laser
to be comb-locked and precisely tuned across 50 MHz using a synthesiser. Counting
and locking the difference frequency between the beat note and a synthesiser means that
this frequency remains fixed at 20 MHz at all times, ensuring accurate counting and
stabilisation. RF: Radio frequency input, IF: Intermediate frequency input, LO: Local
oscillator input, DDS: Direct digital synthesiser, PI: Proportional integral controller, FET:
Field-effect-transistor input.
In Figure 3.5, the beat note between the laser and comb line fbeat is directly stabilised
to a synthesiser. This synthesiser can be tuned to scan the laser frequency, however the
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range is limited to 6 MHz due to the band-pass filter, which is centred at 20 MHz. Such
a small scan range is not useful for the Rydberg spectroscopy. If this band-pass filter
is removed, the range can be increased to 100 MHz (now limited by the low-pass filter).
However, as mentioned in Section 5.6, by removing the filters counting errors are likely
(132) and laser locking is not as robust, unless the beat note SNR can be made sufficiently
large. In this work, with the available comb and CW laser powers, beat note SNRs were
typically ∼30 dB and such problems were unavoidable without filtering.
One solution is to use a programmable band-pass filter, with a centre frequency which
can move with the synthesiser as it is tuned. Unfortunately this was not available due
to financial reasons. Instead, using the existing comb electronics, with the addition of a
double balanced mixer (DBM) and an extra RF synthesiser, a scannable CW offset-lock
scheme was constructed for the third step laser. The setup is shown in Figure 6.1.
In the modified scheme, the beat note fbeat is mixed with a local oscillator fLO using
the DBM. The difference frequency then passes through the band-pass filter and is locked
to a fixed 20 MHz synthesiser, so that: fLO − fbeat =20 MHz 1. Locking the difference
frequency means that tuning the local oscillator also tunes the CW laser frequency, with
the range of tuning limited only by the 100 MHz low-pass filter. Throughout this 100 MHz
scan range, the ‘down-converted’ beat note frequency used for locking remains fixed at 20
MHz (the centre of the band-pass filter) and can always be counted accurately. With the
local oscillator and synthesiser referenced to the same Rb 10 MHz reference, the CW laser
frequency is always exactly equal to
fcw = nfrep ± fo ± fLO − 20 MHz, (6.1)
where the sign in front of fLO replaces that in front of fbeat in Equation 3.2. This sign
can be found using the same methods (44).
This technique is particularly useful when beat note SNRs of . 30 dB are obtainable
between a CW laser and a comb line and one wishes to count the beat note over a large
bandwidth. In this work only frequency tuning of the third step is required, however in
principle with additional BDUs and DBMs, this technique could be extended to stabilise a
large number of lasers to a single comb whilst also having independent precision frequency
tuning on each.
1Switching the sign of the PLL gives -20 MHz
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6.2.3 Modified experimental setup
Figure 6.2 shows the modified metrology and electronics components for stabilising the
three-step laser system and scanning the third step laser over Rydberg levels. The exper-
imental rig is displayed in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.2: The new experimental setup, implementing the scannable offset-lock. The 780
nm and 776 nm lasers are offset-locked to different lines of the comb in the 780 nm region
via feedback to the laser current. 780 nm comb light is split via a 50:50 fibre beam splitter
for beat detection. The 1260 nm laser is offset-locked to a line in the 1260 nm branch
of the comb and its offset frequency can be precisely tuned by 38 MHz. For all steps
CW light is split 90:10 to wavemeter and BDU respectively. PD: Photodiode, BDU: Beat
detection unit, FET: Field-effect-transistor input, FP: Fabry Pe´rot etalon, DDS: Direct
digital synthesiser.
6.2.4 Performance
Beat notes
Figure 6.4 shows the beat notes for each of the three laser steps against independent comb
lines. The lasers were actively locked when these traces were recorded, at the correct
frequencies to excite the 63P3/2 Rydberg state. To find a repetition rate the program
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introduced in Section 5.3 was used, and the three beat notes fbeat1,2,3 were chosen to be
between 19-21 MHZ, 29-31 MHz and 15-25 MHz respectively. In the case of the third step,
the absolute frequency is only known to several megahertz from previous measurements
(Section 4.4.1).
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Figure 6.4: The three beat notes used for stabilisation to the comb. These traces were
taken with an RBW of 300 kHz. Note that in the third step beat trace there is a sharp
spectral feature at 43 MHz. This is the fLO frequency component leaking through the
DBM, exactly 20 MHz above the laser locked frequency of 23 MHz.
All the beat notes had a SNR between 20-30 dB. The first and third step lasers have
linewidths of 1 MHz, whilst the second step laser is broader at 2 MHz. The second step
Sacher Lynx ECDL is much more sensitive to picking up external noise and this is the
origin of the broader linewidth. All the laser linewidths are slightly higher than expected
from the specification sheets, which can be associated with electronic noise in the lab from
an uninterrupted power supply unit. The noise added to the lasers, plus limited feedback
bandwidth, meant that true phase-locking and linewidth narrowing was not possible; all
locks were frequency locks using PLL electronics. With further work, these noise sources
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could be eliminated. However for the purpose of this experiment, the free running laser
linewidths were adequate.
Stability
The Allan deviations (118) of all three comb-locks are shown in Figure 6.5, computed from
a 4000 s sample of data. This plot can be compared with the Allan deviation plots for
the cell-based locks in Section 5.5; the laser stabilities are significantly better for all three
lasers. The third step stability is excellent and stays below 30 Hz for all time scales below
1000 s. The first and second step stabilities are lower, both remaining below 500 Hz for all
time scales below 1000 s. The differences in stability come mainly from the different beat
note SNRs and laser properties. The third step Sacher Lynx laser is especially robust to
external lab noise, which explains the excellent stability. This study demonstrates that
the laser stabilities are not the limiting factor in the accuracy of the system. Instead it is
the accuracy of the GPS discipled Rb reference which sets the accuracy limit at ∼1 kHz.
This is a 6000× improvement over using the wavemeter.
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Figure 6.5: The Allan deviations (118) for the three comb-locked lasers, computed from a
4000 s data set.
Frequency scanning
It was found that the choice of synthesiser used as the local oscillator was of great im-
portance. Some digital synthesisers did not supply a continuous-phase signal as the fre-
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quency was stepped (in some cases the signal would drop out briefly between steps). This
resulted in the momentary loss of the laser lock at certain points during the scan, making
the scan unusable. Finally, it was found that a Systron Donner 1720B synthesiser could
supply smooth frequency sweeps across the entire range required, with no phase slips or
drop-outs. Frequency scans were carried out by interacting with this synthesiser using
general-purpose-interface-bus (GPIB) commands through a LabVIEW interface.
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Figure 6.6: Readings from the High-Finesse WS7 wavemeter during a precision comb-
stabilised scan of the third step laser across a range of 38 MHz.
Figure 6.6 shows wavelength readings of the third step laser from a WS7 High-Finnese
wavemeter during a 60 s scan over a 38 MHz range. It shows the excellent linearity of
the scan and also demonstrates that there is no loss of the laser lock. By counting the
stabilised difference frequency fLO−fbeat3 during a scan, it is seen that the frequency steps
have no effect on the stability of the lock; the laser perfectly tracks fLO across a scan range
of 38 MHz. This corresponds to fbeat3=24-62 MHz. Beyond 62 MHz the roll-off of the
low-pass filter begins to attenuate the beat note; the maximum available scan range whilst
maintaining a lock with <1 kHz 1 s stability was 50 MHz, corresponding to fbeat3=24-74
MHz.
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6.2.5 Advantages
The principle advantage of this new full comb-stabilised setup is that there is no longer a
need for Rb reference cells for the laser stabilisation scheme of the micromaser experiment.
Before working on this project, an entire table of optics and two racks of electronics were
required for this purpose. With this new scheme, all that is required is the three fibre-
coupled lasers and a wavemeter as a coarse reference. The three lasers and wavemeter
could be placed on a single optics bench with the comb, and this compact system would
allow full laser frequency control and stabilisation for the micromaser experiment.
The new scheme also solves the problem of atomic beam Doppler selection in the
micromaser experiment, which has previously been an experimental challenge in our lab
(121). By adding a finite angle θ, between the atomic beam unit vector jˆ and the first step
laser wave vector k, one can velocity-select atoms from the atomic beam by detuning the
first step laser frequency from resonance. For a detuning of δ12 the selected velocity is
v =
2piδ12
kcosθ
jˆ. (6.2)
Previously, AOMs have been proposed as a way of precisely detuning the first step laser.
Also, in Reference (121), an offset-lock between two 780 nm lasers was attempted with
one of these lasers locked to a reference cell. With this new scheme, arbitrarily sized
detunings can be achieved by solving the set of comb Equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 for
the required laser positions then setting the comb repetition rate accordingly. Because the
comb is an optical synthesiser, laser locking is achievable at any arbitrary frequency within
its operating range. With an extra DBM and synthesiser the comb-stabilised scannable
offset-lock could also be applied to the first step laser. This would then allow fine control
of the velocity-selection across ±19 MHz by dialling the required detuning into the fLO
synthesiser.
6.3 Pilot Rydberg scans
Figure 6.7 shows a pilot scan over the 5D5/2, F = 5 → 60F7/2 transition using the new
scheme discussed in Section 6.2. The comb equations were firstly solved to place the first
and second step lasers at the literature values from References (61) and (123), and the
centre of the third step scan at the expected 60F7/2 frequency from Section 4.6 (accurate
to ±8 MHz). After locating the centre of the 60F7/2 peak to within ∼1 MHz, the comb
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Figure 6.7: A pilot scan of the third step laser over the 5D5/2, F = 5→ 60F7/2 transition
using the new comb scanning technique. The first and second steps were comb-locked at
literature values. A Voigt profile is fitted to the peak with FWHM=16 MHz. The fit
residuals show a clear sinusoidal oscillation due to peak asymmetry.
equations were then re-solved so as to position the peak in the exact centre of the third
step scan. The third step was chopped at 1 kHz, and detection was carried out via an
LIA. All other experimental parameters were set as in Section 4.6. The scan was made in
60 s, with 60 frequency steps and with a 300 ms time constant.
The SNR of the signal in Figure 6.7 is far superior to the equivalent scan in Figure 4.23
(from the original setup in Chapter 4). The main reasons for this improvement are the
absence of the second step dither, the stabilised frequency of the third step laser during
the scan and the negligible random error on the frequency readings. First observations
showed a Voigt profile with a total linewidth of 16 MHz, indicating that the peak was
previously being broadened by ∼5 MHz from laser instabilities. There was also a clear
asymmetry, visible as a sinusoidal like oscillation in the fit residuals, which appeared to
be a potentially large source of systematic error. This is an example of a systematic error
which was unobservable during the earlier scans. The improved SNR has made this clear
and demonstrates the increased sensitivity of the new scheme.
This asymmetry was dependent on the alignment and powers of the first and second
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step lasers (changes of the second step signal with experimental parameters are reflected
in the Rydberg signal). It was clear that its origin was from the contributions of the
other 5D5/2 hyperfine states, which are only ∼10 MHz away. Similar behaviour was also
seen in Reference (55) and throughout Chapter 4, when increasing the second step power.
Without being able to resolve the other 5D5/2 hyperfine contributions in the Rydberg
signal it is difficult to fit to them and therefore to know which pathways are being taken
to the Rydberg level. Even with the improved laser stabilisation and scanning scheme,
some finer control of the excitation pathway was needed to progress further with this
technique.
6.4 Operating at room temperature
To observe the excitation to the Rydberg levels through each 5D5/2 hyperfine state, re-
quires reducing the Rydberg signal linewidth below ∼10 MHz; this is the size of the 5D5/2
hyperfine splitting (123). In Section 4.2 it was found that the Rydberg signals were sig-
nificantly power broadened by the first step laser, and a compromise was chosen between
signal size and FWHM. With the improved SNR achievable from the new scanning scheme,
the possibility of using a much lower first step power was of interest. Also, as demonstrated
in Figure 4.26, a lower first step power requires a lower temperature cell. Therefore the
cell was adjusted to room temperature.
6.4.1 5D5/2 two-step spectroscopy
Effect of laser power
With the room temperature cell, studies of the 5D5/2 two-step spectroscopy were repeated,
without the problems at lower first step powers. Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 show
how the first and second step laser powers affect the two-step 5D5/2 QA signal (F=5
component) amplitude and FWHM respectively. The red curves are saturation and power
broadening curves (Equations 2.19 and 2.18), as are the others throughout this section.
These figures can be compared with the corresponding Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.13 and 4.14 of
Chapter 4. The signal sizes are considerably smaller now and most importantly the FWHM
can be ∼6 MHz (the FWHM of the first step transition) with reduced laser power. Powers
of 5 µW and 50 µW were chosen for the first and second step lasers respectively, again as
a compromise between resolution and signal size.
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Figure 6.8: A plot of the 5D5/2, F=5 QA
signal amplitude against first step laser
power. The second step laser power was
held at 50 µW.
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Figure 6.9: A plot of the 5D5/2, F=5
QA signal FWHM against first step laser
power. The second step laser power was
held at 50 µW.
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Figure 6.10: A plot of the 5D5/2, F=5
QA signal amplitude against second step
laser power. The first step laser power
was held at 5 µW.
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Figure 6.11: A plot of the 5D5/2, F=5
QA signal FWHM against second step
laser power. The first step laser power
was held at 5 µW.
Hyperfine structure
With a room temperature cell and reduced laser powers, the second step spectroscopy
showed much higher resolution of the 5D5/2 hyperfine components. Figures 6.12 and 6.13
show the second step signal with and without optical selection. Looking at Figure 6.13 it is
clear that the optical selection is not perfectly efficient in this setup, which is only obvious
with the reduced linewidth now achievable. The possible reasons for this may be impurity
in the laser polarisations, spin-exchange collisions or background fields redistributing the
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mF sublevels.
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Figure 6.12: 5D5/2 hyperfine spectroscopy with pipi light polarisations on the first and
second steps. The three hyperfine components 5P3/2, F = 4 →5D5/2, F =5, 4, 3 are
visible in the QA signal. The FWHMs are 7, 6 and 3 MHz respectively.
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Figure 6.13: 5D5/2 hyperfine spectroscopy with σ+σ+ light polarisations on the first and
second steps. The signal is strongly dominated by the 5P3/2, F = 4 →5D5/2, F = 5
hyperfine component, with a FWHM of 8 MHz. However, residual excitation to the F = 4
level is also evident.
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6.4.2 EIT in a three level system
For low first step laser powers (∼1 µW) and high second step laser powers (∼1 mW), it
was possible to observe narrow peak features in the first step absorption (on top of the
broader peaks shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13). Figure 6.14 displays the onset of these
narrow peaks as the second step power is slowly increased. These are expected to be
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Figure 6.14: A frequency scan of the sec-
ond step laser over the 5D5/2 level in
87Rb whilst monitoring the first step ab-
sorption. The three traces show the on-
set of EIT from the conventional QA sig-
nal as the second step power is signifi-
cantly increased.
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Figure 6.15: A precision laser scan of
the second step over the 5D5/2 manifold
in 85Rb shows EIT peaks with 2 MHz
linewidths. This scan was completed us-
ing the scannable comb offset-lock on the
second step laser.
windows of EIT (see Figure 2.10(d)), where the first step laser acts as a probe and the
second as a pump (109). In this regime Ω12  Ω23 and the atomic population in level
2 remains small. It was found that these narrow peaks were more sensitive to alignment
compared to the broader peaks from QA. A small misalignment caused the EIT peaks to
be extinguished. For optimum alignment and with laser powers of 1 µW and 4 mW, for
the first and second steps respectively, EIT linewidths of ∼1 MHz were achievable, see
Figure 6.15.
To see if these narrow peaks would be useful for improving the Rydberg spectroscopy,
Rydberg states were targeted with the first and second step laser powers operating in this
EIT regime. In this situation, the second step laser is locked to the top of a narrow EIT
peak on the 5P3/2, F = 4→ 5D5/2, F = 5 transition. The resultant Rydberg spectroscopy
showed a highly power broadened Rydberg signal, with FWHM of ∼100 MHz (similar
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to the size and shape of the broader background beneath the EIT peaks in Figure 6.14).
The SNR was also significantly degraded because the second step frequency noise is more
readily converted to amplitude noise by the narrower EIT feature. This evidence indicates
that these signals are certainly from EIT and not from simultaneous two-photon absorption
(see Figure 2.10(b)). Such a two-photon absorption process would remove population from
the ground state and therefore one would expect the narrow features to also be reflected
in the Rydberg signal.
In a co-propagating first and second step arrangement, EIT signals will be washed
out by Doppler broadening (110). It would therefore be better to use this geometry, to
stop these narrow features from interfering with the signal from QA. However it has been
noted in Reference (121), and was also observed in Section 4.3.10, that the resolution of
the 5D5/2 hyperfine structure is better with a counter-propagating arrangement. Future
work could confirm these ideas.
In Section 4.3.4, at large first step laser powers of ∼100 µW, it was possible to observe
splitting of the 5D5/2 QA signal. By applying large second step powers whilst in this EIT
regime, complex lineshapes were achievable where multiple effects act together. Figure
6.16 shows an example of this. It is clear that even this three level system is rich with
atomic physics.
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Figure 6.16: Complex 5D5/2 line shapes in a 60
◦C cell; Autler-Townes splitting (111) and
EIT effects (109) occur together. Turning down the first step laser power allows EIT to
dominate.
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6.4.3 Rydberg spectroscopy
The room temperature scheme gives much smaller Rydberg signal sizes compared to the
setup in Chapter 4. For example, the 33F7/2 signal is approximately 30× smaller in this
new configuration. However, this does not cause any disadvantage because the SNR of the
signals is now much higher. The new experimental configuration also offers a much more
reliable way of studying the behaviour of the Rydberg signals with different experimental
parameters.
Effect of first and second step laser power
Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the behaviour of the 33F7/2 Rydberg signal with the first and
second step laser powers. In both cases the third step power was set at 200 µW. The fits
to the Rydberg signals were made using a Voigt profile (107). Interestingly, the FWHM
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Figure 6.17: The 33F7/2 signal size with
first and second step laser powers.
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Figure 6.18: The 33F7/2 signal FWHM
with first and second step laser powers.
scales faster than
√
P in Figure 6.18. This indicates that the broadening is not only from
conventional power broadening; as seen in Section 2.3.3 power broadening and residual
Doppler broadening are linked in this system. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 can be compared with
the corresponding Figures 4.26, 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29 of Chapter 4. The Rydberg signal sizes
are considerably smaller and narrower in the room temperature case.
Effect of third step laser power
In this study, the first and second step powers were left at 5 µW and 40 µW respectively.
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show how the 33F7/2 signal size and FWHM scale with the third
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step laser power. Again, these plots can be compared with the corresponding Figures 4.32
and 4.33 from Chapter 4. Notice that the Rydberg signal appears to saturate with lower
third step power in the room temperature case, this is associated with the lower first step
power used.
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Figure 6.19: The 33F7/2 signal size with
the third step laser power.
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Figure 6.20: The 33F7/2 FWHM with
the third step laser power.
Scaling with n
Figure 6.21 shows the behaviour of various Rydberg level signals with varying third step
laser power. This gives an impression of how the third step absorption strength scales with
n and changes with `. The fitted curves are simple saturation functions (Equation 2.19).
Figure 6.22 shows how the A fit parameters scale with n∗−3 for the different nF7/2 levels
targeted. This implies a scaling with |Dik|2, as expected from Equation 2.15. Also, the
ratio of the A parameters between the 45P3/2 and 45F7/2 levels is 8.7 (in good agreement
with Equations 2.8 and 2.9).
Effect of second step laser power on saturation
To understand more about the excitation scheme, the behaviour was also compared for
different second step laser powers (with the first step held at 5 µW), see Figure 6.23.
This demonstrates how the third step saturation intensity is dependent on the second step
power. The rate equation model (Section 2.3.3) describes this effect; more second step
power results in a larger population of atoms in the 5D5/2 level and therefore more atoms
to contribute towards the third step absorption.
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Figure 6.21: The scaling of various Rydberg signal sizes with third step laser power.
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Figure 6.22: A plot of the the A param-
eters from a set of y = Ax1+Bx fits to the
data in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.23: The 45F7/2 Rydberg sig-
nal size with the third step laser power,
taken with different second step laser
powers of 70 µW and 10 µW.
Optical selection
With the chosen first and second step powers of 5 µW and 50 µW respectively, and the
third step laser power set just below saturation, the Rydberg signals now typically had
a FWHM of 8 MHz. Figure 6.24(a) displays a precision scan over the 5D5/2 →60F7/2
transition with the new configuration. With this narrow linewidth, one can be confident
that excitation to the Rydberg levels is through a perfectly defined pathway, governed by
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Figure 6.24: (a) A precision comb-locked third step laser scan over the 5D5/2, F = 5 →
60F7/2 Rydberg transition using the new room temperature configuration. A Voigt profile
is fitted to the signal with FWHM ∼8 MHz. (b) An equivalent scan with the second step
laser locked at the 5P3/2, F = 4 → 5D5/2, F = 4 hyperfine component. The absolute
frequency scales are equivalent in both traces. Excitation through the 5D5/2, F = 4 and
5D5/2, F = 5 states is visible.
the second step comb-lock position. This is indicated by the high degree of symmetry
in the signal. Any excitation through the other 5D5/2 hyperfine states, with separations
of 9 MHz and 18 MHz, are now expected to be visible in the signal. To verify this,
the second step laser was comb-locked at a different hyperfine component frequency, the
5P3/2, F = 4 →5D5/2, F = 4. In this case, excitation to the 60F7/2 level was observed
from both the 5D5/2,F = 4 and 5D5/2,F = 5 hyperfine states separated by ∼9 MHz, see
Figure 6.24(b). The synthesiser frequencies in these plots correspond to equal absolute
frequencies of the third step laser.
With some further investigation, it was found that the contribution to the Rydberg
signal from each 5D5/2 hyperfine component is related directly to the contribution in the
second step 5D5/2 signal, at the frequency at which the second step is locked (see Figures
6.13 and 6.12).
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6.5 Improved absolute frequency measurements of Rydberg
levels
6.5.1 nP3/2 states
To demonstrate the performance of the new scheme, the absolute frequencies of a set of
nP3/2 Rydberg levels were measured. This was of interest because these states were not
measured in Chapter 4, and have also not previously been measured using optical detection
with a vapour cell. For these measurements, the third step laser power varied between 3-4
mW and the three laser steps were polarised in the σ+σ+σ− configuration. Figure 6.25
shows an example scan over the 54P3/2 state with a Voigt profile fitted. The signals were
highly symmetric and the line centre positions were reproducible to less than 100 kHz. In
contrast to Figure 6.7, the residuals are structureless in Figure 6.25. For each step of the
scan, the frequency difference fLO−fbeat3 was recorded to be sure that the offset-lock was
tracking the synthesiser properly.
Due to the low random error, only ten different nP3/2 level measurements were required
to achieve a reliable Rydberg-Ritz fit to the data. The states from n=36-63 were chosen
arbitrarily, and measured in steps of three. For each state, the comb calculator program
(Section 5.3) was used to find the relevant comb repetition rate and beat notes for laser sta-
bilisation. The most accurate previous nP3/2 measurements are from Reference (87) and
are accurate to ±6 MHz (within the third step scan range). These previous numbers were
used, along with the following iterative procedure, to centre the Rydberg signal in the scan:
Solve comb equations for previous nP3/2 measurement (±6 MHz) → Scan third step laser
and locate centre of nP3/2 level to ±1 MHz → Re-solve comb equations to centre peak in
the third step laser scan range.
Once three Rydberg levels had been accurately measured, a different procedure was used:
Fit Rydberg-Ritz Equation 4.10 to measurements collected so far → Use extracted Ei,
δ0 and a parameters to predict position of next level → Solve comb equations to centre
peak in the third step laser scan range.
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Figure 6.25: A third step comb-stabilised laser scan over the 54P3/2 Rydberg level, the
third step power was 4 mW. A Voigt profile with FWHM=8.4 MHz is fitted and the fit
residuals are shown. The difference frequency measurements are from counter 3, which
monitors the third step offset-lock frequency fLO − fbeat3. These fluctuations represent
the error in frequency on each point.
Each level was measured six times. The ten average absolute frequency measurements
from this work are shown in Table 6.1. The solved comb parameters are listed in Appendix
B for future reference.
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6.5.2 nF7/2 states
With an ionisation energy Ei extracted from the nP3/2 measurements above, and quantum
defects from microwave spectroscopy (80; 81), it is possible to calculate the absolute
frequencies of all Rydberg states for n ≥20 and for ` = 0−3. These will have an equivalent
accuracy to the ionisation energy. However, as a self-consistency check, and a measure of
systematic error, it was also of interest to remeasure the absolute frequency of the nF7/2
levels directly with this improved setup.
Pilot scans
Initial scans over the nF7/2 levels displayed a prominent asymmetry in the signals, when
using σ+σ+σ+ light and targeting states with lower principal quantum numbers. This is
another example of an effect which was unnoticeable with the scheme in Chapter 4. The
degree of asymmetry reduced with higher n and became unnoticeable for n >40. A three
layered µ-metal shield was placed around the cell to attempt to eliminate any effects from
magnetic fields. Although this did not remove the asymmetry, it was successful in reducing
the magnetic fields in the vicinity of the cell to 20 nT (a factor of 1000 reduction). After
further investigation, it was found that the asymmetry was strongly dependent on the third
step laser power and was also less prominent using a pipipi laser polarisation configuration.
This may be an AC-Stark effect (124) and could therefore be more prominent at lower n,
and for circularly polarised light, due to the higher third step coupling in these cases. The
larger fine and hyperfine structure splittings for lower n states may also result in a larger
effect, although this area requires further investigation.
Final scans
For the final scans, the asymmetry problems mentioned above were minimised by setting
the third step laser power well below saturation, see Figure 6.21. The three laser steps
were polarised in the σ+σ+σ+ configuration. Small residual asymmetries meant that fit-
ting to the nF7/2 levels was not always possible with the same degree of confidence as the
nP3/2 levels. Figure 6.26 displays an optimised precision scan over the 36F7/2 level. The
nF7/2 levels were measured from n=33-60 in intervals of three. The comb parameters were
computed using the same method as for the nP3/2 states, with the previous nF7/2 mea-
surements from Section 4.6. These comb parameters can also be found listed in Appendix
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Figure 6.26: A third step comb-stabilised laser scan over the 36F7/2 Rydberg level. The
third step power was 200 µW. A Voigt profile is fitted with FWHM=7.5 MHz and the fit
residuals are shown. The difference frequency measurements are from counter 3, which
monitors the third step offset-lock frequency fLO − fbeat3. These fluctuations represent
the error in frequency on each point.
B. The ten absolute frequency measurements from this work are shown in Table 6.1, each
number is an average from two repeated measurements.
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Table 6.1: The third step measured transition frequencies for 5D5/2, F = 5 → nP3/2
and 5D5/2, F = 5 → nF7/2 transitions. The total accumulated error on all frequencies is
summarised in Section 6.8.
n 5D5/2 → nP3/2 5D5/2 → nF7/2
(MHz) (MHz)
33 - 236 429 202.46
36 236 496 723.81 236 912 407.38
39 236 964 490.17 237 288 412.47
42 237 329 425.41 237 586 730.99
45 237 619 602.20 237 827 379.57
48 237 854 128.44 238 024 318.81
51 238 046 375.56 238 187 526.24
54 238 205 927.54 238 324 287.88
57 238 339 798.76 238 440 023.35
60 238 453 218.87 238 538 831.71
63 238 550 150.91 -
6.5.3 Analysis
From the measurements in Table 6.1, two Rydberg-Ritz fits were made using Method
3 from Section 4.6.5. The absolute frequencies from both series are plotted together in
Figure 6.27 with the fitted functions. The residuals from these fits are shown in Figure
6.28. The extracted parameters are displayed in Table 6.2, alongside comparisons from
the best microwave measurements from References (80; 81). The ionisation energy is
computed by adding a value of 770 571 549.623 MHz to the values in Table 6.1, computed
from References (91; 123). Other previous experiments with access to the ionisation energy
are also shown for comparison (82; 83; 86; 87; 96). Unlike the analysis in Section 4.6.5, no
other numbers were added to the data set in this analysis; the extracted parameters come
purely from these measurements alone.
6.5.4 Discussion
Table 6.2 shows that the quantum defect parameters from this work (for both series) show
excellent agreement with the most accurate microwave measurements (80; 81). For the
nP3/2 series the uncertainties are also comparable. It is also very pleasing that the ionisa-
tion energies from the two series agree with one another to within 1σ. This indicates that
systematic errors which would affect both series differently are controlled within the ran-
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Figure 6.27: The 5D5/2, F = 5 → nP3/2 and 5D5/2, F = 5 → nF7/2 absolute transition
frequencies plotted against the principal quantum number n. The figure shows the two
series converging to the same ionisation energy of 239 453 174.2 MHz.
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Figure 6.28: The fit residuals for the data shown in Figure 6.27. The residuals are scattered
by 24 kHz and 230 kHz for the nP3/2 and nF7/2 measurements respectively. The error
bars are based on the random error and fit error on each transition.
dom measurement error. Such systematic errors could be from electric and magnetic fields
and/or temperature-dependent Rydberg-Rydberg interactions (127). It can also clearly
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Table 6.2: The Rydberg-Ritz fit parameters from these new measurements are shown
in bold type. Other parameters from different sources are also shown for comparison
(80; 81; 82; 83; 85; 86; 87; 96). All uncertainties shown are statistically derived from the
fitting procedure.
State Source Ei (MHz) δ0 a
nP3/2 This work 1010 024 723.86(4) 2.641 6711(13) 0.2968(13)
(80) Han - 2.641 6737(10) 0.2950(7)
(87) Sanguinetti 1010 024 692(7) 2.641 352 0.4822
(86) Lorenzen 1010 024 68(9) 2.641 45(20) 0.33(18)
nF7/2 This work 1010 024 723.8(4) 0.016 533(12) -0.078(12)
(96) Chapter 4 1010 024 717(8) 0.016 40(8) 0.00(9)
(81) Han - 0.016 5437(7) -0.086(7)
nS1/2 (82) Lee 1010 024 741(6) - -
nS1/2 (83) Sansonetti 1010 024 729(7) - -
nS/nD (85) Stoicheff 1010 024 697(45) - -
be seen that the nF7/2 state parameters are improved by almost an order of magnitude
compared to the work of Chapter 4 using the wavemeter.
In Figure 6.28, it is quite remarkable how stably the nP3/2 states behave from n=36-
63, with the residuals having a spread of just 24 kHz 1σ over the whole range of n. For the
nF7/2 series the residual spread is around 10× larger, which can be associated with the
residual asymmetry problems. However, these measurements still show an improvement
in absolute accuracy of over 20× compared to Chapter 4, as well as being the only existing
measurements for these states.
It is clear that the new measurement for Ei appears inconsistent with the most accu-
rate previous measurements by Sanguinetti et al (87) and Lee et al (82). This disagree-
ment may be explained as follows: There may be the possibility of a wavemeter offset in
Reference (87), as was measured in Section 4.6.2. Also, the quantum defect parameters ex-
tracted in Reference (82) for the nS1/2 series, do not agree with the most recent microwave
measurements (80). This implies that their value for Ei could also be in error. Sansonetti
et al (83) repeated the measurements of Lee et al (82) using the same technique and also
found disagreement.
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6.6 The effect of electric fields
The resilience of the Rydberg lines to externally applied electric fields was a surprising
observation made in Chapter 4. Similar behaviour has also been seen in References (54;
55). With the new laser scheme, it was interesting to return to this in more detail, with
enhanced frequency accuracy.
6.6.1 DC-Stark shifts
The DC-Stark frequency shift of a Rydberg level in Rb is quadratic and is given from
perturbation theory as
∆fn,` Stark =
∑
n′
∑
`′=`±1
e2E2
h
| 〈n, `|r|n′, `′〉 |2
(En,` − En′,`′) ∝
(n2)2
n−3
. (6.3)
The dipole matrix elements can be computed using the method outlined in Section 2.2.3
and the energy differences by using Equation 2.1 with the relevant quantum defects. For
the case of high n and ` levels in Rb, the sum is generally dominated by one nearby state
only. It is important to note that Equation 6.3 is only valid when the dipole coupling is
much smaller than the energy difference. For larger fields, the Stark shift in Rb becomes
linear and eventually one sees avoided crossings between states (75).
Because of the large dipole matrix elements and small energy gaps between neighbour-
ing Rydberg levels, the states are inherently sensitive to electric fields, this is clear from
the n7 scaling in Equation 6.3. For a fixed n, there is also a strong ` dependence: Due to
the smaller quantum defects of higher ` states, one expects the smallest energy gaps and
largest overlaps with neighbouring states. Small quantum defects also mean that the Stark
shift is usually dominated by coupling with a nearby `′ = `+1 state of higher energy. This
leads to negative frequency shifts from electric fields. The most sensitive state studied in
this work so far is expected to be the 60F7/2 level; with a shift of ∼-125 GHzV−2cm2.
6.6.2 Experimental results
Some simple field plates were attached either side of the cell, separated by 25 mm. This
entire unit was then placed inside the µ-metal shield and the field plates were connected
to an adjustable high-voltage supply. The 60F7/2 state was measured with potential
differences of 0 V to 200 V applied across the field plates. The frequency measurements
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from this investigation are shown in Figure 6.29. The error bars are based on the spread
of a set of repeated readings with 0 V applied.
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Figure 6.29: 60F7/2 measurements with varying potential differences applied over the
vapour cell. The error bars are based on the spread of a set of repeated readings with 0
V applied. The frequency measurements are fLO values.
The data shows a potentially small negative1 shift of -0.9(5) HzV−2, which is a factor of
∼1010 smaller than expected. It appears that the Rydberg atoms are being very efficiently
screened from the applied electric field, in the same manner as a Faraday cage. It has been
suggested by Mohapatra et al (54) that the interaction region is screened by free-charges
within the cell, which are free to move and cancel out any externally applied field. The
properties of this screening are investigated in more detail in Section 8.1, where the effect
of electric field transients is considered.
6.7 The effect of first and second step frequency detuning
6.7.1 Experimental results
The new laser setup allows fine control of all three laser frequencies, so it is possible to
study the effect of detuning the first and second step lasers with high accuracy. For this
1The fbeat3 sign was positive for this investigation
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study the 63P3/2 state was chosen, for reasons which will be outlined in Section 6.8.4. All
three lasers were stabilised to the comb and third step scans were carried out over the
5D5/2, F = 5→ 63P3/2 transition for a set of different first and second step detunings. The
first and second step lasers were detuned by adjusting their respective DDS frequencies.
The results can be seen in Figures 6.30 and 6.31.
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Figure 6.30: Shift of the 63P3/2 peak
position with second step laser detun-
ing. The frequency measurements are
fLO values, fbeat3 had a negative sign for
this work.
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Figure 6.31: Shift of the 63P3/2 peak po-
sition with first step laser detuning. The
frequency measurements are fLO values,
fbeat3 had a negative sign for this work.
6.7.2 Analysis
In both cases, detuning either of the lasers caused an asymmetry in the Rydberg signal,
which resulted in a less reliable fit to the peaks. However, approximate relationships
between the detuning and observed centre frequency were extracted:
f ′34 ≈ f34 − 0.07(4)δ23 when δ12 = 0, (6.4)
f ′34 ≈ f34 + 0.55(6)δ12 when δ23 = 0, (6.5)
where δ12 = f1−f12 and δ23 = f2−f23 are the detunings of the first and second step lasers
respectively. f34 and f
′
34 are the actual and observed third step transition frequencies
respectively. Detuning either the first or second step laser pulls the signal in opposite
directions.
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6.7.3 Discussion
The origin of the scaling in Equation 6.5 can be explained from a velocity-selection ar-
gument. The first step selects a velocity class which interacts with the other two steps.
The first step detuning will change the atomic velocity which is selected, and therefore
a shift of the Rydberg signal is seen which scales with the wavelength ratio 7801260=0.62.
However, the second step also sees a Doppler shift, which detunes the comb-locked second
step by almost the same amount 780776δ12 but in the opposite direction. This is due to the
counter-propagating first and second step geometry. Therefore, Equation 6.5 shows the
effect of the 0.62 Doppler scaling minus the scaling from Equation 6.4, which acts in the
opposite direction. This agrees with what is found: 0.62-0.07=0.55.
The origin of the 0.07 ratio in Equation 6.4 is unclear, although Figure 6.4.3 demon-
strates that detuning the second step laser can cause contributions from other 5D5/2 hy-
perfine states to appear in the Rydberg signal; this causes an asymmetry. The small shift
could therefore be an artefact of this asymmetry. To verify this, a scan of the 63P3/2 state
was made with δ12=-2 MHz and δ23=+2 MHz. This corresponds to the situation where
f12 is not known to high accuracy, but yet f13 is
1. With this arrangement, the 63P3/2
peak was found to be symmetric and shifted down by 1.21(2) MHz, in good agreement
with the prediction from the wavelength ratio of 0.62. This is the situation where the first
step selects a velocity class, and the second step is detuned to perfectly account for the
Doppler shift.
The findings from this section also agree well with the correlation plot in Figure 5.8 of
Chapter 5. In this case, the second step was locked to a signal derived with co-propagating
first and second step lasers. Therefore, one expects the Rydberg peak position to scale with
the first step frequency with the ratio 0.62-(2×0.07(4))=0.48(8); this is in good agreement
with what is observed. If instead, the second step were locked to a signal derived with
counter-propagating first and second step lasers, one would expect this ratio to be 0.62-
0.07+0.07=0.62 with the detunings always cancelling due to almost equal and opposite
Doppler shifts.
1This is the case for this experiment, where f12 is known to ±750 kHz from SAS (61) and f13 is known
to ±16 kHz from two-photon spectroscopy (123).
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6.8 Error budget for nF7/2 and nP3/2 frequency measure-
ments
Table 6.3 summarises the estimated error budget for the nF7/2 and nP3/2 absolute fre-
quency measurements. These sources of error are discussed throughout this section.
Table 6.3: The estimated error budget for the improved Rydberg spectroscopy measure-
ments in Table 6.1. All errors are 1σ and in units of kilohertz. The total error is the sum
in quadrature of the different sources.
Source nP3/2 states nF7/2 states
Power dependent shifts 280 440
Random and fit errors 53 200
1st step frequency 80 80
Magnetic fields 25 60
Laser metrology 4 4
2nd step frequency 1 1
Total 297 kHz 494 kHz
6.8.1 Zeeman shifts
The nP3/2 measurements were taken before µ-metal casing was available to shield the
cell. Therefore the 63P3/2 and 42P3/2 levels were re-measured with the µ-metal shielding,
to estimate the maximum Zeeman shifts for the nP3/2 measurements. These shielded
measurements were approximately 230(40) kHz and 280(20) kHz lower than the original
measurements respectively. Therefore a mean of 255 kHz was subtracted from the nP3/2
measurements to account for this shift. The upper and lower bounds from this mean are
used to estimate the maximum error from Zeeman shifts on the nP3/2 series. Finally, to
check for any shifts from residual fields inside the shield, the 63P3/2 state was measured
with both polarisation configurations σ+σ+σ− and σ−σ−σ+. There was no measurable
difference between these cases within the random error.
The nF7/2 states were all measured within the µ-metal casing and therefore Zeeman
shifts were checked by comparing the 60F7/2 level with the two polarisation configurations
σ+σ+σ+ and σ−σ−σ−. In this case a difference of 60(40) kHz was found, which is used as
an estimate of the maximum Zeeman shift.
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6.8.2 Power dependent shifts
To study power dependent shifts, the 33F7/2, 60F7/2, 36P3/2 and 63P3/2 levels were each
measured with a range of first, second and third step laser powers. In the case of the first
step laser, a repeatable shift of -90(20) kHz/µW was measured for all of these states, see
Figure 6.32. This can be associated with the contributions from the other 5D5/2 hyperfine
states which are above the F = 5 level, and will therefore appear at lower frequencies in
the Rydberg signal, becoming more prominent as the first step is saturated.
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Figure 6.32: Power dependent shifts: This is a plot of the 33F7/2 Rydberg state frequency
against the first step laser power. Frequency error bars are from fitting, and power error
bars are from the power meter. The frequency measurements are fLO values, fbeat3 had a
positive sign for this data.
For the case of the second and third step lasers, shifts were typically 10× and between
100-1000× less sensitive respectively. Also, the nP3/2 states generally suffered smaller
shifts than the nF7/2 states. These shifts were dependent on which Rydberg level was
being studied, and were therefore more complex to address. Frequencies extrapolated
to zero power were extracted for each state and for each of the lasers. For each of the
four states studied, the spread of the extrapolated measurements (around the original
measurement) was taken as the estimated maximum power dependent shift from all three
lasers. Alternatively, extrapolation with the summed laser power also yielded similar
results. To estimate the maximum error for the nP3/2 series of states, an average of the
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36P3/2 and 63P3/2 shifts was taken. The same procedure was carried out for the nF7/2
series with the 33F7/2 and 60F7/2 states.
6.8.3 DC-Stark shifts
From the study in Section 6.6.2, assuming stray electric fields around the cell are no larger
than ∼10 Vcm−1, DC-Stark shifts will be negligible at1 kHz for all the states measured
in this work. However the possibility of a small field, originating from within the cell,
cannot be ruled out. A powerful method to measure these fields is introduced in Chapter
7, and in Section 7.5.2 the effect of such a field on the measurements in this chapter is
considered in detail.
6.8.4 First and second step transition frequencies
The uncertainty on the combined two-step transition 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5D5/2, F = 5 is ±16
kHz (123). From Equation 6.4, this source of error will be 1.1 kHz at most on the Rydberg
level measurement. The larger contribution comes from the first step uncertainty. This
laser was comb-locked to the literature value from Reference (61) during all measurements,
which has an uncertainty of ±750 kHz. The uncertainty in the first step lock means that
the third step laser may be interacting with a non-zero velocity class of atoms. From
Section 6.7 one can estimate that, due to Doppler shifts, this would cause the Rydberg
level position to be shifted by up to
± 780
1260
× 750 kHz = ±464 kHz.
A nice feature of this experiment is that there is a handle on this source of error.
By comparing measurements with opposite third step laser propagation directions, one
expects opposite third step Doppler shifts. For the expected uncertainty, in the worst
case, this would cause a 928 kHz difference between these two geometries, which is easily
detectable in this experiment. To carry out this test, a flippable mirror was added in the
path of the third step laser, allowing it to either co- or counter-propagate with the first
step laser, without changing other experimental conditions. The setup is shown in Figure
6.33.
Measurements of the 63P3/2 state were made with both geometries. The 63P3/2 state
was chosen because this state suffered some of the smallest power dependent shifts in
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Figure 6.33: A modification to the optical setup to allow changeable third step propagation
directions. ND: Neutral-density filter, PBS: Polarising beam splitter, PD: Photodiode.
Section 6.8.2, so minimal changes were expected from any differences in laser intensity.
When comparing the measurements, a consistent difference of 1.39(16) MHz was found
between the two geometries. Two typical scans are shown in Figure 6.34 overlaid on
the same absolute frequency scale. This difference is significant within all other sources
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Figure 6.34: 63P3/2 precision scans with the two different geometries, with angles of 0
◦
and 180◦ between the first and third step laser beams. There is a clear difference of 1.4
MHz between the two. fbeat3 had a negative sign in this work.
of error, and is larger than expected from the uncertainty on the first step transition
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frequency (61). This suggests that the first step laser is locked 1.1 MHz too high in
frequency, with the co- and counter-propagating signals being shifted up and down by 700
kHz respectively. A further check also showed a similar difference for the 33F7/2 level,
where one expects different behaviour from other possible sources of systematic shift that
may be dissimilar between the two geometries.
Finally, the first and second step lasers were locked such that δ12=-1.1 MHz and δ23=1.1
MHz. In this configuration the Rydberg signals from the two geometries are overlapped,
verifying that the observed splitting in Figure 6.34 was a true Doppler effect. This result
is also interesting because Figure 4.21 in Chapter 4, although much less accurate, also
predicted a lower first step frequency than that from Reference (61). Interestingly, it is
stated in the paper itself (61) that the 5S1/2, F = 3→ 5P3/2, F = 4 transition (f ′) appeared
to suffer large systematic shifts, and when comparing this measurement against the other
D2 line measurements in the paper, the result is not self-consistent; the measurement
appears to be ∼1 MHz too high. To account for this error, a frequency of 700(80) kHz is
subtracted from all Rydberg level measurements, leaving an uncertainty of 80 kHz.
6.8.5 Statistical errors and fit errors
To understand the random error of the system, a set of repeated readings of the 60F7/2
level was taken over an hour time period. The histogram of these measurements can be
seen in Figure 6.35; the standard deviation is 33 kHz. This can be compared with the
stability data found in Section 5.5, which showed similar results. A similar set of readings
was also taken for the 63P3/2 level and a standard deviation of 53 kHz was found. In all
cases the lower n states could be measured with a higher repeatability, therefore these
estimates are expected to be upper bounds.
Fit errors depended on the SNR of the signal, but in general for a highly symmetric
peak they were comparable to the random error. However, for a slightly asymmetric peak,
large offsets of up to 200 kHz were often visible between the line centre and the fitted
frequency. Importantly, these offsets were not accurately reflected in the fit parameter
error. This was particularly troublesome for the nF7/2 states and emphasises the impor-
tance of having a reliable linear scanning method before attempting to lock to the signals
to measure them.
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Figure 6.35: A histogram of 20 repeated measurements of the 60F7/2 state.
6.8.6 Laser frequency measurement and data acquisition
Throughout each scan, the laser frequencies were monitored using the frequency counters,
with an absolute accuracy of 3 kHz. In Figure 6.5, the relative laser stabilities are all
better than 1 kHz during the time scale of a single scan. The accuracy limit comes from
the GPS disciplined Rb 10 MHz standard used to reference the comb, with an estimated
relative accuracy of ±5× 10−12 (115). This propagates to potential errors of 1 kHz and 2
kHz at 1260 nm and 780 nm respectively.
To eliminate potential errors from time delays in the data acquisition process, and
from the time constant of the LIA, an equal number of measurements was always taken
in both scan directions of the third step laser. The result was then averaged from these,
eliminating any hysteresis error.
6.9 Conclusion
The new laser system outlined in this chapter dramatically simplifies the laser system for
the micromaser experiment in our lab, and allows long term frequency stability, repro-
ducible locking and precise control of laser detunings. The latter of these features can be
used for accurate Doppler selection.
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The setup has been tested by making an improved set of absolute frequency measure-
ments of the nP3/2 and nF7/2 Rydberg series in
85Rb. These measurements have absolute
accuracies of 300 and 500 kHz respectively. From the nP3/2 measurements, a more ac-
curate value for the ionisation threshold of 85Rb can be derived of Ei=1010 024 723.9(3)
MHz, limited by systematic uncertainty. Even with the existing frequency accuracy lim-
itation of ∼1 kHz from the GPS reference, the accuracy of optical Rydberg spectroscopy
using this new system could surpass that of current microwave spectroscopy techniques,
which are at the ∼10 kHz level (80; 81). However, any future experiments will require
detecting Rydberg levels with a narrower linewidth, to achieve higher accuracy fitting.
Chapter 8 will discuss the future prospects of this research.
This chapter has also demonstrated that knowledge of the first step 5S1/2, F = 3→
5P3/2, F = 4 transition frequency is critical for these types of measurement; this may
become a limiting factor. Other than the ±750 kHz value used throughout this work
(61), more accurate numbers for this transition are limited in the literature. A value of
384 229 241.999(30) MHz can be derived from Reference (94). However this is not from
a direct measurement, and also (as was discussed in Section 1.5.3) there have been large
discrepancies between these measurements in the past.
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Chapter 7
Four-photon Rb spectroscopy in a
vapour cell
After the success of the three-step laser excitation scheme in the vapour cell, and the
construction of a reliable comb-locked laser system, the excitation of a fourth step using
microwaves was considered. Dipole selection rules allow such a scheme to access the nG,
nD and nS Rydberg series, which vastly expands the scope of the spectroscopy measure-
ments. Of primary interest are the nG states, where only two previous (moderately recent)
measurements of the quantum defect have been made (66; 81). Importantly, as described
in Section 2.1.3, such high ` states are the only type which allow access to the core polaris-
ability of the Rb+ ion, for which there are no accurate experimental values. The addition
of a microwave field also opens up a large amount of interesting physics which could be
studied with this simple vapour cell sample. Some of these areas are microwave-dressed
Rydberg atoms, Rabi flopping and possibly microwave-cavity interactions. Finally it is
also found that the high ` states accessible with this scheme can be used as sensitive elec-
tric field probes for detecting small stray fields within the vapour cell. The experimental
work in this chapter was carried out with my colleague Martin Jones.
7.1 Principle of four-photon spectroscopy
To begin, consider how a fourth step excitation could be detected using the existing scheme.
Figure 7.1 displays the energy levels involved in this four-photon investigation. The fine
structure of the Rydberg levels is not considered. Using the same arguments as in Section
2.10, a QA factor can be estimated. Exciting between the two Rydberg states n1L1 to
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Figure 7.1: The energy levels involved in four-photon Rydberg spectroscopy. The first
three steps are driven with lasers as in the previous chapters, and the fourth step between
two Rydberg levels with n1 ≈ n2 is driven with microwaves.
n2L2 will remove atoms from the 5D→ n1L1 cycle, for the lifetime of the n2L2 state. The
amplification factor will be
Aq =
τn2L2
τ5P
τ5P
τ5D
τ5D
τn1L1
=
τn2L2
τn1L1
. (7.1)
Two Rydberg states with n1 ≈ n2 will have very similar lifetimes and this will lead to
a negligible amplification factor of Aq ∼1. However, the dipole matrix elements between
Rydberg states can be very large and this means that QA is not necessarily required for
detection of these transitions. For example, using the method outlined in Section 2.2.3, the
60F→61G transition has a radial matrix element of 1.23×103ea0, compared to 44×10−3ea0
for the 5D→60F transition; the coupling strength is larger by a factor of 109. Therefore
these transitions can be driven very strongly with only small amounts of microwave power.
One expects to see large changes in the first step absorption, even for Aq ∼1.
7.2 Previous nG measurements
The nG series of Rydberg levels in Rb has been studied previously in only two papers,
both of which consider 85Rb. In Reference (81), a pilot measurement was made of δ(n) =
0.00400(9) using two-photon microwave spectroscopy. In contrast, Reference (66) has
made a measurement of δ(n) = 0.00405(6) for the 30G state using electric field induced
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resonant Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. Both of these experiments use a MOT apparatus,
which is significantly more involved than the vapour cell arrangement in this work. nG
spectroscopy with a vapour cell could lead to advances in this area.
7.3 Preliminary experiment
Using the nG quantum defect from Reference (81) and the nF7/2 quantum defects from
Table 6.2, the expected positions of particular nF7/2 → nG microwave transitions were
calculated. For example, the 56F7/2 →57G transition is predicted to be 36.96 GHz.
7.3.1 Setup
A preliminary experiment was constructed using spare lab equipment in the microwave
region of 17-40 GHz. A waveguide coupler was placed above the laser interaction region
in the vapour cell, and a passive frequency doubler was used to obtain up to 40 GHz
microwaves from a 20 GHz HP8341B tunable microwave synthesiser. Figure 7.2 shows
the experimental setup. The optical arrangement used was identical to that in Figures 6.2
and 5.3, with all three lasers comb-locked to excite to the 56F7/2 Rydberg state.
Figure 7.2: A schematic of the preliminary setup for exciting four-photon transitions. The
synthesiser, frequency doubler and vapour cell are shown.
7.3.2 First swept scans
The microwave frequency was swept about 18.5 GHz and the LIA output was monitored
on an oscilloscope to look for a change in the first step absorption through the cell. The
LIA was referenced to a chopper in the third step laser path, and set to a time constant
of 100 µs. In the vicinity of the expected transition frequency, a double-peaked feature
was observed, see Figure 7.3. The widths of the peaks are both 300 MHz and the posi-
tions are 37.17(2) GHz and 38.19(3) GHz. The positions and separations of these peaks
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approximately correspond to the expected positions of the 56F7/2 →57G/55G transitions
at 36.96/38.04 GHz respectively. The optical excitation is Doppler-free along the axis of
the cell and the Doppler broadening of the fourth step microwave excitation (which occurs
perpendicular to this axis) is expected to be negligible; the broad linewidths are expected
to originate from power broadening.
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Figure 7.3: An oscilloscope scan over the 56F7/2 →57G and 56F7/2 →55G microwave
transitions. A microwave synthesiser power of 6.5 dBm was used and a scan time of 5 s.
It is not surprising that the transition to the less energetic 55G state is also detectable
in this scheme. The upwards and downwards transitions will behave almost identically,
as the rates of stimulated emission and absorption from the 56F7/2 state will be similar.
The two signals are different sizes because decay can occur from the more energetic 57G
level back to the 56F7/2 level for a further cycle; this cannot occur for the less energetic
55G level.
7.3.3 Slow software stepped scans
The frequency axis of Figure 7.3 is only calibrated against a sweep voltage of the synthe-
siser, and is therefore not reliable for making high precision frequency measurements of
the peak positions. To solve this, a stepped software-based scan scheme was constructed,
allowing slow precision scans of the microwave synthesiser using a LabVIEW interface.
LIA readings were collected through the same software via GPIB.
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The slow scans expose much more of the fine spectroscopic detail, due to the use of
longer scan times and longer LIA time constants. Figure 7.4 shows a broad scan over the
56F7/2 →55G/57G transitions, and is analogous to Figure 7.3. It is clear that there are
other transitions visible at 36.53(1) GHz and 38.54(1) GHz, with much narrower linewidths
of ∼2 MHz. These are in excellent agreement with the expected 56F→57F/55F transitions
at 36.518 GHz/38.528 GHz respectively (calculated from the paramaters in Table 6.2).
These may be two-photon transitions driven by microwaves at the fundamental synthesiser
frequency, which leak through the passive frequency doubler.
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Figure 7.4: A slow stepped scan of the synthesiser across the region of the 56F7/2 →57G
microwave transition. The microwave power was 7 dBm. The scan was completed in 200
s and the LIA time constant was set at 300 ms. There is a large amount of spectroscopic
detail, which can be explained by several different one and two-photon transitions (see
inset).
In the centre of the scan is a complex collection of spectral features, which lie close to
the expected 55G/57G levels; this paints a more detailed picture of Figure 7.3. As well
as two-photon transitions to the 57F/55F levels, one also expects two-photon transitions
to the 55H and 57H levels. The nH levels are expected to be above the nG levels, with
the nG-nH separations being smaller than the nG-nF separations (65). These central
features therefore, may be an amalgamation of the transitions to the 55G, 57G, 55H and
57H levels, subject to additional broadening from external fields. This is depicted in the
inset of Figure 7.4.
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7.4 Precision measurements
7.4.1 A modified setup
To reduce the effects of external magnetic fields, the three layered µ-metal shield used
in Section 6.5.2 was placed around the vapour cell. This required a different method for
coupling the microwaves into the cell, and for this purpose a simple open loop antenna
was chosen. The antenna was placed at the opening of the shield, clear of the laser beams,
see Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: The new shielded cell setup uses a loop antenna to couple microwaves into the
µ-metal shield and into the vapour cell. The synthesiser can now be stepped by precision
intervals using a LabVIEW interface, as introduced in Section 7.3.3.
This simple method was very successful. The microwave coupling from the antenna
into the laser excitation region is much more efficient compared to the waveguide coupler,
and the nG signals therefore have a much higher SNR with this technique. Also, using
the shielding results in narrow, symmetric peaks, when scanning over the nF7/2 → nG
transitions. The broad line shapes seen in Figure 7.4 are eliminated. Figures 7.6 and
7.7 show stepped scans over the 56F7/2 →57G and 56F7/2 →55G transitions respectively,
using this modified setup. The microwave power broadens the peaks by approximately 0.2
MHz/dBm; the microwave power was adjusted to achieve linewidths of around 4-7 MHz.
As Doppler broadening will be negligible, the Gaussian component of the lineshapes is
expected to originate from transit-time broadening.
7.4.2 Measurement of nG states
Using these scans, the frequencies of three nF7/2 → nG transitions were determined, see
Table 7.1. The random error was estimated by taking eight repeated measurements of
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Figure 7.6: A precision scan over the 56F7/2 →57G microwave transition with 2 dBm of
microwave power. The peak centre can be determined with high precision by fitting a
Voigt profile. The peak has a FWHM of 7 MHz.
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Figure 7.7: A precision scan over the 56F7/2 →55G microwave transition with 6 dBm of
microwave power. The peak centre can be determined with high precision by fitting a
Voigt profile. The peak has a FWHM of 5 MHz.
the 60F7/2 →61G transition; a standard deviation of 120 kHz was found. The absolute
frequencies of these nG states relative to the ground state are deduced by adding the
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Table 7.1: Fourth step frequencies, total absolute frequencies relative to the centre of
mass of the ground states and quantum defects for a set of nG states in 85Rb. Errors are
estimated from the error analysis of the nF7/2 states in Section 6.8.
Transition f45 (GHz) En (MHz) δ(n)
56F7/2 →55G 38.0339(9) 1008937021.2(9) δ55G=0.00401(2)
56F7/2 →57G 36.9617(9) 1009012016.8(9) δ57G=0.00402(3)
60F7/2 →61G 30.1025(9) 1009140484.1(9) δ61G=0.00404(3)
frequencies of the initial nF7/2 states computed from Table 6.2. The quantum defects are
derived using Equation 2.4 and the value of Ei from Table 6.2.
7.4.3 Observation and measurement of nH states
For broader scans over the 60F7/2 →61G transition, and with larger microwave powers, it
was noticed that a peak was observable approximately 74 MHz higher in frequency. This
feature is expected to be the 61H state, see Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Observation of the 61H state, found 74 MHz above the 60F7/2 →61G mi-
crowave transition. A grey line is drawn to aid the eye.
Note that this transition is dipole-forbidden from the 60F7/2 level, so one expects it
to be a two-photon transition driven by the fundamental synthesiser frequency. Interest-
ingly, the signal was only visible when using the frequency doubler, which rules out this
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possibility and implies that the transition is one-photon and either electric-quadrupole in
nature (E2, ∆` = ±2) or the result of the 61H state obtaining some 61G character from a
small stray electric field within the cell. Electric-quadrupole transitions in Rb have been
studied recently using laser spectroscopy of atoms prepared in a MOT (134). However
in this experiment, based on the microwave wavelength and the size of an n = 60 atom,
it can be shown that such a 60F7/2 →61H transition would be ∼ 108× weaker than the
60F7/2 →61G transition. Therefore, this concludes that there is a small stray electric field
within the cell. The previous observation of nF→ nF excitations in Figure 7.4 is expected
to also be a result of this stray field. These fields will be considered in Section 7.5.
Eight repeated measurements of this 60F7/2 →61H transition were made with a stan-
dard deviation of 200 kHz. From this, a quantum defect can be extracted for the 61H
state in the same manner as Section 7.4.2. This result is shown in Table 7.2. From the
Table 7.2: Fourth step frequencies, total absolute frequencies relative to the centre of
mass of the ground states and quantum defects of a set of nH states in 85Rb. Errors are
estimated from the error analysis of the nF7/2 states in Section 6.8.
Transition f45 (GHz) En (MHz) δ(n)
56F7/2 →57H 37.052(2) 1009012107(2) δ57H=0.00149(6)
60F7/2 →61H 30.1744(15) 1009140556.0(1.5) δ61H=0.00156(5)
quantum defect of the 61H state, the position of the 56F7/2 →57H transition is predicted
to be 37.049 GHz using Equation 2.1. As a check, the three laser steps were locked to
excite the 56F7/2 state and a microwave scan was carried out around this region. A peak
was successfully found at 37.052 GHz, in excellent agreement with the prediction. This is
strong evidence that these are nH states as they follow a simple Rydberg-Ritz relationship
with a fixed quantum defect.
7.5 Stray fields
7.5.1 Calculating the size of stray fields
The observation of the 61H state gives a useful method for measuring the size of any stray
electric fields within the vapour cell. If the perturbed 61H state is labelled as the 61H′
state, the excitation rates of the 61G and 61H′ transitions in Figure 7.8 are proportional to
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the squares of the Rabi frequencies Ω60F−61G and Ω60F−61H′ . Using perturbation theory,
one can then show that the ratio between these Rabi frequencies is given by
Ω60F−61H′
Ω60F−61G
=
E
∆E61G−61H
〈61G|r|61H〉 , (7.2)
where E is the stray electric field, ∆E61G−61H is the energy difference between the 61G and
61H states and 〈61G|r|61H〉 is the dipole matrix element between these two states. Using
Equation 7.2, along with the data in Figure 7.8, an approximate value of E=3(1) mVcm−1
can be deduced for the magnitude of the stray field. The uncertainty is introduced from
the uncertainty in ∆E61G−61H.
7.5.2 DC-Stark shifts associated with stray fields
An electric field of 3 mVcm−1 would lead to negative Stark shifts of the observed nG
states by a few megahertz, with the 61G state being the most sensitive in this study,
having an expected frequency shift of -4 MHz. The nG shift is dominated by coupling
with the nearby nH state of equal n. The observed 61H′ state will also be shifted from the
unperturbed 61H state, and in this case the Stark shift will be dominated by coupling with
the near-lying 61I state. However, without any knowledge of ∆E61H−61I, the shift can not
be deduced. The nH frequency measurements can therefore only be taken as preliminary
measurements until further studies are completed.
With knowledge of the size of potential stray electric fields within the cell, it is also
interesting to return to the measurements made in Chapter 6 and consider what effect
such fields would have on the values in Table 6.2. Hypothetical DC-Stark shifts, caused
by a stray field of 3 mVcm−1, were added to a set of nF7/2 and nP3/2 model frequencies,
representing those from Table 6.1. The effect of these shifts on the fitted values of Ei, δ0
and a were then considered. It was found that for the nF7/2 series of states, such a stray
field could cause an error of 1.5 MHz on the value for Ei, and errors of 3×10−5 and 0.02
on δ0 and a respectively. As expected, for the nP3/2 series of states the effects are much
smaller, with a predicted error of 60 kHz on Ei, and errors of 1×10−6 and 1×10−5 on δ0 and
a respectively. Therefore the value of Ei extracted from the nP3/2 series, after accounting
for stray fields, is expected to be well within the current estimated error budget of 297
kHz. Interestingly, Table 6.2 displays consistency of the Ei values from both the nF7/2
and nP3/2 series which suggests that internal stray fields were smaller than 3 mVcm
−1
during the time of this data taking.
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7.6.1 Summary
Table 7.3 displays the values for the quantum defects extracted from this work and other
previous measurements from the literature (66; 81). The defects are averaged over the
states which were measured and the n dependence is not considered. Stark shifts from
stray fields have been included when formulating the final error on the nG quantum defect,
whilst the preliminary value for δnH includes an estimated error based on the FWHM of
the observed nH signals.
Table 7.3: Comparison of quantum defects for the nG and nH series in 85Rb, n dependence
is not considered.
Source δnG δnH
This work 0.00402(8) 0.0015(2)
(66) Afrousheh 0.00405(6) -
(81) Han 0.00400(9) -
The nG defect agrees with the best known measurements from the literature (66; 81)
within error, and is comparable in accuracy to that from the work of Han et al (81).
This is satisfying as each of these numbers has been measured using a completely different
spectroscopic technique. The nH defect can only be treated as a pilot measurement,
however to the best of my knowledge this is the first study involving nH states in 85Rb.
A more thorough study of systematic shifts from electric fields will be required before
making a final measurement in the future.
7.6.2 The 85Rb+ core polarisability
The inversion of the fine structure for the nF states in Rb indicates that these are the
highest angular momentum states to exhibit core penetration (65). For such states, the
quantum defect is purely a result of the interaction between the core electrons and the
Rydberg electron (71). Therefore, by measuring the quantum defects for the nG and nH
series, one can learn more about the Rb core polarisability and structure. For such high
` electron states, the quantum defect can be expressed using a core polarisation model 1
δn`n
−3 =
αd
2
〈
r−4n`
〉
+
αq
2
〈
r−6n`
〉
, (7.3)
1Equations 7.3 and 7.4 are in atomic units.
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where αd and αq are the dipole and quadrupole polarisabilities of the core respectively
(65). The other terms are expectation values of the Rydberg-electron wavefunction. With
some rearrangement, a linear equation can be formulated
2δn`n
−3〈
r−4n`
〉 = αd + αq 〈r−6n` 〉〈
r−4n`
〉 . (7.4)
The expectation values both scale with n−3 and are easily calculated from expressions
for hydrogenic wavefunctions in Reference (65). Figure 7.9 is a plot of δn`n
−3/
〈
r−4n`
〉
vs.〈
r−6n`
〉
/
〈
r−4n`
〉
using the 61F, 61G and 61H quantum defects from the work in this thesis.
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Figure 7.9: A plot of δ2n`n
−3/
〈
r−4n`
〉
vs.
〈
r−6n`
〉
/
〈
r−4n`
〉
for n=61 states, based on the
polarisation model of the quantum defect (71). The defect values are taken from the work
in this thesis. The red dotted line is the case where the nF state is higher due to core
polarisation effects only. The blue dotted line is a line of zero slope for the case where the
61F state is higher due to core penetration effects only.
Neglecting the preliminary 61H measurement for now, and following the same theme as
Reference (81), Figure 7.9 can be used to put bounds on the core polarisabilities: The 61F
state lies higher than the 61G state because of both core penetration and the contributions
of αq, which are both positive effects. Firstly, by considering the case where the 61F point
is shifted up only by core penetration, one must have αd = 9.4(3)a
3
0 and αq = 0. Secondly,
by considering the case where the 61F state experiences no core penetration and the point
is shifted up only by αq contributions, a line can be drawn through the 61F and 61G
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points to get αd = 8.9(4)a
3
0 and αq = 43(12)a
5
0. Together, these two cases give bounds of
8.5a30 < αd < 9.7a
3
0 and 0 < αq < 55a
5
0 for the
85Rb+ core. These are in good agreement
with recent theoretical computations of αd (72) and older computations of αq (135).
From Figure 7.9, notice that the nH point is also consistent with these bounds within
the estimated error bar. Importantly, the nG and nH states are the two which are known
to not exhibit any core penetration and should follow the polarisation model. A straight
line described by Equation 7.4, with a positive (αq 6= 0) or zero (αq = 0) gradient, should
pass through the 61G and 61H points. Therefore, with <1 MHz accuracy measurements
of nH states in the future, actual values for αd and αq of
85Rb+ could be extracted for
the first time. It would then be possible to see by how much the nF states deviates from
a polarisation model and therefore the degree of core penetration experienced by these
states.
7.7 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated successful spectroscopy of nG Rb Rydberg states in a
room temperature vapour cell, with a four-photon scheme. The precision measurements
have given a new value of the quantum defect of the nG series, which agrees well with
previous measurements (66; 81). The observation of transitions to Stark-induced nH
states is also promising and has proven to be a useful method for determining the size
of stray electric fields within the vapour cell. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
first study of nH levels in Rb. If systematic errors on the nH level measurements can
be understood and controlled at the 1 MHz level, precise values of the Rb+ dipole and
quadrupole polarisabilities could be obtained for the first time.
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Chapter 8
Rydberg spectroscopy in a vapour
cell: Future directions
The previous chapters have investigated the principles of high precision Rydberg spec-
troscopy with a vapour cell sample, and many successful measurements have been demon-
strated. This is an elegant method for studying Rydberg atoms, with a simple setup.
However, throughout this research a number of interesting observations have been made
which will require further study to be properly explained. Some of these observations
show potential new directions to take the research in the future. This chapter attempts
to summarise these observations and also discuss some of the future areas of research in-
spired by them, for the cell-based Rydberg spectroscopy. The investigations discussed in
this chapter were carried out using the same experimental setup as that used in Chapter
6. All data presented in this chapter was recorded and analysed by myself.
8.1 Electric fields
8.1.1 Transient response
Introduction
More can be learnt about the free-charges within the cell by studying the response of a
Rydberg signal to a step-change in applied electric field (54). To carry out this study, the
60F7/2 Rydberg signal was observed with a real-time oscilloscope scan, similar to that in
Figure 4.25. The behaviour was then monitored when switching on and off a large electric
field, by switching a 200 V potential across the cell. After switching on the field, the signal
is diminished as the field penetrates into the interaction region and DC-Stark shifts the
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state far from the laser scan range. After a characteristic relaxation time, the signal then
returns after the free-charges have rearranged to screen the interaction region. Careful
observation also shows that the signal returns from lower frequency after the relaxation
time, increasing in size, until finally reaching the original position in the centre of the
scan. The direction of the shift is consistent with a DC-Stark shift. Identical behaviour
was also found when the field is switched off.
In Reference (54), transient times of a few hundred microseconds were observed in a
similar EIT-based Rydberg cell experiment. However, in this work the transient times
are found to be several seconds; it is even possible to observe the returning signal in a
real-time scan with the naked eye. To study this in greater detail, the Rydberg signal size
was monitored during a transient. All three laser steps were comb-locked on resonance,
with the third step locked at the top of the 60F7/2 Rydberg signal. The LIA output was
monitored as the field was switched and the time constant was set to 100 ms. Figure 8.1
shows a typical switch-on/switch-off trace; the signal is absent for almost 10 s.
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Figure 8.1: Typical transient behaviour of the 60F7/2 Rydberg signal. A potential of 40
V was applied over the cell and then subsequently switched off. The grey line is drawn
only to aid the eye.
Effect of field strength and laser powers
In a similar manner to Reference (54), these transient times were studied to see how they
were affected by laser power and field strength. Figure 8.2 shows a linear relation (red
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line) between the transient time and the switch-on voltage. Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show
approximate exponential relations (red lines) between the transient time and the laser
power for all of the three laser steps. Notice that the transient time can be up to three
minutes long when very weak laser power is applied.
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Figure 8.2: The relation between transient time and different switch-on voltages. The
potential was switched from 0 V to the quoted value.
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Figure 8.3: The relation between tran-
sient time and the first and second step
laser powers. The third step laser power
was held at 1.1 mW. The potential was
switched from 0 V to 200 V in all cases.
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Figure 8.4: The relation between tran-
sient time and the third step laser power.
The first and second step laser powers
were held at 6 µW and 10 µW respec-
tively. The potential was switched from
0 V to 200 V in all cases.
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8.1.2 Response to white light
During this research, it was also discovered that the Rydberg signals detected in the cell
are sensitive to white light, an effect which has not been noticed in previous papers. This
sensitivity is largest for the high nF7/2 states, where the application of torch light from a
distance of over 1 m can extinguish the Rydberg signal completely. The plots in Figure
8.5 show real-time traces of the 60F7/2 Rydberg signal as light of increasing brightness is
applied to the vapour cell.
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Figure 8.5: Real-time third step laser scans over the 60F7/2 Rydberg level. The vapour
cell was exposed to four different levels of white light. The frequency axis was calibrated
with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon, the voltage scales are AC-coupled.
This effect is closely related to the DC-Stark shift findings. Firstly, the signal moves in
the same direction and follows a similar line shape to the case of a transient electric field,
consistent with a DC-Stark shift. Secondly, it is the nF7/2 states with largest n which are
most affected. Another significant link between the two effects is that the application of
white light can affect the transient response. Transient times were compared for a non-
illuminated cell and a cell illuminated at one end with a torch, with all other experimental
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parameters left identical. The transient times were reduced by more than a half for the
illuminated cell and the signal could even be forced to return rapidly with the application
of intense light.
8.1.3 Possible explanations
Screening
A simple calculation estimates that ∼ 108 free electrons or Rb+ ions would be required
to shield a 200 V potential across the field plates. As already stated in Reference (54),
there appears to be mobile charges within the cell which can re-distribute to cancel any
externally applied electric field.
It has been found by Bouchiat et al (136) that glass can become electrically conductive
when exposed to alkali vapour. It is possible for a substantial amount of the alkali to be
absorbed inside the glass. The conductivity then arises from the gas of free electrons that
are present in this film of absorbed alkali. Alternatively, in the situation where the alkali
atoms are spread more sparsely over the glass, conductivity can still be achieved if the
atoms become ionised, supplying electrons which can hop between different ions trapped
on the surface (136). The long transient times seen in this work suggest the latter case,
because in the former case transients would be similar to the transit-time of an electron
across the cell, which is ∼ 10 µs (54).
Figure 8.6: The shielding of the interaction region in the vapour cell. The top figure is
the case where no field is applied and charge ejection reaches an equilibrium situation.
The lower figure is the case where there is an applied field and the ejected charges move
to cancel the field.
In this work, when light with an energy above the Rb work function is incident on
the glass one expects Rb atoms trapped on the surface to be photo-ionised. This is
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discussed in the more recent paper by Bason et al (137). One can therefore picture
the screening mechanism as follows: With no applied electric field, Rb atoms trapped
over the cell windows eject electrons due to photo-ionisation by the laser beams. These
electrons recombine with positive ions at some steady rate. With an applied field, after
ejection, these electrons begin to move about the cell surface to cancel the external field.
Finally after some period of time, enough electrons have been ejected to cancel the field
completely, giving rise to a characteristic transient time. Figure 8.6 depicts these two
situations. More laser power results in a higher rate of charge ejection and therefore the
field can be cancelled in a shorter time period.
The photoelectric work function of Rb is 2.1 eV, equivalent to ∼600 nm (138). There-
fore in Reference (54), where the two-step EIT scheme is used and a 200 mW 480 nm laser
is applied as the pump beam, it is understandable that the main source of charge ejection
is from photo-ionisation. In contrast, in this experiment all the lasers are in the NIR and
below the work function, therefore the origin of the free charges is not as obvious. This
appears to have a very large effect on the observable transient times between the two sys-
tems, which differ by four orders of magnitude. However, the observed dependence of the
transient time with laser power in this work (see Figures 8.3 and 8.4) still indicates that
photo-ionisation is causing some of the charge ejection. This may be explainable because
the ionisation energy for an absorbed alkali atom can be considerably lowered compared
to free alkali atoms (136).
Source of charge: Rydberg atoms
Interestingly, Figures 8.3 and 8.4 share similarities with the saturation curves of the Ryd-
berg signal amplitude, seen in Figures 6.17 and 6.19. This suggests that the transient time
may be linked with the creation rate of Rydberg atoms, implying that perhaps collisional-
or photo-ionisation (65) of the Rydberg atoms themselves is the dominant source of free-
charge in this scheme. A simple test was carried out to disprove this idea: The third step
laser was tuned off resonance to halt the creation of Rydberg atoms. The applied potential
was then switched from 0 V to 200 V and after the expected ‘on-resonance’ transient time
of 64 s, the third step laser was tuned back on resonance. There was zero time delay before
the Rydberg signal returned, implying that the charge creation is a non-resonant effect,
at least for the third laser. Interestingly carrying out the same test, but detuning the first
or second step lasers, resulted in a 20 s additional delay, indicating that the screening is
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related in some way to the creation rate of 5D5/2 atoms. This could be an indirect effect
of the 420 nm fluorescence from these atoms, which is above the work function.
Source of charge: Other
To check for other possible sources of charge, not related to applied light, a second test
was carried out: The cell was blocked from both laser and ambient light and the applied
potential was switched from 0 V to 200 V. After the expected ‘on-resonance’ transient time
of 95 s, the cell was unblocked. The delay before the signal returned was approximately
20 s, as opposed to 95 s. This result suggests that although applied light speeds up
the screening process, there is a process which ejects charge and allows screening of an
unilluminated cell. This other process could be thermionic emission of the Rb atoms
trapped over the cell surface (136), due to room temperature.
White light
The application of white light could affect the Rydberg atoms in several ways. One expects
them to suffer some amount of photo-ionisation, plus the levels will experience an AC-
Stark shift (65). However, what appears most likely from the observations so far, is that
white light changes the level of charge ejection from the cell walls. Applying white light
to one end of the vapour cell would result in two things: More free-charge ejected from
the cell surface, resulting in lower transient times. Also, more positive ions on one end
of the cell than the other and therefore an asymmetric charge distribution on the inside
windows, resulting in a DC-Stark shift of the Rydberg levels. Both of these effects are
observed experimentally.
Residual stray fields
Although the free charges act to cancel externally applied electric fields, there is also the
possibility of a residual electric field originating from inside the cell. Such a field was found
in Chapter 7 and measured to be approximately 3 mVcm−1. For example, a residual field
would exist if there was an imbalance of positive charge between the cell windows, which
is an effect that has been confirmed by Mohapatra et al (54). Interestingly, it has also
been seen in Reference (137) that free charges inside the cell tend to equalise any residual
electric field across the interaction region.
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8.1.4 Future work
It is important to have a thorough understanding of the screening effect, especially when
optical Rydberg spectroscopy in a vapour cell is to be used for precision measurements.
The following future areas of study will be invaluable in achieving a deeper understanding:
• The effect of controlled light intensities, at controlled wavelengths and in controlled
geometries
• The n and ` scaling of the transient times and white light sensitivity
• The response to AC-electric fields and study of the electron dynamics
• The effect of temperature on the transient times: At higher temperatures one expects
less Rb on the cell walls and also more thermionic emission
• The minimisation of stray residual fields inside the cell by changing cell temperature
and/or adjusting the cell position relative to the laser beam waists. The nH signal
size (see Chapter 7) can be used as a meter for this minimisation
• The white light can be used as a modulation technique. For example, one could use
a periodically flashing LED by the side of the cell, referenced to a LIA, to learn more
about the frequency response
8.2 n>100 Rydberg states
The precision measurements made in Chapter 6 were for n ≤63 Rydberg states and the
results in Table 6.2 demonstrate that possible systematic shifts that scale with n are well
understood. This is because of both the high symmetry of the n=60 Rydberg signals and
also the excellent agreement of the quantum defect parameters with those from microwave
spectroscopy (80; 81). Nevertheless, one expects that at some higher value of n, the atomic
radius will approach the mean atomic spacing of the Rydberg atoms in the laser excitation
volume. At this point there will be measurable shifts and broadenings of the levels due
to Rydberg-Rydberg interactions (127). Unfortunately, higher n states also couple less
strongly to the third step laser and are therefore harder to observe. Even so, in this work
measurable signals were detectable up to the 130F7/2 and 150P3/2 states using the setup
described in Section 6.2. The comb parameters required to excite these states can be
found in Appendix B.
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8.2.1 Observations
With higher n there were three observations made: The peaks become broader, asymmet-
ric and the positions of the states can no longer be predicted with a high degree of accuracy
using the defect parameters in Table 6.2 (which were derived from n=33-63 states). Figure
8.7 displays comb-stabilised laser scans over different 5D5/2, F = 5→ nF7/2 Rydberg tran-
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Figure 8.7: Third step comb-stabilised laser scans over 5D5/2, F = 5 → nF7/2 Rydberg
transitions with high n. For clarity, the beat signs have all been normalised to the positive
case. The red dotted line indicates the expected position of the state, as predicted by the
defect parameters in Table 6.2. There is a gradual deviation with ∼ n4.
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sitions, with increasing n. In all cases the centre is pulled to lower frequencies than that
predicted. The frequency shift and FWHM of the signals appear to follow an approximate
n4 scaling.
The nP3/2 levels were also found to follow the same behaviour but were generally less
sensitive. For example, the 90P3/2 state was found to be shifted down by only ∼1 MHz and
had a comparable width and symmetry to the previous measurements at n ∼60. If these
shifts are from a residual electric field, one would expect a significantly higher n7 scaling.
This suggests that the effect may be from a different process, such as Rydberg-Rydberg
interactions (127). Such shifts and broadenings have been considered before by Stoicheff et
al for significantly higher ground state densities of 1013 cm−3 and lower principal quantum
numbers of n ∼70 (139).
8.2.2 Rydberg-Rydberg interactions
Principle
The dominant form of interaction between two Rydberg atoms in states nL (assuming no
overlap of the two), is a standard electrostatic interaction between two electric dipoles,
separated by distance R (127). If the two Rydberg atoms are in the two-atom state
|nL, nL〉 with energy E, the interaction between the atoms will be affected by other two-
atom states |nALA, nBLB〉 nearby in energy (the energy defect is δE = EA + EB − 2E).
The Rydberg-Rydberg energy shift is described from Reference (127) by the equation
∆ =
δE
2
− sign(δE)
√
δ2E
4
+
C2Dφ
R6
, (8.1)
where C = e2 〈ψ|r|ψA〉 〈ψ|r|ψB〉 and Dφ is usually between 0 and 1. This factor de-
scribes the relative strengths for different collision channels and Zeeman subslevels (140).
Throughout this work, Dφ will be taken as 1 to predict a maximum shift.
Importantly, the shift changes nature at a characteristic crossover distance R3c =
CD
1/2
φ /δE . For R  Rc it behaves as an non-resonant van der Waals interaction and
for R Rc it behaves as a resonant dipole-dipole interaction. The two forms are
R Rc
∆ ≈ −C
2Dφ
δER6
,
(8.2)
R Rc
∆ ≈ −sign(δE)
CD
1/2
φ
R3
.
(8.3)
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From this one can conclude that the van der Waals interaction scales as n11/R6 and the
dipole-dipole interaction scales as n4/R3. For this reason, the interaction between two
Rydberg atoms can be very strong due to the small values of δE and the large dipole
moments with neighbouring levels. Higher ` states are also expected to suffer larger shifts;
as the states become more hydrogenic, neighbouring states become closer in energy and
wavefunction overlaps become larger. This is identical to the increased sensitivity to
electric fields. These strong dipole-dipole interactions are one of the key ideas behind
quantum information applications with Rydberg atoms, by using the concept of dipole
blockade (141).
This work
Figure 8.8 shows a plot of the level shift for a pair of 50F, 100F and 150F atoms. By
calculating the values of C for different nearby two-atom states, it was found that the
interaction is dominated by coupling between the |nF,nF〉 state and the nearest |nG, nG〉
state, where δE=1.3 GHz, 165 MHz and 49 MHz for n=50, 100 and 150 respectively. All
dipole moments were calculated using the method described in Section 2.2.3. The shifts
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Figure 8.8: The Rydberg-Rydberg frequency shifts for a pair of 50F, 100F and 150F atoms.
For the 50F case the red dotted line shows the resonant case, for δE = 0 or R Rc, and
the green dotted line shows the off-resonance case for δE 6= 0 or R Rc. Horizontal lines
indicate the ∼100 kHz accuracy of the apparatus in Chapter 6 and the 6 MHz shift of the
100F state which was observed in Figure 8.7.
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are all to lower frequency, which is consistent with the data in Figure 8.7 and implies that
enhancement is always from a more energetic two-atom state. Although an approximate
n4 scaling was observed for the broadening and shift, the experimental scaling is expected
to be fairly complex. It will also be related to the Rydberg density (scaling with n−3), the
third step laser power (some function of wavelength) and the distance Rc (scaling with
n7/3).
In the room temperature vapour cell, the ground state number density is expected to
be 7×109 cm−3, calculated using Equation A.1. This results in a mean separation between
ground state atoms of 3 µm. In comparison an n=150 Rydberg atom has a radius of 1 µm.
Figures 8.7 and 8.8 indicate that the average Rydberg atom spacing in this experiment is
∼20 µm for the 100F7/2 state, which implies that ∼0.1% of atoms in the interaction region
are in Rydberg states, with a density of ∼ 107 cm−3. This agrees well with the observed
signal size: The 100F7/2 peak amplitude is 4 mV in size, which corresponds to 4×109 s−1
scattered 780 nm photons. Assuming a QA factor of ∼10 means that the Rydberg creation
rate is 108 s−1. If these Rydberg atoms leave the interaction region at a rate of 106 s−1
(given by the transit-time), in the steady state one expects around 100 Rydberg atoms in
the interaction volume of 2×10−5 cm3. This gives a density of ∼ 107 cm−3.
If all the Rydberg atoms in the excitation region were equally separated, and there-
fore equally affected, one would expect only a shift of the Rydberg signal. However, as
the actual atom separations are spread around some statistical average, a broadening is
expected as well as a shift.
8.2.3 Future work
There are a range of new experiments and investigations that could be carried out to
understand these effects:
• Control the Rydberg atom density via the cell temperature and measure the density
and n dependence of the shifts: Higher temperatures will increase the ground state
density and allow larger Rydberg atom densities. This was originally studied in
Section 4.4.3 with the wavemeter, although a more accurate study would be useful
using the full accuracy of the comb
• Consider the Dφ coefficients in a more thorough modelling of shifts
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• Study levels which have a δE = 0 Fo¨rster resonance with neighbouring levels (127).
From Figure 8.8 it can be seen that such levels should suffer much larger shifts due
to resonant enhancement
8.3 Off-resonance excitation
In Chapter 6, the ∼8 MHz linewidth of the Rydberg signals was a limiting factor of the
measurement accuracy. In particular, for the nF7/2 levels it was not possible to resolve the
fine structure. A reduced linewidth could lead to much improved frequency measurements.
Unlike in optical EIT schemes, where linewidths of 1 MHz are readily achievable (54),
in this experimental work all extremes of laser power were studied and the minimum
achievable linewidth was 5 MHz. This is expected to be a result of the detection scheme
relying on the population of the 5P3/2 level. This state is easily power broadened and
its 6 MHz FWHM means that all atoms in the 5P3/2 level lie within atleast a ±6 ms−1
velocity distribution. The model introduced in Section 2.3.3 shows that the second and
third transitions can actually select much narrower velocity widths from this distribution
because of their narrower natural widths. However, in a full picture of the system, one
expects the coherence of the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2 transition to in fact be damped by 5P3/2
decay, limiting this transition’s FWHM to 6 MHz. As a result all atoms in the 5D5/2 level
are expected to also lie in a ±6 ms−1 velocity distribution. This equates to a residual
Doppler limited width of 4 MHz for the Rydberg signals. When accounting for transit-
time broadening and the laser linewidths, this is in good agreement with the limit of 5
MHz that was observed. Further contributions to this width could be from collisional
broadening of the Rydberg levels (65) and/or a residual Doppler width due to focussing.
The typical natural linewidth for an n=60 Rydberg state is ∼3 kHz. Therefore, even if
all other sources of broadening can be eliminated in this experiment, one expects to always
be limited by the transit-time of ∼1 µs. One way of obtaining this transit-time limited
linewidth is to use off-resonance excitations to the Rydberg levels. This would eliminate
the problems from power broadening and the hyperfine structure of intermediate levels,
making the excitation pathway unambiguous. Off-resonance multi-photon transitions can
be very narrow because the signal linewidth is governed by the radiative lifetime of the
final state (123). For example, the off-resonance three-photon transition 5S1/2 →60F7/2
would have a FWHM governed by the ∼10 µs lifetime of the 60F7/2 state. Fortunately,
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the new fully comb-stabilised laser system is ideally suited for off-resonance excitation
schemes, where spectral features are not available for laser stabilisation.
8.3.1 5S1/2 →5D5/2 →33F7/2 excitation
The simplest off-resonance solution is to eliminate the 5P3/2 level from the excitation path.
This can be achieved by tuning the first step off-resonance and outside of the Doppler width
of the 5S1/2 →5P3/2 transition, which was discussed in Section 2.3.5. This was attempted,
and excellent resolution of the 5D5/2 hyperfine structure was observed using the two-step
scheme, see Figure 8.9. The laser powers were 6 µW and 10 µW for the first and second
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Figure 8.9: The first step laser absorption. The red line shows resonant step-wise
5S1/2 →5P3/2 →5D5/2 excitation, where the second step laser is tuned on resonance with
the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2 transition. The blue line shows off-resonance simultaneous two-photon
excitation 5S1/2 →5D5/2, where the second step laser is red detuned by 850 MHz from
the 5P3/2 → 5D5/2 transition. A polarisation spectroscopy signal (black) is also shown
for reference. The red and blue signals are from QA and two-photon absorption of first
step photons respectively. The inset demonstrates the resolution that is achievable of the
5D5/2 manifold; notice the clear presence of four hyperfine features.
step lasers for the resonant QA case, and 6 µW and 7 mW for the off-resonance two-
photon case. Large laser intensities are required to drive the off-resonance process. It
was also possible to observe the crossover between the two signals as the second step was
slowly tuned into the Doppler profile. This was predicted in Section 2.3.5 and is seen as
a dispersion shape signal.
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To study how this off-resonance regime could improve Rydberg spectroscopy measure-
ments, the first and second step lasers were comb-locked to be blue and red detuned by 850
MHz respectively, therefore being in two-photon resonance (as in the blue trace of Figure
8.9). The third step laser was then precisely scanned over the expected 5D5/2 →33F7/2
transition frequency. Unfortunately no Rydberg signal was detectable in this arrangement.
This is expected to be because of the much smaller excitation rate on the off-resonance
5S1/2 →5D5/2 transition, compared to the resonant 5S1/2 →5P3/2 transition, leading to a
greatly reduced detection sensitivity using QA.
8.3.2 5S1/2 →5P3/2 →33F7/2 excitation
It was also possible to observe the simultaneous 5P3/2 →33F7/2 two-photon transition by
tuning the second step laser off resonance. This again requires a large second step laser
power, meaning that sharp EIT features were also observed in the first step absorption.
Figure 8.10 displays a second step laser scan with the third step red detuned by 50 MHz
from the 5D5/2 →33F7/2 transition. The 33F7/2 signal is seen off-resonance with a similar
linewidth as the on-resonance case. This implies that most of the broadening occurs on
the first step transition, as expected.
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Figure 8.10: Off-resonance 5P3/2 →33F7/2 excitation seen as a QA signal in a scan of the
second step laser. The third step laser was red detuned by 50 MHz from the 5D5/2 →33F7/2
transition. The first step laser was comb-locked on resonance for this scan. EIT peaks are
seen on the 5P3/2 →5D5/2 transition (an offset has been removed from the vertical axis).
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8.4 Fluorescence detection with a PMT
The last section’s efforts were not successful in achieving narrower Rydberg signal linewidths.
Detecting the weak absorption of an intense laser by off-resonance multi-photon excita-
tions is not practical. When studying these types of transition, it is more advantageous
to detect the scattered light with a PMT (24). This has several advantages over detecting
the absorption with a photodiode: Firstly, the sensitivity is higher as one can count single
photons. Secondly, the signals obtained are on a flat stable background. Thirdly, a very
dense atomic sample can be used and there are no concerns regarding complete absorption
of the probe laser, which contains the spectroscopic information 1. In this brief study, a
PMT was placed above the vapour cell, with a 25 mm focal length lens. An analogue
output was obtained from the PMT by sending the count pulses through a low-pass filter.
8.4.1 420 nm fluorescence
As described in Section 4.3, transitions to the 5D5/2 level can be detected from 420 nm
fluorescence, with these types of signal occurring on a zero background. In this work, a
420 nm optical band-pass filter was placed in front of the PMT. It was possible to detect
resonant 5P3/2 →5D5/2 excitations with a better SNR compared to monitoring the first
step absorption via QA. Also, the off-resonance 5S1/2 →5D5/2 transition had a fluorescence
signal with much higher SNR when using the PMT, when compared with Figure 8.9. The
higher SNR in both cases comes mainly from the stable and flat background.
For Rydberg spectroscopy, with the on-resonance 5S1/2 →5P3/2 →5D5/2 →33F7/2
scheme, Rydberg transitions could be detected by observing a dip in the 420 nm fluores-
cence. Such a trace is shown in Figure 8.11. In this case, the QA first step absorption
signal gives a better SNR. This is thought to be because of the small solid angle captured
by the PMT and the fact that neither of the signals occur on a flat background in this
case. In conclusion, the clear advantage of PMT detection for Rydberg spectroscopy comes
instead when monitoring the 297 nm fluorescence from the levels themselves (which will
occur on a flat background).
1One may have to contend with complete absorption of the scattered light, although this generally
occurs over a much shorter path length, depending on the cell geometry.
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Figure 8.11: 5D5/2 →33F7/2 transitions
detected from the decrease in 420 nm flu-
orescence with a PMT and the increase
in 780 nm absorption with a photodi-
ode. The traces were taken simultane-
ously and are both the average of five
0.1 s scans. The frequency scale was cal-
ibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot etalon.
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Figure 8.12: The 5P3/2 →33F7/2 transi-
tion detected from 297 nm fluorescence
with a PMT. The trace is the average
of 18 50 ms scans and the frequency
scale was calibrated with a Fabry Pe´rot
etalon.
8.4.2 297 nm fluorescence
A 297 nm optical band-pass filter was unavailable for this study so 420 nm background
counts were eliminated by blue detuning the second step laser off resonance by 80 MHz
(well outside the Doppler selected width of the first step). This results in the 5S1/2 →5P3/2
→33F7/2 excitation scheme. A peak was detected in the PMT output corresponding to the
33F7/2 Rydberg level, see Figure 8.12. The 780 nm fluorescence, which was not filtered,
is expected to decrease when Rydberg atoms are excited; this is the basic principal of
QA. Plus, any remaining 420nm fluorescence is also expected to decrease with Rydberg
excitation. Therefore, the peak is expected to be from 297 nm fluorescence. It must be
noted however that the UV transmission through the Pyrex cell is <10% (142), which will
suppress the signal considerably. Complete off-resonance 5S1/2 →33F7/2 excitations were
not detectable in this short study. However, in future work a cell with quartz walls and
a 297 nm optical filter could be used to significantly improve the SNR and supply a true
flat background.
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8.5 Future work with a four-step scheme
8.5.1 Autler-Townes splitting with microwaves
In the work of Chapter 7, it was possible to observe an Autler-Townes splitting of the
56F7/2 Rydberg level when coupling the 56F7/2 →58D5/2 transition with microwaves (111).
This was achieved by applying -2.0 dBm of microwave power at a frequency of 2×12.358
GHz across the cell. The splitting shows the general characteristics of becoming larger
with increased microwave power, and moving its centre point with the microwave detuning.
Figure 8.13 shows a laser scan of the third step over the 5D5/2 →56F7/2 transition with the
applied microwave field. Alternatively, it was also possible to see the effect in a frequency
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Figure 8.13: A scan of the third step laser over the 5D5/2 →56F7/2 transition. Autler-
townes splitting of the 56F7/2 level occurs when applying resonant microwaves to the
56F7/2 →58D5/2 transition at 2×12.358 GHz.
scan of the microwave field, with the third step laser comb-locked at the top of the 56F7/2
peak. In this case, the effect is seen as a sharp dip with FWHM ∼1 MHz in the first step
absorption, which occurs as the microwaves tune the centre of the splitting over the top of
the 56F7/2 peak. This Autler-Townes splitting could have implications for improving the
accuracy of the four-step Rydberg spectroscopy. In future work it would be interesting to
see which other pairs of states show the same behaviour.
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8.6.1 Future measurements with a three-step laser scheme
The work in this thesis has so far demonstrated that absolute frequencies of nP3/2 and
nF7/2 Rydberg states can be measured accurately using three-step laser excitation and
purely optical detection with a vapour cell. The four-step scheme has also shown very
promising results for measuring nG and even nH states. This four-photon scheme will
also allow nS and nD states to be measured very effectively in the future. The current
experiment therefore offers the possibility to carry out precision frequency comb spec-
troscopy of the whole range of Rydberg series from ` = 0 − 5, to a comparable accuracy
to the measurements in Section 6.5 of <1 MHz. Other fine structure components can also
be accessed by exciting through the 5D3/2 intermediate level instead, which is achievable
with the broadly tunable second step laser. This would allow access to the nP1/2 levels
for example. A summary of the accessible states is shown in Figure 8.14. These types
Figure 8.14: A summary of the Rydberg levels which are accessible, with dipole selection
rules, using three laser steps and a microwave field.
of measurement would also provide accurate values of the fine structure splittings for the
nP, nD and nF series. There is also the interesting idea of comparing absolute frequency
measurements of analogous transitions in 87Rb and 85Rb. If a sufficient accuracy could be
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achieved, it may be possible to extract nuclear information, which has been proposed by
Wundt et al (143).
Although the measurements made throughout this thesis give greatly improved abso-
lute transition frequencies, to improve upon the accuracy of quantum defect parameters
(from microwave spectroscopy) will require narrower linewidth signals.
8.6.2 Narrower linewidths for improved accuracy
As mentioned in Sections 8.3 and 8.5.1, off-resonance excitation and Autler-Townes spec-
troscopy (using the same three-step laser system) are two potential options for reducing
the Rydberg signal linewidth. Future work will involve investigating these in more detail.
However, another option will be to move to a two-step laser scheme. Using two-step EIT
(54) would immediately allow high precision absolute frequency measurements to be made
of nS1/2 and nD3/2,5/2 Rydberg states, with the typical 1 MHz wide EIT signals giving
an unprecedented level of precision. This could be completed with a 480 nm frequency
doubled diode laser and an additional comb amplification stage at 960 nm. The frequency
metrology and laser scanning setups would be the same. However, it is important to
note that in the EIT scheme the measurements will always be limited by the accuracy to
which the probe laser transition frequency is already known. There is no way to check for
Doppler offsets with this scheme and therefore the chosen probe transition on the D2 line
would need to be well measured previously.
One interesting and novel technique may be to combine the microwave spectroscopy of
Chapter 7 with a two-step EIT laser scheme. If similar behaviour could be observed as of
that in Section 8.5.1, a splitting of the EIT feature may be possible by driving an nS→ nP
or nD→ nP/nF Rydberg to Rydberg transition with microwaves. Due to the narrow
width of the EIT signal, this splitting could be used to accurately determine transition
frequencies. The scheme has been theoretically considered by Sandhya et al (105) and
should be experimentally viable. This would allow the Rydberg series with ` = 0 − 3 to
be measured with the advantage of the 1 MHz narrow EIT linewidth, giving a complete
set of high accuracy measurements. The possibility of narrow coherent EIT features in N-
level ladder systems (where N>4) has also been theoretically treated in Reference (106).
This may open up the possibility of developing more exotic multiple-photon, laser and
microwave excitation schemes in the future.
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8.6.3 Other considerations
The vapour cell sample has shown excellent performance as a sample for Rydberg spec-
troscopy, especially with regard to sensitivity to external electric fields. However, Sections
7.5 and 8.2.2 have shown that the main future limitations will be from residual electric
fields originating inside the cell and Rydberg-Rydberg frequency shifts. The nH signal
size is a useful meter for minimising residual fields, although Rydberg-Rydberg interac-
tions inside the cell will need to be better understood in order to make more accurate
measurements. It will also be important in the future to have a full semi-classical model
of the atomic system. Such a model could describe the coherences between the levels and
describe all the competing effects discussed throughout this work.
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Chapter 9
Frequency comb spectroscopy of
the Rb D lines
In Chapter 6 it was found that to significantly improve the three-step Rydberg spec-
troscopy it would be advantageous to have more accurate measurements for the lower
lying Rb D line transitions. There has been a large body of work on precision frequency
measurements of the D lines in the alkali metals which have become progressively more
accurate, as new techniques have been developed. This chapter will begin by presenting
some of these measurements and discussing the discrepancies that exist in the literature.
The development of a complete apparatus is described, which has been constructed for
making a new set of frequency comb measurements of these D lines using both atomic
beam and vapour cell samples. Finally, the chapter presents a new set of measurements for
the D1 line at 795 nm in
85Rb and 87Rb to an absolute accuracy of ∼50 kHz. These results
are compared with previous measurements and their integrity is tested with a number of
self-consistency checks. Some surprising systematic error sources are found which would
need to be carefully considered in future experiments of this type. All the work in this
chapter was carried out by myself.
9.1 Precision spectroscopy of the Rb D lines
9.1.1 Discrepancies in the literature
Absolute measurements
Since Barwood et al ’s work (61), absolute frequency measurements have been made by Ye
et al (92), Banerjee et al (62; 94), Marian et al (45) and most recently Maric et al (64).
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References (62; 92; 94) have focussed on SAS to make measurements, whilst References
(45; 64) have used cold atomic samples held in a MOT. Out of these, it is only Marian et al
(45) and Maric et al (64) that have used a frequency comb as an absolute reference, where
Marian et al has demonstrated the novel approach of direct frequency comb spectroscopy.
The serious discrepancies occur in the D1 line measurements at 795 nm. Reference (62)
has measured absolute frequencies of the D1 lines using a novel ring resonator method, and
shows serious disagreement against Reference (61) for the a, b, c, d, a′ and c′ transitions.
These new measurements disagree by up to 7σ in some cases, see Figure 9.1(a), (b) and (c).
The more recent single measurement of c from Reference (45), is also in very bad agreement
with Reference (62), see Figure 9.1(a). These differences were one of the motivations of the
work by Maric et al (64), where a frequency comb was used to clear up any ambiguity in
the numbers. Although the numbers from Reference (64) agree with those from Barwood
et al (61) on all accounts, the work was only able to access the a, c, a′ and c′ transitions
and not those from the other ground state, due to an essential re-pumper laser. Therefore,
Banerjee et al (62) give the only recent measurements for the b, d, b′ and d′ transitions.
Note that the b and d measurements from this work show poor self-consistency with
the highly precise ground state splitting measurement from Arimondo et al (91) (Figure
9.1(f)); this indicates that these measurements may be in error.
The D2 line measurements currently have very few discrepancies, however this could
be due to a lack of recent absolute measurements. From Ye et al (92), the absolute
frequencies of the entire D2 line in
87Rb can be computed. Successful consistency checks
with the ground state splitting also shows the reliability of these numbers. From the other
work by Banerjee et al (94), absolute frequencies of the entire D2 line in
85Rb can also
be computed. In this work the same ring resonator method was used as was in Reference
(62), which appeared to give erroneous results. However, this different paper shows good
consistency with both Reference (61) and the b/f crossover from Reference (92), plus
overall good consistency with the ground state splitting (see Figure 9.1(f)). Nevertheless,
it is still important to have another recent set of direct measurements for comparison,
especially after the inconsistencies that were observed for the D1 line. This is especially
true for the f and f ′ transitions which make up the first step of the Rydberg spectroscopy
scheme, and where Barwood et al reported anomalous measurements (61).
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Figure 9.1: Some of the discrepancies that exist in the literature from References (45; 61;
62; 63; 64; 94). (a), (b) and (c) show absolute frequency measurements of the D1 c, c
′
and a transitions. (d) and (e) are the hyperfine splitting measurements of the 5P1/2 state
in 85Rb and 87Rb respectively. (f) shows derived 5S1/2 ground state splitting frequencies
against the microwave measurement of Arimondo (91).
Relative measurements
Since Barwood et al ’s work (61), recent works by Das et al (63) and Rapol et al (95) have
measured the 5P1/2 and 5P3/2 hyperfine splittings directly with an AOM technique. Ye
et al (92) also made true direct measurements of the 5P3/2 hyperfine splittings with two
spectrometers. These studies have all used SAS to make measurements. The absolute
frequency measurements of References (62; 64; 94) are also able to supply values for these
splittings, by subtracting two numbers (the direct measurements are expected to be more
precise).
Significant problems occur for the 5P1/2 hyperfine splitting measurements in both
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isotopes. Deriving the splittings from the absolute measurements in Reference (62) gives
very different results to Reference (61) by an impressive 100σ. These large differences
were the motivation of the work of Das et al (63), to use an AOM technique (first used in
Reference (95)) to clear up any ambiguity. The measurements from Reference (63) are in
excellent agreement with the absolute measurements of Reference (62), but also in very
bad agreement with Barwood et al (61) and the most recent absolute measurements from
Maric et al (64) (see Figures 9.1(d) and (e)). In contrast, the 5P3/2 splittings show very
few discrepancies. Generally the measurements from References (61; 92; 94; 95) show
good agreement at the 2σ level. This excludes the case of the electric quadrupole constant
B(5P3/2) in
85Rb, which still shows some large 7σ inconsistencies with Reference (61).
9.1.2 Discussion
The most recent measurements by Maric et al (64) have caused a large divide between
parties; this is very prominent in Figures 9.1(c), (d) and (e). The transitions which
are of most interest to remeasure are the D1 line transitions in both isotopes and the
D2 line transitions in
85Rb. A full set of direct absolute measurements will also give a
new set of measurements of the hyperfine splittings in the 5P1/2 and 5P3/2 states. This
is also a powerful way to assess systematic errors. For example, the 5P1/2, 5P3/2 and
5S1/2 hyperfine splittings can be computed in several different ways to check for both
self-consistency and consistency against highly accurate microwave spectroscopy numbers
(91).
9.2 Experimental setups
Two types of spectrometer have been constructed for carrying out D line measurements:
An SAS setup based around a vapour cell sample and a beam fluorescence spectrometer
based around a collimated atomic beam sample. Comparing measurements from two
different spectrometers is another powerful way of eliminating sources of systematic error.
It is also one way of understanding the large sources of discrepancy discussed in Section
9.1.1.
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9.2.1 SAS spectrometer
Apparatus
The apparatus for the SAS spectrometer is shown in Figure 9.2. The setup uses pump
and probe beam powers of 7 µW and 1 µW respectively, with both beams having a 2
mm diameter. A long arm length of 76 cm allows a small angle between the pump and
probe beams of 7 mrad at the point of intersection inside the cell. This angle leads to a
residual Doppler width of approximately 2 MHz at room temperature. Both laser beams
are linearly polarised with PBS cubes. The vapour cell is made from Pyrex and contains
natural Rb with no buffer gas, it is 75 mm in length and 25 mm in diameter. The cell
is placed inside a three layered µ-metal shield to reduce magnetic fields within the cell.
An electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used to chop the pump beam and lock-in detection
is used to extract the SAS signals on a flat background. Alternatively, the EOM can be
deactivated and the laser frequency can be modulated. Lock-in detection can then be used
to extract third derivative signals of the SAS peaks.
Figure 9.2: The SAS spectrometer optical setup. ND: Neutral-density filter, PBS: Polar-
ising beam splitter, EOM: Electro-optic modulator, GT: Glan-Thompson polariser, PD:
Photodiode.
Several different optical layouts were also considered: One alternative is to separate the
pump and probe beams using beam splitters, which allows the beams to counter-propagate
with zero residual angle. However with these setups, problems were found with optical
interference between the pump and probe beams on the photodiode.
Broad scans over the D1 line
Figure 9.3 shows a broad frequency scan over the D1 line of
85Rb and 87Rb from the
SAS spectrometer, using a 795 nm Toptica DL100 ECDL laser. The laser was scanned by
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tuning the grating piezo and the scan was completed in two 20 s sections. Trace i) shows
the Doppler broadened spectrum with the SAS peaks. Trace ii) shows the SAS peaks
from the LIA with the Doppler background removed; the pump beam was chopped with
the EOM at 7 kHz. Trace iii) shows the SAS peaks extracted using 3f FM spectroscopy.
For this, an AOM was used to modulate the laser frequency by 6 MHz at a rate of 3 kHz
and the LIA was used to extract the signal at the third derivative. Because the Doppler
background appears almost linear in the vicinity of an SAS peak, it is predominantly
removed in the third derivative signal, without the need for chopping the pump beam
(144). This technique is ideal for extracting signals for laser stabilisation purposes, where
the Doppler background can pull the lock position off line centre. Notice that there are
also crossover signals found exactly midway between each pair of transitions which share
a common ground state.
The oscillations seen on the base line of Figure 9.3 ii) are optical interference fringes
between the pump and probe beam at the photodiode; this was quite problematic where
pump light was reflected off the cell window and reached the photodiode. To solve this
problem Brewster angled cell windows are often used, however by significantly tilting the
cell this problem can be minimised. In the latest incarnation of the optical setup these
oscillations were eliminated.
9.2.2 Atomic beam spectrometer
The atomic beam apparatus was originally constructed for an improved test of Lorentz in-
variance using two counter-propagating Rb atomic beams. These beams were to be probed
with lasers simultaneously, forming an Ives-Stillwell experiment (145; 146). However, the
apparatus was easily converted to carry out precision spectroscopy measurements of Rb,
by moving to a perpendicular excitation arrangement as outlined in Section 1.2.2.
First order Doppler shifts in beam spectroscopy
One disadvantage of the collimated beam method over the SAS method is that any mis-
alignment from θ =90◦ (between the atomic beam vector v and laser wave-vector k) leads
to a finite first order Doppler shift of the transition frequency. This results in a shift equal
to ∆fDopp = kvcosθ/2pi. Fortunately, one can precisely measure θ by probing the atomic
beam from the opposite direction with a second laser beam (147). This laser beam can
be derived from the same laser but must counter-propagate accurately with the original
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beam. The atoms will experience equal and opposite Doppler shifts from each beam, giv-
ing a measurement of the misalignment error. As an example, a misalignment of 5 mrad,
with a 780 nm laser and 160 ms−1 beam, will lead to frequency shifts of ±1 MHz .
Apparatus
The atomic beam source in this work is a commercially available alkali metal dispenser
(AMD) from Saes Getters (148). These Rb sources have been used for Doppler-free D
line spectroscopy (149), Doppler-free Rydberg spectroscopy (87) and are routinely used
for loading MOTs (150). The dispenser consists of ∼1 mg of natural Rb, a quantity of
chromate and a reducing agent, all contained in a folded electrode. By applying a current
of 5-8 A through the electrode filament, Rb atoms are ejected across a hemisphere at an
approximate rate of 1017 s−1 (75). The velocity distribution of these sources has been
studied with a time-of-flight technique, and the results show that the peak velocity occurs
at 160 ms−1 with a FWHM of ∼300 ms−1 (75).
Figure 9.4: The vacuum chamber setup for the atomic beam apparatus. AMD: Alkali
metal dispenser, NIR: Near infra-red.
The beam setup which has been constructed can be seen in Figure 9.4. The system
consists of a 10 inch diameter vacuum chamber, which is evacuated with a water cooled
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turbo pump (which has a scroll type backing pump). The vacuum chamber pressure
is typically 4×10−7 mbar, which is monitored with an ion gauge. Fibre and electrical
feedthroughs allow laser light and electrical signals to be coupled in and out of the chamber.
Within the vacuum chamber is a 38×229 mm optical bench, allowing optical compo-
nents to be arranged in several geometries if required. The optical bench is held by a
home-made stand so that components along the bench lie along the axis of the vacuum
chamber. Rb atoms leave the dispenser and travel a distance of 400 mm before being col-
limated by a 1 mm diameter pinhole at the end of the bench. This gives an approximate
divergence angle of 14 mrad. One can therefore expect a Doppler width of 4 MHz to a
perpendicular observer. Based on the flux, and most probable velocity, the atomic density
in the interaction region is estimated to be ∼109 cm−3 (approximately 10× lower than a
room temperature vapour cell). After being collimated, the atoms enter the interaction
region where they are excited by laser light from one of two opposite directions. Two
Figure 9.5: The atomic beam excitation region and detection scheme. APC-SMF: Single-
mode fibre with angled-physical-contact connector.
identical angled-physical-contact (APC) single-mode anti-reflection-coated fibre couplers
launch the laser light inside the chamber. The bench ensures that they are aligned with the
pinhole and atomic beam. The two fibre couplers are mode matched and aligned relative
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to one another to ensure equal and opposite Doppler shifts from any beam misalignment.
The laser beam diameters are 2.9 mm, giving a transit-time of 20 µs. Polarisers provide
the option of purifying the laser polarisation after the fibres to minimise Zeeman shifts,
which is discussed in Section 9.5.5. A photodiode above the excitation region detects the
scattered light from the beam, this fluorescence is the measurable signal.
Detecting the atomic beam fluorescence
In this preliminary search for a beam, a 780 nm New Focus Vortex ECDL was used. The
typical laser power was 1 mW inside the chamber, giving an intensity of 15 mWcm−2
in the interaction region. A simple cell-based SAS spectrometer was also set up next
to the vacuum apparatus using the same laser. This supplied a reference signal when
exciting the beam. Two methods of lock-in detection were used to detect the atomic beam
fluorescence; the probe beam was chopped with a chopper wheel or frequency modulated
via the injection current.
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Figure 9.6: Atomic beam fluorescence
of the 5S1/2, F = 3 → 5P3/2, F = 4
transition detected using a LIA, by chop-
ping the probe beam. The frequency axis
is calibrated from the known hyperfine
splittings.
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Figure 9.7: Atomic beam fluorescence of
the 5S1/2, F = 3→ 5P3/2, F = 4 transi-
tion captured using a LIA, by modulat-
ing the probe beam frequency. The fre-
quency axis is calibrated from the known
hyperfine splittings.
Limitations
The atomic beam spectrometer requires significant improvements before it can achieve a
comparable SNR and resolution to the SAS spectrometer. These must be made before it
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can be used for high precision measurements. Large probe laser powers of 1 mW were
required to detect the signals in Figures 9.6 and 9.7. This has two effects: Firstly, only
the 5S1/2, F = 3→ 5P3/2, F = 4 cycling transition is visible, because for all other 5P3/2
hyperfine states the atomic population is rapidly pumped into the 5S1/2, F=2 ground
state. Secondly, this will cause the transition linewidth to be power broadened to 13 MHz.
The limiting factor is the detection sensitivity; if this could be increased, lower laser powers
could be considered.
The larger observed linewidth of 60 MHz in Figures 9.6 and 9.7 is dominated by
residual Doppler broadening, due to the velocity distribution of the atoms and a small
misalignment between the laser and atomic beam. There is also a small broad Doppler
background in Figure 9.6. This is from stray atoms which are excited by the laser but
which are not within the beam.
9.3 AOM setup for precision laser scanning
Two identical AOM systems were constructed for the improved Lorentz invariance ex-
periment (145; 146) to allow accurate and independent frequency tuning of two probes,
derived from a single laser. These AOM systems are also ideal for carrying out precision
laser scans over atomic transitions with the two spectrometers. They allow the frequency
of a laser to be tuned by a well defined RF (151). The AOMs used in this work are Brim-
rose TEF-200-50 models, based on TeO2 crystals with a 0.75 mm active aperture size.
They are driven by voltage-controlled, high power RF drivers with a centre frequency of
200 MHz and tuning range of ±25 MHz.
9.3.1 Optical layout
The AOM systems were designed to be fully fibre-coupled so that 780 nm or 795 nm lasers
could be interchanged, and so that lasers could be sent to either of the spectrometers
without any complex realignment (see Figure 9.8). The systems are based on a double-pass
scheme, see for example Reference (151). This scheme removes the frequency dependence
of the deflection angle and ensures optimum beam pointing stability after the AOM. The
double-pass scheme also means that the AOM frequency shifts the laser up/down by
twice the applied RF. This results in a centre frequency of 400 MHz and an increased
scan range of ±50 MHz. Polarisation-maintaining (PM) fibres ensure well controlled laser
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Figure 9.8: The AOM setup. SMF-PM: Single-mode polarisation-maintaining fibre, PBS:
Polarising beam splitter, AOM: Acousto-optic modulator.
polarisation, and λ/2 zero-order wave plates match the laser polarisation with the slow axis
of the fibres. The fibre collimators have adjustable collimation and therefore laser light is
focussed directly into the centre of the AOM to achieve maximum diffraction efficiency.
The focussing is achieved over a long distance to minimise the convergence angle of the
beam; this ensures optimum matching with the diffraction angle.
9.3.2 Efficiency
Various efficiency plots of one of the AOM systems are shown in Figure 9.9. The RF input
was supplied by a high power Brimrose voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), with inputs
for frequency and power tuning. It was possible to achieve up to 80% diffraction efficiency
on a single pass, and around 70% on a second pass, giving double-pass efficiencies of more
than 50%. The double-passed output beam was coupled into a single-mode optical fibre.
The pointing stability in front of the fibre is excellent and the fibre-coupled output shows
an almost identically shaped efficiency curve to the double-passed beam.
9.3.3 Frequency shift
To carry out precision scans over the D lines requires knowing the exact frequency shift
applied by the AOM. This can be achieved by driving the AOM with a stable synthesiser,
which is amplified up to the required power. An amplifier was not available in this work,
so instead a method for monitoring the frequency of the VCO was developed. To do this
the beat note between the un-shifted and shifted light from the AOM was monitored at
400 MHz with an avalanche photodiode (APD), see Figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.9: AOM efficiency plots for the single-pass, double-pass and fibre-coupled double-
pass beams.
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Figure 9.10: The beat note between the
shifted and un-shifted laser, before and
after the AOM, has a SNR of 50 dB. An
RBW of 200 kHz was used for this trace.
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Figure 9.11: The Allan deviation (118)
of the free running and stabilised AOM
system.
9.3.4 Frequency stability
Figure 9.11 displays a plot of the Allan deviation (118) of the free running AOM over 1000
s. The AOM VCO driver frequency can drift by 7 kHz over 15 minute time periods and the
linewidth of the beat note is around 52 kHz due to jitter on shorter time scales. For this
reason, an absolute voltage to frequency relation will always have accuracy limitations. To
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overcome this, the VCO driver frequency was actively phase-locked to a stable synthesiser
using a PLL (92). A DBM was used to down-convert the 400 MHz AOM beat to 20 MHz
via a synthesiser. This 20 MHz signal was then sent to one of the spare comb lockboxes
for phase locking (see Section 3.1.3). The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure
9.12 and the stability of the AOM after stabilisation is also shown in Figure 9.11. When
locked the frequency drifts are eliminated. This stability could be maintained over an
AOM tuning range of 90 MHz, making this an ideal scheme for accurate stabilised laser
scans.
Photodiode
Shielded cell
EOM
N
PBS
Figure 9.12: The setup used for stabilising the AOM VCO using a PLL. The optical fibres
have been removed for clarity. APD: Avalanche photodiode, PBS: Polarising beam splitter,
VCO: Voltage controlled oscillator, RF: Radio frequency input, LO: Local oscillator input,
IF: Intermediate frequency output, DDS: Direct digital synthesiser.
9.3.5 Limitations
The AOM frequency performance exceeds the minimum requirements for the D line pre-
cision spectroscopy, however the diffraction efficiency is still a large problem. A change in
probe power of just 1% leads to a change in voltage at the photodiode, that in most cases
is many times larger than the SAS peak being studied. For example, when scanning by 5
MHz this change can be as large as 5%. Therefore intensity stabilisation is also required.
The apparatus in Figure 9.13 was constructed to resolve this problem.
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Photodiode
Shielded cell
EOM
N
PBS
Figure 9.13: A setup for stabilising the AOM output intensity using active feedback. The
optical fibres and beat detection scheme are removed for clarity. PD: Photodiode, PBS:
Polarising beam splitter, VCO: Voltage controlled oscillator, PID: Proportional-integral-
differential controller.
9.4 EOM for FM spectroscopy
Adding FM to a commercial diode laser via the injection current is a trivial task. However,
attempting to lock the central laser frequency to a line of the comb at the same time will
only act to compensate the modulation within the locking bandwidth. Therefore external
frequency modulators are useful, leaving the un-modulated laser available for comb-locking
or other experiments. Although the frequency shift of an AOM can be varied to modulate
the laser frequency, the disadvantage, as discussed in Section 9.3.3, is that the frequency
shift must always be measured and stabilised. This requires that the PLL used to stabilise
the AOM driver frequency tracks the applied modulation, or that the AOM is driven by
a stable amplified synthesiser with FM. There is also the added concern of RAM from the
AOM, which needs to be carefully corrected, see for example Reference (92).
An EOM is a nicer solution as it modulates the phase of the laser, which has the effect
of modulating the laser frequency around the carrier. There is therefore no frequency shift
to be calibrated. Also, alignment is simpler, with fewer optical components. An EOM
system was developed for the purpose of FM spectroscopy using a Thorlabs EO-PM-NR
modulator based on a LiNbO3 crystal, with a 170 V half-wave voltage at 780 nm. For
high-frequency, low-depth FM spectroscopy, the optimum modulation frequency is the
FWHM of the peak being studied (24), which in this case is 6 MHz.
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9.4.1 LC tank circuit
To achieve a sufficient modulation depth, a large AC voltage of 10-100 V amplitude must
be applied over the EOM at 6 MHz; this is not possible with a synthesiser alone as the
EOM is essentially a 14 pF capacitor. One way to achieve high voltages over the EOM is
to place the unit in a resonant LC circuit (152). A circuit was designed using a 47 µH
inductor in series with the EOM, see Figure 9.14. The inductor was chosen so that the
Figure 9.14: The LC circuit constructed
for frequency modulation with an EOM.
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Figure 9.15: A plot of the LC circuit
resonance.
series circuit resonates at 6.2 MHz. On resonance, the output of the driving synthesiser is
amplified by the Q factor of the resonant circuit. Figure 9.15 shows the circuit resonance
as the synthesiser frequency is tuned. The resonance has a linewidth of 350 kHz, which
equates to a Q factor of approximately 17. The resonance occurs at 4.4 MHz as opposed
to 6.2 MHz; this can be attributed to the extra capacitance of the cables and connectors
that make the circuit.
9.4.2 Laser sidebands
To study the performance of the system, the EOM was placed in the path of a 780 nm
Toptica DL100 ECDL. This was then coupled into a BDU of the frequency comb to observe
the beat notes of the laser sidebands against a line of the comb. Figure 9.16 shows these
beat notes for a range of synthesiser peak-to-peak amplitudes over the EOM. It is clear
from the plots that a good depth is achievable with this simple setup, which is ideal for
FM spectroscopy of Rb.
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Figure 9.16: Beat notes between a frequency modulated laser and a line of the frequency
comb. As more voltage is applied over the EOM, more laser power is distributed to the
first order sidebands at ±4 MHz.
9.5 Absolute frequency measurement of the D1 line from
the SAS spectrometer
9.5.1 Laser metrology and control
The scannable comb offset-lock, which was developed and demonstrated in Chapter 6, is
able to achieve the properties of the AOM scans discussed in Section 9.3, without the
difficulties and limitations that were found. This method was therefore chosen to carry
out a set of pilot absolute frequency measurements of the D1 line of Rb using the SAS
spectrometer.
A 795 nm Toptica DL100 ECDL was stabilised to a line of the frequency comb using
feedback to the FET input of the diode injection current. The scanning scheme is identical
to that used for the third step laser in Section 6.5 (see Figure 6.1 for details). The only
difference is that beat detection is carried out with 795 nm comb light in a 795 nm BDU.
Figure 9.17 shows the 795 nm laser beat note against the comb. The comb-locked laser
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linewidth has a FWHM of 1.1 MHz; this is higher than the specified linewidth and comes
mostly from lab noise, which was also found in Section 6.2.4. Figure 9.18 shows a plot of
the stability of this laser whilst locked to the comb. The laser stability reaches a minimum
of 56 Hz at 20 s. This stability could be maintained across a tuning range of fbeat=10-40
MHz.
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Figure 9.17: A close-up of the beat note
between the 795 nm laser and a line of
the frequency comb whilst comb-locked.
The laser has a FWHM linewidth of 1.1
MHz. This was taken with an RBW of
5 kHz.
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Figure 9.18: The stability (118) of the
795 nm probe laser when comb-locked.
This was computed from a 6000 s data
set.
For each hyperfine component of the D1 lines of
85Rb and 87Rb, the comb was ar-
ranged so that fbeat=+25 MHz corresponded to the centre of the targeted transition from
Reference (61). fbeat=+25 MHz corresponds to the centre of a 10-40 MHz scan of fbeat,
which is equivalent to a 30-60 MHz scan of fLO. For a single laser experiment, as opposed
to the three-step scheme, it is simple to find a suitable repetition rate for each transition
by using Equation 4.1 and the procedure outlined in Section 4.2.2. A table of the comb
parameters which were used when targeting each transition can be found in Appendix C;
all beat signs were chosen to be positive.
9.5.2 D1 spectroscopy
To make the D1 line measurements the EOM was instead used as a low frequency ampli-
tude modulator, chopping the pump beam in the SAS spectrometer at a frequency of 4.5
kHz (see Figure 9.2) and removing the Doppler background. This form of detection was
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chosen over the 3f FM technique because it is the most basic scheme with which to begin
this investigation, requiring only linear scanning, with no FM involved. Data was cap-
tured from the LIA via GPIB, using the same LabVIEW program as that used in Section
6.5. The LIA time constant was set to 100 ms and scans were typically completed in 60 s
with 60 points. Figure 9.19 shows an example of a laser scan over the d′ transition. The
signal is highly symmetric, which is reflected in the residuals. The transition FWHMs, at
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Figure 9.19: A comb-stabilised scan of the 795 nm laser over the d′ hyperfine transition in
the SAS spectrometer, with 200 points taken over 200 s. The red line is a Lorentzian fit
to the data. The peak is highly symmetric which is demonstrated by the flat fit residuals.
the chosen pump/probe laser powers of 7/1 µW, were typically 8 MHz. By extrapolating
to zero laser power, the FWHM approaches 6.7(2) MHz, in comparison with the natural
linewidth of 5.75 MHz (103). The additional width is expected to be from the residual
Doppler width and the laser linewidth.
9.5.3 Absolute frequency measurements
The set of absolute frequency measurements made for the D1 lines from the SAS spec-
trometer are shown in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Absolute frequency measurements of the D1 line transitions. Where available,
frequencies from Reference (64) are also shown for comparison.
transition This work (kHz) Maric et al (64) (kHz)
a 377 104 389 819(51) 377 104 389 803(79)
a/c 377 104 798 142(51) -
c 377 105 206 502(51) 377 105 206 462(79)
a′ 377 105 909 799(45) 377 105 909 777(28)
a′/c′ 377 106 090 615(45) -
c′ 377 106 271 364(45) 377 106 271 276(28)
b′ 377 108 945 576(45) -
b′/d′ 377 109 126 375(45) -
d′ 377 109 307 123(45) -
b 377 111 224 471(51) -
b/d 377 111 632 825(51) -
d 377 112 041 149(51) -
9.5.4 Consistency checks
There are several consistency checks that can be made with the frequencies in Table 9.1.
Firstly, the crossover resonances should lie exactly midway between their respective states
(98). Secondly, the ground state splittings, derived by subtracting the relevant transition
frequencies, should agree with microwave spectroscopy numbers, and be self-consistent.
Finally, the hyperfine splittings of the 5P1/2 level should be self-consistent; these are also
derived by subtracting the relevant transition frequencies. Table 9.2 summarises these
checks. The results indicate that the measurements are consistent within the predicted
absolute errors, see Table 9.3.
9.5.5 Error analysis
Table 9.3 is a summary of the estimated errors on theD1 absolute frequency measurements.
These are discussed throughout this section.
Random error and fit error
The repeatability of the frequencies were studied by taking repeated readings for several
states. Transitions with large peak sizes, such as those in 85Rb, showed a standard devia-
tion of 7 kHz for a set of 15 readings. In contrast, transitions with smaller peak sizes, such
as those in 87Rb, showed a standard deviation of 22 kHz for a set of 15 readings. This
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Table 9.2: Consistency checks for the D1 line frequency measurements. Cross-over reso-
nances are compared with self-predictions, 5S1/2 hyperfine splittings are compared with
microwave spectroscopy numbers from Reference (91) and 5P1/2 hyperfine splittings are
compared with self-mean values.
Predicted (MHz) Measured (MHz) Difference (kHz)
a/c crossover 377 104 798.161(36) 377 104 798.142 19
a’/c’ crossover 377 106 090.582(32) 377 106 090.615 -33
b’/d’ crossover 377 109 126.350(32) 377 109 126.375 -25
b/d crossover 377 111 632.810(36) 377 111 632 825 -15
a’-b’ separation 3035.732439 3035.777(64) -45
c’-d’ separation 3035.732439 3035.758(64) -26
a’/c’-b’/d’ separation 3035.732439 3035.760(64) -28
a-b separation 6834.68261284 6834.652(72) 31
c-d separation 6834.68261284 6834.647(72) 36
a/c-b/d separation 6834.68261284 6834.683(72) 0
Measured (MHz) Mean (MHz) Difference (kHz)
a-c spacing 816.683(72) 816.681(72) 2
b-d spacing 816.678(72) - -3
a’-c’ spacing 361.565(64) 361.556(64) 9
b’-d’ spacing 361.547(64) -9
Table 9.3: Error budget. All errors are 1σ and in units of kilohertz. The total error is the
sum in quadrature of the different sources.
Source 85Rb 87Rb
Residual angle 44 44
Pressure shifts 5 5
Random error 7 22
Power shifts - 12
Laser frequency 4 4
Recoil energy 3.7 3.6
2nd order Doppler shift 0.2 0.2
Magnetic fields 0.1 0.1
Total 45 kHz 51 kHz
larger spread comes from fit errors and the fact that slight asymmetries in the peaks can
become more prominent on smaller signals.
Fit errors are potentially large sources of systematic error in this regime. At this level
of accuracy, one is attempting to locate the centre of the line to 1/1000th of the linewidth.
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Asymmetries manifesting as systematic residuals of just 1% of the signal size, can easily
pull the line centre measurement off by over 30 kHz. In this experiment, if the laser mode
was not optimum, the peaks would often inherit a slight asymmetry, barely visible by
eye but enough to cause a shift. For this reason, great care was taken so that each scan
was highly symmetric by checking that the fit residuals were made of structureless noise.
Fortunately, the comb-stabilised scanning technique gives a truly linear frequency scan so
unlike other techniques these asymmetries can be studied in great detail and removed.
Optical pumping and Zeeman shifts
Optical pumping was avoided by using purely pi polarised light in both beams. This was
achieved using PBS cubes with a 1:1000 extinction ratio. Nevertheless, reflection from
optical components and birefringence of the cell windows will still cause a slight ellipticity
to the light. This will result in a small degree of optical pumping. In the presence
of a small magnetic field, the effect of this is to cause an asymmetry in the lineshape
and a small frequency shift due to preferential populating of certain non-degenerate mF
sublevels (63). This possibility is avoided by placing the vapour cell inside a three layered
µ-metal shield which reduces the ambient magnetic fields around the cell. Using a fluxgate
magnetometer, the magnetic fields inside the cell were measured to be 0.5 µT with a single
layer of µ-metal and <0.01 µT with three layers (limited by the magnetometer resolution).
The maximum Zeeman shift will therefore be ∼100 Hz.
Residual angle between pump and probe beams
Assuming an isotropic velocity distribution in the cell, a small angle between the pump and
probe beams should lead only to a broadening of the SAS peak due to a residual Doppler
width. However, in Reference (61), large systematic frequency shifts of the transitions
were observed due to this angle. It was therefore important to check that the small 7
mrad angle in this setup was not a significant source of systematic shift.
The d′ transition was measured with ±7, ±8, ±12, ±21 and ∼0 mrad angles between
the pump and probe, see Figure 9.20. As expected, the peak became more Gaussian
as the angle was increased, due to a larger residual Doppler width. No clear trend was
visible between increased angle and frequency, although shifts of up to 190 kHz were seen
throughout the study. These observed shifts are dominated not by the angle itself, but
by the reproducibility of the pump-probe intersection point inside the cell. This will be
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Figure 9.20: Measurements of the d′
transition frequency with various pump-
probe intersection angles. The error bars
are based on the spread of a set of re-
peated measurements. The transition
frequencies are written as fLO values.
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Figure 9.21: Measurements of the d′
transition frequency with different total
laser powers. The error bars are based on
the spread of a set of repeated measure-
ments. The transition frequencies are
written as fLO values.
discussed in Section 9.7.1. As a check, the d′ transition was independently measured five
separate times after realigning the pump and probe beam to the operating angle of 7 mrad.
The measurements were spread by 44 kHz, which gives an estimated error contribution.
AC-Stark shifts
The AC-stark shift (light shift) of an atomic level, by off-resonance coupling of the laser
with neighbouring hyperfine states, is given by the equation (98):
fAC-Stark ≈ Ω
2
4δ
. (9.1)
Ω is the transition Rabi frequency and δ is the detuning from a non-resonant state, which
is equal to the hyperfine splitting of the 5P1/2 level in this case
1. AC-Stark shifts of
100 Hz/(µW/cm2) and 47 Hz/(µW/cm2) are expected for 85Rb and 87Rb transitions
respectively (64). In this setup the total laser intensity is approximately 260 µW/cm2 and
therefore light shifts of around 26 kHz are expected in 85Rb.
For 85Rb each transition was measured at seven different pump-probe laser powers and
these measurements were extrapolated to zero laser power. These are the measurements
shown in Table 9.1. As an example, for the c′ transition, a light shift of 4 kHz/µW
1Equation 9.1 is valid for Ω  δ, as is the case in this experiment.
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was detected, leading to a total shift of 33±15 kHz. This is in good agreement with the
prediction. Figure 9.21 shows light shift data for the d′ transition.
For 87Rb transitions it was not possible to detect light shifts due to the larger random
error. Therefore shifts for these transitions were added as a possible error source of 12
kHz, which is estimated from the laser powers used. The 87Rb measurements in Table
9.1 are the average of four repeated measurements taken with the normal working laser
powers.
Second order Doppler shifts
A moving atom also experiences a second order Doppler shift, which is independent of the
direction of motion relative to the laser (98). In SAS, the atoms are still in motion in a
plane perpendicular to the pump and probe lasers and therefore this term appears as a
systematic frequency shift. It is given by
fDopp 2nd =
v2
c2
f, (9.2)
where v is the atomic velocity, and f is the laser frequency. Based on the most probable
velocity of atoms in the cell, this shift equates to 240 Hz.
Photon momentum
The photon momentum has two effects on the transition frequency (153). Firstly, it
causes it to shift up by the recoil energy hf2/2mc2, where f and m are the transition
frequency and mass of the the Rb atom respectively. These shifts are 3.6 kHz and 3.7
kHz for 87Rb and 85Rb respectively. Secondly, each recoil modifies the velocity of the
atom, and therefore the laser has the effect of slightly redistributing the velocities in the
interaction region. This manifests itself as an asymmetry of the SAS peak (154). The
highly symmetric line shapes of the scans in this work (see Figure 9.19) indicate that any
redistribution is negligible.
Collisional shifts
It is expected that collisions between Rb atoms will cause a systematic frequency shift,
which will scale with the Rb vapour pressure (24). To check for such systematic shifts, the
d′ transition was measured in a heated cell. The cell temperature was varied from 25-60 ◦C
and the transition was measured across two days, which is displayed in Figure 9.22. From
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Figure 9.22: Measurements of the d′ transition taken with various different Rb vapour
pressures. The error bars are the uncertainties in the Lorentzian fits to the peaks. The
transition frequencies are written as fLO values.
the data, the maximum pressure shift could be 37 kHz/mPa. For a room temperature
Rb vapour pressure of 0.05 mPa, this equates to a shift of the transition frequencies by
no more than 2 kHz. There is also the possibility of frequency shifts from collisions with
other foreign molecules inside the cell, although based on work from other groups, such
shifts are expected to be no more than a few kilohertz (92; 123). Also, the fact that the
extrapolated zero-power linewidth of 6.7 MHz is fully accounted for by the laser linewidth
and residual Doppler width of the cell indicates that collisional effects are negligible.
Time delays in data acquisition
By choosing a sensible scan speed and LIA time constant, measurement differences between
upwards and downwards laser scans were less than the random error of 7 kHz. This was
checked with the d′ transition. To be sure this had no effect on the measurements, for
every transition studied, equal numbers of scans were made in each direction and averaged.
Laser frequency errors
From the GPS referenced Rb standard, the comb system’s relative absolute accuracy is
expected to be 5 × 10−12 (115), equating to 2 kHz at 795 nm. To check for laser lock
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errors, the scannable offset-lock was monitored during each laser scan using a frequency
counter. On average, lock errors were no more than 3 kHz. The stability of the laser
during a single scan was typically a few hundred hertz from Figure 9.18.
9.5.6 Long term reproducibility
The d′ transition frequency was found to be reproducible to 17 kHz on a daily basis, with
the associated minor adjustments in alignment, laser power and laser mode. Figure 9.23
shows measurements of this transition taken across four weeks.
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Figure 9.23: Measurements of the d′ transition taken over four weeks, the red dotted lines
are 1σ bounds and lay at ±17 kHz of the mean. The error bars are the uncertainties in
the Lorentzian fits to the peaks. The transition frequencies are written as fLO values.
9.6 Comparison with previous measurements
9.6.1 Absolute measurements
Figure 9.24(a), (b), (c) and (d) compare the results from this work with previous mea-
surements by other groups. Interestingly, all the measurements made in this work agree
within error with the results of Maric et al (64). Plus, the results of Banerjee et al (62)
could not be reproduced in this experiment.
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Figure 9.24: Some of the new measurements displayed against those from References
(45; 61; 62; 63; 64). (a), (b), (c) and (d) show absolute frequency measurements of the c,
c′, a and d transitions, (e) and (f) are the hyperfine splitting measurements of the 5P1/2
state in 85Rb and 87Rb respectively.
It was suggested in Reference (64) that some of the discrepancies observed may be
a result of using SAS, and that unaccounted shifts may not have been addressed. For
this reason they chose to use a MOT to eliminate any systematic errors associated with
the atomic motion, and that of cell-based spectroscopy. These new results show that
measurements from SAS appear to agree well with the MOT measurements, indicating
that SAS is a perfectly viable method at this level of accuracy. Moreover, SAS offers extra
self-consistency checks over the MOT method.
The b, d, b′ and d′ transitions were not directly measured by Maric et al (64) and
therefore cannot be compared. However, based on the self-consistency checks in Section
9.5.4, the new measurements for these transitions made in this chapter appear to be
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reliable. These numbers are of particular importance for the b and d transitions where the
most recent measurements made in Reference (62) significantly disagree with Barwood et
al (61), see Figure 9.24(d).
9.6.2 Relative measurements
Figures 9.24(e) and (f) compare the 5P1/2 hyperfine splitting derived from this work with
previous measurements. Table 9.4 summarises previous measurements of the magnetic
dipole constant A(5P1/2). These constants are equal to the 5P1/2 hyperfine splitting
divided by three and two for 85Rb and 87Rb respectively (see Appendix A.5). The hyperfine
Table 9.4: The magnetic dipole constant A(5P1/2) from this work and other previous
works (61; 62; 63; 64; 93). All units are in megahertz.
Source 85Rb (MHz) 87Rb (MHz)
This work 120.519(21) 408.341(36)
Maric et al 2008 (64) 120.500(13) 408.330(56)
Das et al 2006 (63) 120.645(5) 406.119(7)
Banerjee et al 2004 (62) 120.640(20) 406.147(15)
Barwood et al 1991 (61) 120.499(10) 408.328(15)
Beacham et al 1971 (93) 120.72(50) 406.2(1.5)
constants measured in this work agree in all cases with Maric et al (64) and Barwood et
al (61), but disagree with Banerjee et al (62) and Das et al (63) by up to 77σ. The 4
MHz difference in Figure 9.24(f) is particularly concerning.
9.6.3 Discussion
The disagreement in previous absolute frequency measurements is not fully understood.
It could be related to the absolute reference that was used in Reference (62). For example,
in this paper a D2 transition from the work of Reference (92) is used as a reference when
calibrating a ring resonator. The ring resonator is then used to measure the frequency
gap to other D line transitions. This process adds a set of potential systematic errors
associated with the three additional locking circuits required, each of which needs to be
locked accurately within a few tens of kilohertz to a 6 MHz transition peak. Also, there are
additional systematic errors associated with the resonator itself, as one is actually com-
paring wavelengths and not frequencies. For other Rb absolute measurements, frequencies
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have been counted directly. In Reference (92), measurements are made directly against a
778 nm reference laser (locked to a narrow two-photon transition), whilst in References
(45; 64) and the work in this chapter, measurements are made directly with a comb.
Putting the above discrepancies aside, the most dramatic result is that of the hyperfine
splitting measurements, with still up to 4 MHz disagreement. It is reassuring that the
difference measurements from this work in Table 9.2 agree with one another to well within
error. There is no other obvious source which could cause such a large shift. The hyperfine
splittings are expected to be the most reliable numbers because most of the sources of
frequency shift will affect the two hyperfine levels equally and will therefore cancel out
in a difference measurement. Even the unlikely situation of an inaccurately referenced
frequency comb would not affect the measurement. It is therefore expected that there
may be a more general factor involved between the previous works (61; 62; 63; 64): 4
MHz is 60% of the transition linewidth, such a difference is not likely to come from the
spectrometer but most likely from the measurement procedure.
Some of the systematic shifts found in this investigation raise concerning questions
about other papers where locking techniques have been used to measure transitions (62;
63). As already discussed in Section 9.5.5 (and also in Section 6.8.5), locating the centre of
a 6 MHz peak at the 10 kHz level requires extremely high symmetry of the signal. It would
therefore be essential that a linear scan is carried out across the locking signal beforehand
to check for asymmetries. Otherwise, the central lock point cannot necessarily be trusted
at 10 kHz accuracies. There is also the fact that other papers have not mentioned a
frequency shift with pump-probe alignment in an SAS spectrometer, which in this work
was the dominant source of systematic shift. In conclusion, this work has shown that
achieving <10 kHz uncertainties on absolute or relative measurements of the Rb D lines
is an experimental challenge.
9.7 Outlook
9.7.1 Improvements
Atomic beam spectrometer
The limiting factor of the atomic beam spectrometer was the broad 60 MHz linewidth of the
peaks and the detection sensitivity. It is possible to optimise the alignment, and minimise
the linewidth, by probing the atoms with both counter-propagating lasers simultaneously.
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The atomic beam direction would then need to be precisely adjusted to minimise Doppler
shifts and the associated broadening. The detection sensitivity could be improved by
eliminating electrical noise from the turbo pump, which adds a large amount of noise to
the photodiode. The collection sensitivity of the beam fluorescence could also be improved
using lenses or mirrors. Another option would be to move to a more sensitive detector,
such as a PMT. The future setup will also include tuning fork choppers which oscillate
at 75 Hz. This will allow the atomic beam to be chopped, which will eliminate problems
from stray atoms or scattered light inside the chamber.
SAS spectrometer
The three largest sources of error in the SAS absolute frequency measurements were from
the pump-probe alignment, power shifts and random error. The cause of the alignment
error is a result of Doppler averaging and is described in Reference (155). For finite
crossing angles, the position of pump-probe intersection in the cell is very important. Any
deviation from the exact centre will lead to a frequency shift due to unbalanced Doppler
averaging; the larger the angle, the larger the sensitivity to position. There may also be a
shift contribution from the curvature of the laser wavefronts in the interaction region (156).
In Reference (92), the pump and probe lasers are carefully mode matched, collimated and
propagate with zero angle and no alignment systematic shifts above 3 kHz were reported.
This could be achieved in this experiment with a good spatial filter, collimator stage and
a different zero-angle optical setup.
Increasing the SNR will decrease the random error, which could be achieved with a
larger beam diameter and with more attention to technical noise. In this initial work, a
2 mm beam diameter was chosen only to match the EOM aperture in the pump beam
path. FM spectroscopy will not require this if 3f detection is used to remove the Doppler
background (144). With lower random error other systematic shifts can be studied to
higher accuracy, such as power shifts.
Laser system
The measurements from this chapter show that the scannable comb offset-lock technique
is far simpler and less complex than the AOM method of scanning. One of the current
disadvantages of the offset scanning method is that laser scans are carried out via the laser
injection current. This gives a small associated ramp in laser power and can also affect the
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laser mode during the scan. It was noticed that both of these factors could cause small
but troublesome asymmetries in the signals. An improvement will involve dividing the
comb-locking feedback to the piezo for slow changes, and to the injection current for fast
changes. This way the laser can be scanned with the large travel of the piezo, without
the limitations mentioned above. This large travel would also allow gigahertz-range comb-
stabilised laser scans by tuning instead the comb repetition rate. This would mean the
entire P1/2 or P3/2 hyperfine manifold could be measured in a single scan.
Ultimately, when other error sources are controlled to less than 4 kHz, the stability
and accuracy of the Rb standard used to reference the comb must be addressed. This can
be achieved using Common-View GPS techniques (116) or by comparing the Rb standard
against a more accurate standard at a National Standards lab. Higher accuracies could
also be achieved with longer averaging times, by locking onto the transitions and counting
the laser frequency. For example, in Reference (116) it was possible to achieve <1 kHz
uncertainties from a GPS referenced comb with over an hour of averaging.
9.7.2 FM comb spectroscopy
With the scannable comb offset-lock it was also possible to carry out FM spectroscopy of
the D lines. An FM of 4 kHz was applied to fLO in Figure 6.1, via the synthesiser. Because
the feedback to the laser has ∼100 kHz bandwidth, the comb-lock is able to track the
modulation. Therefore FM is added to the laser around its comb-locked centre frequency.
To demonstrate this as a proof of principle, a comb-stabilised scan was carried out across
the d′ transition using this technique. The LIA was referenced to the first harmonic of the
modulation frequency. The scan is shown in Figure 9.25 with a Wahlquist first derivative
fit (see Equation 4.5). The centre frequency from this scan agrees within the fit error with
that from the chopping technique, that was used in Section 9.5.3. Unfortunately in this
example 3f spectroscopy was not possible; the synthesiser that was used had a minimum
modulation frequency greater than 1/3 of the photodiode bandwidth.
Faster modulation frequencies will allow more suppression of technical noise sources
(24). The EOM system introduced in Section 9.4 could be used to apply 4 MHz sidebands
and a fast photodiode could then be used to monitor the probe laser. Alternatively,
sidebands could be added to the laser directly via the Bias-Tee connection to the laser
diode. If the applied sidebands lie outside the range of the band-pass filter of the BFD100
unit of the comb (±3 MHz), they will not affect counting or locking of the laser carrier,
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Figure 9.25: Proof of principle: A comb-stabilised laser scan over the d′ transition, with
FM added to the laser via fLO. The signal is demodulated via a LIA, the red line is a
Wahlquist first derivative fit (126).
which could still be comb-stabilised with feedback to the FET. This configuration would
allow high frequency (6 MHz) FM spectroscopy with a comb-stabilised laser, with no need
for external modulators. Both of these FM techniques also offer the option of locking the
laser onto the transition and counting the laser frequency across long time scales.
9.8 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the construction of two Doppler-free Rb spectrometers for prob-
ing the hyperfine structure of the Rb D1 and D2 lines. AOM and EOM modulator systems
have been described which can be used to carry out precision scans and FM spectroscopy
with the spectrometers. The SAS spectrometer has been used to make a new complete
set of absolute frequency measurements of the D1 line in both Rb isotopes. The results
show excellent agreement with the most recent, and also comb-based, study (64). There
still appears to be a clear divide between results in the literature, especially concerning
the magnetic dipole constant A(5P1/2) (61; 62; 63; 64). The results of this chapter have
exposed several potentially large sources of systematic error in cell-based SAS, which could
be responsible. The comb-based laser scanning system from Chapter 6 has proven to be
very reliable and can be improved further with modifications to the laser feedback. In the
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future it will be possible to obtain complete sets of highly accurate measurements for the
D1 and D2 lines from both spectrometers, which will give more evidence as to the causes
of the current discrepancies in the literature.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
10.1 Overview
The work in this thesis has demonstrated that vapour cells can be used to carry out high
precision, absolute frequency measurements of Rybderg levels in Rb. After several im-
provements to the experimental setup, including full comb-locking of all three laser steps,
the results from Chapter 6 have demonstrated the first sub-megahertz accuracy optical
Rydberg spectroscopy. In 1977 Lee et al (82), when measuring nS Rydberg levels using
two-photon spectroscopy, made an interesting quote when discussing their Rydberg-Ritz
fit:
“It seems remarkable that eight-digit accuracy for ≈40 transitions is essentially totally
preserved with only four constants.”
In the work of Chapter 6 it is found that for the nP3/2 series, eleven-digit accuracy is
preserved across 27 transitions and with only three constants. This nicely demonstrates
both the improvements that have been made in accuracy and the excellent validity of the
Rydberg-Ritz formula (Equation 4.7). These new measurements have been made signifi-
cantly simpler by the excellent screening properties of external electric fields by the cell.
Despite the strong n7 scaling of the Rydberg polarisability, stray electric fields around the
cell do not act as a large source of systematic shift. Even so, the observation of Stark-
induced transitions in Chapter 7 indicates that small stray fields originating inside the cell
can exist and these must also be considered for high accuracy measurements. Although
the mechanisms behind these effect have been briefly studied in this thesis, there is clearly
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a large body of work to be carried out in the future regarding the free charges within the
cell.
Although quantum defects can still be more accurately measured with microwave spec-
troscopy (80; 81), it is the new value for the ionisation threshold Ei which has been most
successful from this work, improving upon the accuracy of previous measurements by 20×.
Figure 10.1 shows previous determinations of this value in chronological order.
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Figure 10.1: Previous measurements of the ionisation energy Ei from References (82; 83;
85; 86; 87; 90) and the measurements from this thesis, plotted in chronological order.
This work has also solved the long-standing problem of third step laser stabilisation for
the micomaser experiment in our lab. Using the cell, the third step can now be stabilised
onto the 5D5/2, F = 5→63P3/2 transition with a stability of a few hundred kilohertz over
an hour. The comb-stabilised scannable offset-lock also gives the option to stabilise this
laser via the comb. This will allow precise tuning of the laser frequency for characterising
electric fields in the cryostat for example, or Doppler selection in the case of the first step
laser.
The new comb-stabilised laser scheme has the potential to allow further orders of mag-
nitude improvement in accuracy for Rydberg measurements. By moving to off-resonant
excitation schemes or other two/three/four-step configurations, narrower linewidths will
be achievable. This will allow significantly better determinations of transition frequencies
and systematic shifts. In this case quantum defects may even be extracted with greater ac-
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curacy than microwave spectroscopy methods, although a careful study of the systematic
shifts observed at high n will also be required to achieve this goal. Improvements in the
comb-locking scheme can also be made; with improved SNRs of the three laser-comb beat
notes, and improvements in the locking servos, phase-locked operation could be achieved
on all three steps. This will open up the feasibility of fully phase-coherent excitation of a
four-level system.
The coupling of microwaves into the cell as a form of spectroscopy has shown great
prospects for extracting the quantum defects of high ` Rydberg states of Rb. High SNRs
are possible and the screening from electric fields becomes an even more pleasing feature
in this case. The first observation of nG and nH states in the cell is an excellent starting-
point for extracting a precision measurement of the Rb+ core polarisability (for which
there is currently a lack of experimental measurements (72)). The nH states have also
proven to be useful for indicating and measuring residual electric fields inside the cell.
Finally, precision spectroscopy of theD1 line has shown that SAS measurements appear
to agree with recent measurements from a MOT (64) to within 50 kHz. As a result, the
current discrepancies in the literature (61; 62; 63; 64) are becoming better understood; the
work in this thesis shows agreement with one set of papers and disagreement with another.
Similar measurements of the D2 lines will be useful for future Rydberg measurements.
Interestingly, some of the systematic errors discovered from the D1 spectroscopy, such as
the residual-angle shift (155), will also need to be considered in future cell-based Rydberg
spectroscopy if the accuracy is to be increased further.
10.2 Recent developments
Since the completion of the work in this thesis, Mack et al (157) have completed a set of
absolute frequency measurements of nS and nD Rydberg states in 87Rb with a frequency
comb. They have used a vapour cell and the two-step EIT detection scheme (see Reference
(54)) 1 and have extracted a value for the ionisation energy with 300 kHz uncertainty.
Adjusting their value to the centre of mass of the 5S1/2 hyperfine ground states gives
1Note that Mack et al have also observed irregular and broad lineshapes for states with n ∼ 180
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EiRb87 = 1010 024 892.9(3) MHz,
compared to the value from the nP3/2 measurements of Section 6.5:
EiRb85 = 1010 024 723.9(3) MHz.
The difference between these two measurements gives a highly accurate value for the
isotope shift of the 5S1/2 state of Rb:
169.1(4) MHz.
This will have contributions from the specific mass shift and the volume shift (98). It
is the most accurate determination of this value to date, and improves the accuracy of
previous measurements by 20×. Table 10.2 shows previous measurements of the isotope
shift and this new value; the values are plotted together in Figure 10.2.
Table 10.1: Values for the 5S1/2 isotope shift calculated from References (82; 85; 89; 157)
and the work from this thesis. All units are in megahertz.
Source 5S1/2 Isotope shift (MHz)
Kato et al (89) 160(12)
Lee et al (82) 177(8)
Stoicheff et al (85) 167(10)
This work and Mack et al (157) 169.1(4)
With the results from this new paper, Table D.1 in Appendix D summarises the most
recent precision Rydberg spectroscopy measurements in Rb, for which measurement un-
certainties translate to <1 MHz on the optical frequencies En. This table encapsulates
the current state of the field.
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Figure 10.2: Previous measurements of the Rb 5S1/2 isotope shift from References (82;
85; 89) and the measurement derivable from this thesis and the measurement of Mack et
al (157). The points are plotted in chronological order.
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Appendix A
Rubidium
A.1 Physical properties
Rb is naturally abundant in two isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb. Table A.1 shows a table of
physical properties (158; 159).
Table A.1: Some physical properties of the two natural isotopes of Rb.
85Rb 87Rb
Atomic number 37 37
Total nucleons 85 87
Atomic mass 1.409993199(70)×10−25 kg 1.443160648(72)×10−25 kg
Natural abundance 72.17(2)% 27.83(2)%
Nuclear spin I 5/2 3/2
A.2 Electronic structure
Rb has a ground state electronic shell structure of (98)
1s2.2s2.2p6.3s2.3p6.3d10.4s2.4p6.5s.
A.3 Number density
Figure A.1 shows the number density of Rb with temperature using the Killian method
(160), described by the equation
N = 1026.41−
4132
T
−log10(T ), (A.1)
where T is the vapour temperature in kelvin and N is in m−3.
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Figure A.1: The number density of Rb vapour.
A.4 Lande´ g factor
The Zeeman shift of a hyperfine state with quantum number F , with magnetic sublevel
mF , is given by ∆fZeem = µBgFmFBz (98), where Bz is the magnetic field strength and
gF is the Lande´ g factor given by
gF ' gJ F (F + 1)− I(I + 1) + J(J + 1)
2F (F + 1)
. (A.2)
gJ is a further Lande´ g factor for the total electron angular momentum
gJ ' 1 + J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1)
. (A.3)
A.5 Hyperfine structure
The fine structure states nLJ are split via the hyperfine interaction (91), which is due to
the coupling of the electronic angular momentum J and the nuclear spin I. The hyperfine
states are defined by the quantum number F . The hyperfine structure of the two D lines
in 85Rb and 87Rb are shown in Figure 1.9. The Hyperfine interaction energy is given by
EHF =
1
2
hAK + hB
3
2K(K + 1)− 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
2I(2I − 1)2J(2J − 1) , (A.4)
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where K = F (F + 1) − I(I + 1) − J(J + 1), A is the magnetic dipole coupling constant
and B is the electric quadrupole coupling constant. In Cs there has also been evidence of
an octupole contribution to this interaction energy (147).
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Comb parameters for Rydberg
spectroscopy
Table B.1: Comb parameters used for exciting nP3/2 Rydberg levels. For n ≤63 fbeat 3
values are from measurements, for n >63 fbeat 3 values are from predictions. All frequencies
are in megahertz.
n f ′rep fo fbeat 1 fbeat 2 fbeat 3
36 20.137 132 +20.000 000 +19.908 202 +29.453 984 +27.942
39 20.710 296 +20.000 000 - 19.966 124 +30.231 742 +25.690
42 20.018 692 +20.000 000 +20.922 376 +30.549 545 - 29.719
45 21.212 916 +20.000 000 - 20.392 595 - 29.635 668 - 30.329
48 20.027 908 +20.000 000 - 19.969 898 - 29.804 617 - 28.466
51 20.137 132 +20.000 000 +19.908 202 +29.453 984 - 32.792
54 20.284 240 +20.000 000 +20.531 200 - 30.470 499 - 29.928
57 20.165 768 +20.000 000 +20.453 396 - 30.465 736 +27.157
60 20.592 372 +20.000 000 - 19.084 651 +29.814 243 +30.459
63 20.027 908 +20.000 000 - 19.969 898 - 29.804 617 - 25.415
90 20.473 180 +20.000 000 - 20.796 050 +29.804 617 +22
120 20.018 044 +20.000 000 +19.893 721 +29.804 617 - 22
150 20.521 268 +20.000 000 +20.771 228 - 29.804 617 - 24
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Table B.2: Comb parameters used for exciting nF7/2 Rydberg levels. For n ≤60 fbeat 3
values are from measurements, for n >60 fbeat 3 values are from predictions. All frequencies
are in megahertz.
n f ′rep fo fbeat 1 fbeat 2 fbeat 3
33 20.492 612 +20.000 000 +20.087 520 +29.406 741 +22.654
36 20.829 548 +20.000 000 - 19.620 841 +29.192 879 - 20.788
39 20.027 908 +20.000 000 - 19.995 898 - 29.770 617 +21.110
42 20.018 692 +20.000 000 +20.896 376 +30.583 545 +20.794
45 20.473 828 +20.000 000 - 19.566 373 +29.461 176 - 25.077
48 20.255 596 +20.000 000 +20.426 924 +29.959 869 - 23.017
51 20.283 592 +20.000 000 +19.344 062 - 30.229 548 - 21.996
54 20.254 948 +20.000 000 +19.280 075 +30.181 110 +23.776
57 20.254 948 +20.000 000 +19.280 075 +30.181 110 - 20.266
60 20.047 324 +20.000 000 +20.372 636 - 30.403 821 +24.337
80 20.858 224 +20.000 000 - 19.179 044 - 30.897 684 +20
100 21.540 444 +20.000 000 - 20.440 383 +30.667 443 +23
110 20.046 676 +20.000 000 +19.355 695 - 30.078 348 +23
115 20.847 696 +20.000 000 +19.126 740 +29.622 180 - 25
120 20.473 180 +20.000 000 - 20.796 050 +29.573 265 - 25
125 20.047 324 +20.000 000 +20.398 636 - 30.403 821 - 21
130 20.046 676 +20.000 000 +19.355 695 - 30.078 348 +24
150 20.046 676 +20.000 000 +19.355 695 - 30.078 348 - 25
200 20.373 440 +20.000 000 +19.817 520 +30.619 680 +24
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Appendix C
Comb parameters for D1 line
spectroscopy
Table C.1: Comb parameters used for the D1 line spectroscopy of
85Rb and 87Rb. fbeat
values are predictions based on Reference (61). All frequencies are in megahertz.
transition f ′rep fo fbeat
b 19.999 760 5826 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
b/d 19.999 517 5064 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
d 19.999 937 3634 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
a 19.999 536 0782 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
a/c 19.999 955 9247 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
c 19.999 712 8255 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
b′ 19.999 683 9906 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
b′/d′ 19.999 500 3517 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
d′ 19.999 979 6505 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
a′ 19.999 589 2508 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
a′/c′ 20.000 068 5537 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
c′ 19.999 884 9131 +20.000 000 +25.000 000
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Appendix D
Summary of precision Rb Rydberg
measurements
Table D.1: A summary of recent precision measurements of Rb Rydberg states from
laser spectroscopy (red) and microwave spectroscopy (blue). The values are compiled
from References (80; 81; 157) and the work of this thesis (bold). Only measurements
giving uncertainties of <1 MHz on the optical frequency En are shown.
Isotope Ei (MHz) State δ0 a
85Rb 1010 024 723.9(3) S1/2 3.1311804(10) 0.1784(6)
P1/2 2.6548849(10) 0.2900(6)
P3/2 2.641 6711(13) 0.2968(13)
2.641 6737(10) 0.2950(7)
D3/2 1.34809171(40) -0.60286(26)
D5/2 1.34646572(30) -0.59600(18)
F5/2 0.0165192(9) -0.085(9)
F7/2 0.016 533(12) -0.078(12)
0.016 5437(7) -0.086(7)
G 0.00402(8) -
0.00400(9) -
87Rb 1010 024 892.9(3) S1/2 3.1311807(8) 0.1787(2)
P1/2 - -
P3/2 - -
D3/2 1.3480948(11) -0.6054(4)
D5/2 1.3464622(11) -0.5940(4)
F5/2 - -
F7/2 - -
G - -
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